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GETTING STARTED
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Before diving reed into the Mell cenretifol a sc quickly review the major aspects common to all three Metroid Prime
games.
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The game's controls can be customized in the
option menu's control section. Here you can
swap the functionality of ® and ® or © and ©,
adjust the sensitivity of the Wii Remote, and
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Samus begins
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but discovers
new and
advanced
suit upgrades
during her
adventures.
Each of her suits provides life-support functions and is well
shielded from attack. The modular nature of Samus’s suits
allows the addition of weapons, visors, and other gear as
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visit Save Stations and collect Energy Units when possible
to keep the shielding charged.

Arm Cannon, then release to firea powerful charged shot.
Charging also has a limited “tractor beam” effect that will
draw in small pick-ups, such as Energy Units, helping you
collect them-from afar.
:
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Beam shots
ricochet,

e—rhsoo cc
the Power
Beam is not
working
against that
target. Seek out advanced weapon upgrades for the Arm
Cannon. Once you've acquired them, hold @ and use your
cursor to select the weapon you wish to arm. Tap ® to
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Missile Launcher

Armaments9”
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Power Beam
The Power
eter

BTU k
default Arm
Cannon.
Taarermuay
lace)
of fire and
unlimited
ammo. Press ® to shoot the Power Beam. If you have the
Charge Beam upgrade, press and hold ®@ to charge the

upgrade,
Samus can

Siento)
from her Arm
Cannon to
devastate
hardened targets. Instead of using @ to select the Missile
Taegu
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away. Missiles have many uses: Fire them to batter tough
foes, open special doors, and blast apart objects to reveal
hidden passages and items.
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Samus also owns
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a Scan Visor, which _

waste them. Defeat enemies and destroy objects such
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Combat Visor

eavecrencoker-lunlaes
data and interact
with objects.
Press and hold
© to bring up.
Visor Select, then
move the cursor into the top zoneond release © to enter
Scan Visor mode. In this mode, important scan targets are

The Combat Visor
is Samus’s default
visor. It provides
a head-up display
(HUD) containing
radar, minimap,
lock-on reticle,
Energy gauge,

and missile count. Samus acquires many different visors
during her adventures. Push and hold © to bring up Visor
Select, then move the cursor to select the visor of your
choice. Tap © or ® to quickly switch back to the Combat
Visor for battle.

highlighted in red. Scanning enemies with the Scan Visor
reveals their vulnerabilities—the data is saved in your
Log Book. Scanned data pertaining to the success of the
mission is downloaded and stored in the Log Book as well.

Filling Samus's Log Book is completely optional, but also very
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habit of scanning everything to fill the Log Book with Creature,
Research, and Lore data. Also follow the walkthroughs
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The Morph Ball
changes your suit
into a compact,

mobile sphere.
Press © to enter
Morph Ball mode
and access areas
you otherwise
couldn't. Press © again to leave Morph Ball mode. Like
Samus's suits, the Morph Ball is modular. Several upgrades
can be added to improve performance.
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require double

bomb jumps to
ascend them.To
perform a double

bomb jump, set off
a Morph Ball Bomb,
then drop another
just before the first bomb explodes. Near the height of the initial
jump, drop a third Morph Ball Bomb in midair.If you time this
right, the second bomb will shoot Samus upward as she lands
from the initial bomb jump, and the third bomb will rocket her
OTSAR AS MN NSD Roo eee SoReal
Rn (e el

Boost Ball

Morph Ball Bomb
The Morph Ball
Bomb is the default
weapon for the
Morph Ball. Press
® when in Morph
Ball mode to drop

a Morph Ball Bomb.
These bombs can
destroy weak items and activate certain devices called Bomb
Slots. If Samus is left near a Morph Ball Bomb when it explodes,
she'll be popped a short distance into the air. This is called a
bomb jump.When a Morph Ball Bomb explodes, it must be
close to the enemy to inflict damage.

Once acquired,

the Boost Ball
upgrade can be
used to increase
the Morph Ball's
speed for short
periods. Press
and hold ©) to
charge, then release © to trigger a quick boost of speed.
The longer you hold down &), the longer (and faster) the
boost will be.
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half-pipe, then trigger
the boost as you begin to recat
the other side. Immediately start charging another Peoria |
to keep your momentum going. This gives rot the sp
you need to reach ne heights.
|
The Boost
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to activate

mechanisms
called Spinners.
Repeatedly
boosting while
inside a Spinner

are

a

Boots y
The Space Jump
Boots increase

Samus's leaping

capability.

Mancetlen tetra
of boot- mounted
Rew
e
sana
~ acquiring this
upgrade, simply Ree ® to jump, then press ® a second
time to use the Space Jump Boots and leap even higher.
Timing
is important for certain jumps—experiment to
discover ways to increase the height and length of your
jumps.

x See Beam

builds a kinetic charge that Penns
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resulting in a change in the environment.In addition, ZolU i
can damage some enemies by boosting into.them.

Spider Ball

:
“ The Spider Ball

~ allows the Morph
Ball to move along.
magnetic rails
called Spider Ball
BicTe CAN
[caalonas
to.a.magnetic rail,

The Grapple
lane en ES
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back and forth
from special _
Grapple Points in
Parente
Target a Grapple
Point Ee Pe always hallmarked by the HUD), then
press and hold.@ to fire the Grapple Beam. Hold @ to
stay.connected and let go to release. Use the control stick
to turn while swinging if need be. The Grapple Beam is
commonly used to cross large gaps.

press and hold
~~) to activate the Spider Ball ability,and grabon: Follow
~ the magnetic rails to explore new areas. Bomb-jump while
_ you're attached to a rail to leap upward,or quickly release 2)
and-reengage to drop to a lower track. You can-also use the
Boost Ball ability.to rapidly propel the Spider Ball uk from
magnetic rails, leaping gaps and the like.
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Energy Units often spill out of defeated
enemies and destroyed objects, particularly when Samus's Energy is low. Collect
these goodies to replenish Samus’s Energy
and keep her in the fight. Energy Units
eel te N UM
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Purple Energy Units restore cto Energy.

Red Energy Units restore 20 Energy.
Yellow Energy Units restore 100 Energy (one full Energy
Tank).
PRIMA

Tanks »”
Energy Tanks
[Tate cee ual vey |
shielding capacity
Oe Ceia
allowing it to
sustain more
damage. Energy

can be restored by collecting loose Energy Unitsand using Save Stations (including Samus’s ship).
eC
_ Energy Tanks scattered throughout each game—follow
S“the walkthroughs ee to Fain each one at the eo

__.moment.
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‘Missile Expansions
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objects.
Samus’s
:

capacity of the

Missile Launcher.
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among the first two Prime games and 50 to find in Corruption.
Sen eal easy-to-reach spots, while others are off the beaten
path. Keep your eyes peeled and follow our walkthroughs to
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Every bit of important Research data, background Lore, and creature intel is
stored in Samus’s Log Book. Of course, you must scan these objects with the
Scan Visor first to acquire the Log Book entries. Anything that can and should
be scanned is highlighted in red while viewed through the Scan Visor—be sure
to scan all of these to record new Log Book entries.

Filling the Log Book unlocks special extras—see the "Maps,
[i= feyd(=jec A= |e cause p=] ela epee
|

viewing the Map
Samus always has access to a handy 3D map of her current whereabouts.
All
rooms that have been visited are highlighted in a special color, and their names
appear onscreen as you scroll through them. Rooms that have not been visited
do not appear on the map unless the area's schematic has been downloaded
from the local Map Station. Use the map to keep on course and ensure that you
don't miss visiting any special areas.

Defeating bosses and completing major objectives in each game earns you credits.
Use them to purchase special extras through the main menu. Credits earned show
up as icons on the HUD once a specific task is completed. Visit the “Extras” menu
and use your credits to buy some of Metroid Prime: Trilogys many extras!
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Earning all of the credits from Corruptionis far more involved, however,
as there are many more of them. Reference the walkthrough and the
checklists at the back of this guide to ensure you don't miss any.
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“Space Pirate Frigate

@e No One Heard ~
Them Scream

The frigate is a mess, but somehow

a force field still stands in your way.
To get through, hold down @) to lock
onto each of the four red buttons
around the force field and shoot each
one with blasts from the Power Beam.

ij

pn

“This guide
assumes
y
using
the default control scheme.

Map Facility

Equip the Scan Visor again and
scan the Parasites feeding on the
fallen Space Pirates inside the frigate.
Then blast them out of your path.

:

c
5.
You must scan every enemy (and
several other important objects)
if you wish to unlock all of Metroid
Prime's extras—see the "Maps,
Checklists, & Extras" chapter for
complete details.

Press © to activate Morph Ball mode
and follow two Parasites into a small
shaft. Exit Morph Ball mode and scan
the hologram ahead before you step
into it. Then step into the hologram
to acquire the map of the Space
Pirate Frigate.

entries you can add to

Log Book. [Any easy-to-miss

entries will be mentioned in the

walkthrough.) Check the maps
that follow the walkthrough

section to discover the locations

; l

To bring down the second force
field, first press and hold ©, then

select the Scan Visor. Hold @ to scan
_ the nearby control panel, then shoot
more red buttons as you did before
(aim high; there are six buttons this
3}
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Hold ® and then release to blast
| through the rubble in the following
tunnel using the Charge Beam.

of all upgrades and expansions.
[All of these are detailed in the
walkthrough as well.)

ae
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Exit the Map Facility and move
to an elevator. Scan the elevator's

control panel with the Scan Visor to
activate a hologram, then step in and
ride down.

Scan another red panel to activate
a lift and ride up to the second floor,

then find another elevator and scan
its control panel to ride down toa
lower level of the frigate.

NehiiS

Some enemies [particularly bosses)
offer you just one chance to scan
them. If you miss your chance
during the fight, you'll never have
another opportunity to add that
creature to your Log Book. If you
want to unlock all those special
extras, be sure to scan everything,
all the time!

Great Escape

You have just seven minutes to
escape the frigate after defeating the
Parasite Queen, and you can't simply
backtrack the way you came. Time is
short, so get moving!

A ceiling turret opens fire at the
lower level. Lock on and press Gp to
quickly obliterate the turret with a
missile. Collect the missile pickup
that’s left behind to restock your
ammo.
SE”

Scan the control panel below
to activate a spherical hologram.
Change to Morph Ball mode and roll
into the hologram to open the door
ahead.

=

Use missiles to obliterate powerful
threats in short orden but keep an
eye on your missile reserves.

gai
Hold ® to draw in remote pickups
with the Charge Beam, such as
Energy Cells and missiles.
a
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Step into the nearby Save Station
to mark your progress and replenish
your Energy. Then scan a control
panel and assume Morph Ball mode
to open the next door.

Boss Battle:

Parasite Queen
ae

SS
e
Continue to a room full of control
panels, Scan a red panel to add your
first Pirate Data entry to your Log
Book. This is your only chance to
acquire this Log Book entry.

Take the Connection Elevator to
Deck Beta up to reach the frigate’s
Subventilation Shafts. You'll need to
scan the elevator’s control panel to
get it working.

Lock on and blast the Parasites in
the tunnels that follow before they
swarm you, but don’t waste too much
time. Keep moving down the shafts
and shoot each door to open them
(some require multiple shots).

First, scan the Parasite Queen to
discover her weak point: the mouth.
Then lock onto the Parasite Queen
and press & while moving either
right or left to dash around her
_ attacks. Blast the Queen through the
opening in the revolving force field
until you at last defeat her.

Wait for a giant piston to retract
in a lower tunnel, then follow it and

duck into a side tunnel on the right
before it fires forward again.

I
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Fight your way through Space
Pirates (use missiles to make short
work of them) and keep moving until

you see a giant flying monster. After
the creature departs, look up and
hold @ to latch onto an overhead
grapple point. Swing from one
grapple point to the next to cross the
room.

Tallon

Hurry up another elevator. Samus
is hit by a massive blast at this
point that disables many of her suit
| functions, leaving her with only a
basic Power Beam and Power Suit—
| advanced upgrades like the Charge
Beam and Morph Ball are no longer
| accessible. Never fear; you'll reclaim
these abilities in time.

Hurry back to the Exterior Docking
| Hangar to flee the Space Pirate
| Frigate before the self-destruct
| sequence completes. Samus boards

| her ship and chases the strange
| flying creature she noticed earlier
to the surface of the nearby planet,
| Tallon IV.

Overworld-First Visit

@

|

sust Visiting ?

You can't reach any of this area’s goodies yet, so simply proceed through
the Canyon Cavern on your way to the
elevator to Chozo Ruins. Scan Samus’s
ship and each new enemy you
encounter along the way to fill
you Log Book.

|
Energy and ammo.
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TheMissile
Launcher

Getting Started

Proceed to the Main Plaza and
scan the missile door on the left to
add it to your Log Book. Hop up the
stairs and enter the farther left door
afterward.

shots at the circling wasps.When a
wasp stops circling you, lock on and
blast it before it strikes.

=»

Look up as you enter the ruins and spy
an odd rippling effect above the north
door. This is a Chozo Lore; scan it to
add “Beginnings”
to your Log Book.

Pelee sg styl)

Scan the Chozo Lore within the
Ruined Nursery, then hop along its
high ledges to reach a Save Station—
there's a tough boss fight ahead.

circling and prepare to strike.

Search for stationary targets
when you hear that sound, and
quickly lock on and fire.

Boss Battle: Hive Mecha

Continue to the Hive Totem room
and leap to its central platform to
trigger a trap: Swarms of Ram War
Wasps fly out from a Hive Mecha
device! Remain on the platform and
turn in place, firing quick Power Beam

After dispatching a full wave of wasps,
lock onto the Hive Mecha and fire as
many blasts as you can to inflict damage.
Repeat this process until the Hive Mecha
retracts, revealing the Missile Launcher.

Remember to scan the Ram War Wasp
and Hive Mecha before finishing the
fight—you won't have another chance!

@ The Morph Ball?

@

Energy Tank!

Back in the Main Plaza, use a
missile to open the locked door you
scanned earlier and advance to the
Ruined Shrine Access.

Boss Battle:
Plated Beetle

reserves.

hens
Each little square above your
Energy meter represents a spare
Energy Tank. When your Energy
meter fully depletes, it is refilled by
the next tank. It's game-over if you
run out of Energy, so save often to
mark your progress and fill your
Energy reserves.
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Backtrack to the Ruined Gallery and
use a missile to open the missile

door. Enter the Map Station beyond
to acquire the complete map of the
Chozo Ruins.
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Stand your ground when the larger
Plated Beetle emerges and watch it
dance from side to side. Dodge the
creature's charge attack with a quick
dash, then unload on its exposed
backside. Repeat until the Plated
Beetle collapses in a messy heap.

Missile Expansion!

Next, fire a missile at the Ruined

.

Bean

4

Gallery's weakened wall to acquire
your first Missile Expansion, gaining 5
oe
:
extra missiles. Use your Scan Visor to
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Backtrack to the Main Plaza and scale
the rubble on the outside wall to
reach an overhead root bridge. Cross
the bridge and head through the
door to reach the Ruined Fountain
Access. Use your newfound Morph
Ball ability to slip through the narrow
spaces you encounter.

First, wipe out the host of Beetles

that pop up from the ground in the
Ruined Shrine. Strafe about and lock
on to each Beetle. Blast them apart as
fast as you can.

Map Station

‘a

the Charge ~p
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Fire a missile at the sealed door
ahead, then blast it with your Power
Beam to open it. Head through to
acquire your first invaluable Energy
Tank, which adds 100 Energy to your
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Allow the Plazmites to illuminate
the Ruined Fountain for you. Circle
around to the right and scan the
Chozo Lore on the far wall. Ignore the
first door you encounter and pass
through the second.

SS

Ignore the large tree in the
Arboretum and navigate the
platforms instead to reach the far
door at the base of the chamber.
Shoot the Reaper Vines to make
them retract out of your way.

Jump up and claim your Morph
Ball upgrade, then roll through the
tiny opening in the nearby wall.
Go right as you enter the
Gathering Hall room to locate a Save
Station. After exiting the Save Station,
PRIMA Official
Game Guid

door leading to the East Atrium.
Use the Charge Beam to tractor in
any pick-ups left behind by remote
hostiles. Continue through the Energy
Core and on to the Burn Dome.

cut straight across the Gathering Hall
and head through the far door.

Missile Expansion 2

Stop on the sccord pate and
turn around to face the entry door.
Scan the third symbol on the wall to
the right of the door.

Watery Hall Access to acquire your
second Missile Expansion.

The final symbol is to the fight of
the sealed door. Scan it, then scan
the door's central symbol to open it.
Collect the Charge Beam upgrade
from the alcove beyond.

then scan it.
AE
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you encounter on your way to the

Burn Dome—you haven't the means
to combat it yet.

Boss Battle:
Incinerator Drone

Fire a edie at the weak Wali inthe

Find and scan four runic embol) in
the Watery Hall to open the room's
sealed door. Hop along the floating
platforms and blow away some
Blastcaps to reveal the first symbol,

Don't approach the Stone Toad

nl

Charge Beam upgrade to acquire
another piece of Chozo Lore.

The Morph
< Ball clea
D

You're drawn into a boss battle upon

entering the Burn Dome. Lock onto
the flame-spitting device in the
room’s center and circle around to
avoid its fiery jets. Assail the red orb
that emerges from the top of the
Incinerator Drone to damage it, but
be ready to face a swarm of Barbed
War Wasps afterward.

3

Hold ® to activate the Charge Beam
and unleash powerful blasts to

Find the second symbol on the
wall at the end of the floating
platforms, then double back to the

destroy the many Eyons that activate
after you acquire the upgrade.
Backtrack to the Gathering Hall and
save at the Save Station there.

entry door and leap up the raised
platforms.

This time, scale the Gein
Hall’s upper ledges to reach a higher
primagames.com

When the lacie Drone’s
flames shoot out at odd angles, back
away as far as possible so the higher
jet can’t hit you, and jump the lower
one each time it passes by. Shoot the
swarming Barbed War Wasps until
the red orb reemerges, then blast
it some more. Repeat this until the
Incinerator Drone is destroyed and
the Morph Ball Bomb is yours.

@ Grabbin' Goodies
Missile Expansion 3

I

You land in the drained chamber
| in plain view of another Morph Ball
| switch. Hurry over and lay another
bomb to activate the switch, raising
some platforms in the room. Quickly
exit Morph Ball mode and leap up

Before leaving the Burn Dome,
lay a Morph Ball Bomb near the
Weak wall blocking a tiny hole. Roll
through the passage beyond to
reach your third Missile Expansion
upgrade.

the platforms.

Energy Tank 2
Ignore the doors and continue
leaping across the raised platforms
to reach a side passage within
the Energy Core. Quickly activate
the third Morph Ball switch you
discover here to raise the final series
of platforms, then backtrack out of

Backtrack out of the Burn Dome,

the passage. No need to rush now;
simply cross the raised platforms to
reach a high door leading to the West
Furnace Access.

detonating Morph Ball Bombs to
rocket into elevated Morph Ball

tunnels. (This technique is commonly
referred to as a“bomb jump’ in this
guide.) On your way back, let the

Stone Toad gobble you up, then
quickly detonate all three of your
Morph Ball Bombs to blow the Stone
Toad apart from the inside, revealing
a new passage into the Energy Core.

Use Morph Ball mode to reach
the Furnace and collect your second
Energy Tank. Then backtrack out and
| return to the Arboretum, resting at

Bomb-jump into the wall switch
beyond the Stone Toad, then lay
another bomb to activate the switch,
draining the water in the main
section of the Energy Core. Quickly
roll through the next tunnel before
time runs out and the water returns.

the Save Station along the way. You're
about to face a very difficult boss, so
now is a good time to track down
Missile Expansions 4 through 8 and
Energy Tank 3, if you like. Refer to the
sidebar for details.
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The second symbol is on the tree
near the wooden bridge.
BE

Use missiles to destroy the
War Wasps' hives so they stop
swarming. Take a moment to scan
one first and add it to your Log
Book.

The third symbol is on the wall
just beyond the Morph Ball tunnel
(use bombs to destroy the tunnel’s
blocks).

bn
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Climb up to the sealed gate
and turn around to find the fourth
symbol etched into the central tree.

Save your progress at the Save
Station near the Gathering
Hall—you're about to face the
boss of Chozo Ruins. Make for the
Arboretum, where you must find

and scan four runic symbols to open
the gate at the top of the room. Blast
the Venom Weed at the chamber's
base to discover the first symbol,

then scan it.

After opening the gate, lay a
bomb at the weak wall beyond to
reveal a tiny passage leading to the
Sunchamber Access.

I

Energy before facing the hig boss of
Chozo Ruins.

<

Boss Battle:
Flaahgra

to
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ee

Book. This is your only chance to

me

firing, knocking out reflectors and
eventually morphing to damage
Flaahgra with a bomb. Don't relent
until the monster is no more.

get them!

D>

Two reflectors shine on Flaahgra
after you bomb it the first time,
It is vital that you remain locked
onto Flaahgra throughout this long
battle. Fire rapid Power Beam blasts
mixed with missiles to keep the fiend
stunned (reeled back in an upright

position) as you dash around it in a
circle. Don't fire missiles at Flaahgra

then three, then four. Keep Flaahgra

stunned with missiles as you circle
around to knock out each reflector
or the fiend will quickly slap them
back into place, forcing you to
start over. Just keep moving and

while it’s stunned, however, or you'll

waste precious ammo.

a
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Remain locked on to Flaahgra
and dash over to the reflector
that’s shining sunlight on it. Then
quickly lock onto the red orb on the
reflector’s base and fire rapid Power
Beam blasts or a single Charge Beam
shot to knock the reflector upward,

cutting off Flaahgra’s sunlight.
ca

Flaahgra is weakened without
Sunlight, and its roots retract,
exposing four tubes at the creature's

base. Quickly switch to Morph Ball
~_ mode and roll into one of the tubes,
_ then deploy a bomb at the end of the
_ tube to wound Flaahgra.
PRIMA Official Game

Claim the Varia suit after besting
Flaahgra; the suit allows you to
withstand the heat of the Magmoor
Caverns. That's your next stop, so
proceed through the nearby door,
drop down the long shaft and
make your way to the Transport to
Magmoor Caverns North.

S._Magmoor Caverns-First Visit

@” Jumpin «=»
the Fire

Missile Expansion 9

Missile Expansion 10
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The Varia Suit allows you to
withstand the heat of Magmoor

Caverns. First thing's first: swing by
the nearby Save Station and mark
your progress and restore your

At the Triclops Pit, drop and travel
beneath the ledge to the cave below.
Roll through a pipe to travel beneath
the steel floor and follow another
pipe to reach a Storage Cavern with a
Missile Expansion.

Navigate the tunnels that follow until
you reach another open chamber

called the Fiery Shores. Move to a
ledge with a Triclops and defeat the
creature with a Morph Ball Bomb. Then
bomb-jump into the nearby pipe.

Energy.

Proceed to Lava Lake, scanning
enemies for combat tips as you go.
Blast some crates on a ledge to reveal
a weak wall (scan the wall to identify

Backtrack out from beneath the
steel floor and return to where you
entered the Triclops Pit. Leap across

the floating platforms to proceed to
the Monitor Station.

it) and lay a Morph Ball Bomb to
destroy it so you may roll through to
the lake's second half.

Target and destroy the Auto
Defense Turrets in the Monitor

Roll under the steel floor on the
lake's other half and make your way
to the Triclops Pit. Feed bombs to the
Triclops to defeat them.

Station with missiles (after scanning
one, of course). Then cross the room

and continue through the far door.

After exiting the pipe, blast some

crates and roll along a narrow ledge.
Follow it to the end to reach a Missile
Expansion—your tenth so far. Drop
to the ledge below after claiming the
prize and return to the Monitor Station.

Destroy the Auto Defense Turrets
again (there are four in all) so you

may safely cross the Monitor Station's
floating platforms and outside
ledges. Leap to the center structure's
broken catwalk and follow it to a
bridge leading to a high door.

ergy,
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Station and can always return for

through the block to get back up,

it later.

then wait for the block to respawn
before trying again.

Roll into Transport Tunnel A and
drop onto the first breakable block.
To score an Energy Tank, you must

perform a series of dangerous
double bomb jumps. Double-jump
up the first block to reach the trail
above, but beware: the block will
shatter after two bombs, landing

Continue making double bomb
jumps to reach higher and higher
ledges. Three double jumps are
required in all if you're to claim your
fourth Energy Tank, which floats on
high at the top of the area.

you in lava!

Whether or not you claim the
Energy Tank, cross through the tunnel
to reach the Transport to Phendrana
Drifts. Activate the elevator and ride
up.

SQ Phendrana Drifts—First Visit
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Blast the first few ice walls you
encounter with missiles to destroy
them as you make your way to a
large outdoor area called Phendrana
Shorelines.

Cut straight across Phendrana
Shorelines and through a door to
reach a Save Station. If you didn’t
claim Energy Tank 4 in Magmoor
Caverns due to low Energy, consider
heading back now to try for it again.

Look right as you exit the Save
| Station and blast a metal grate with
a missile to destroy it. Scan the panel
on the wall afterward to unlock an
overhead door.

Leap up the ledges above the Save

Station to reach the door you've just
opened and visit Ice Ruins East.

Quickly hop across the platforms

| before they collapse under your

weight. Claim the Boost Ball from the
far tower without incident.

Release the Boost Ball charge just
as you're about to roll up one side
of a half pipe, then immediately hold
again to build another charge as
You soar upward and back down.
Keep building momentum until
you've gained enough height to

reach the desired location.

Half Pipe Action

Avoid the dangerous Baby
Sheegoths at Ice Ruins East by
running past them and leaping onto
the ledge to the right. Hop up to the
top and follow the ledge steadily
to the left until you reach the Plaza
Walkway, which returns you to
Phendrana Shorelines.

Saamuadl
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Remain on the high ledge over
Phendrana Shorelines and continue
to the door to Ice Ruins West. Dodge
the Baby Sheegoths here and work
your way up and around the ledges,
heading for a far door. Search for a
rippling patch of wall as you go and
scan it to claim another Chozo Lore
entry for your Log Book.

Pass through the next tunnel to
reach Phendrana Canyon. Drop to the
floor and then climb an icy slope on
the right to find a switch on a ledge.
Scan the switch to align a long line of
platforms.

Backtrack out of the canyon,

| With the Boost Ball upgrade secured,
drop to the valley below and notice
that it is U-shaped. (Such areas are

| commonly referred to as “half pipes”
in this guide.) Tuck into a Morph Ball
and start rolling back and forth in the
pipe, holding ® to build up a Boost
Ball charge and releasing ® to gaina
short burst of speed. Keep boosting
back and forth until you reach the
ledge on the canyon’s right side.

scanning another rippling wall
below the entry door for another
| Chozo Lore entry. Retrace your steps
to Phendrana Shorelines, save at

the Save Station and then continue
backtracking to the Transport to
Magmoor Caverns West.

S& Magmoor Caverns—Second Visit
Passing Through
Nab Energy Tank
4 if you haven't
yet on your
way back to the
Monitor Station.
Fight your way
through the
=*
Monitor Station
and into the tunnel directly across the room, which leads
to Fiery Shores.

Hop to a ledge
with a Triclops
and defeat the
beast witha
Morph Ball Bomb.
Then bomb-jump
into the wall
pipe to reach the
=
Transport to Tallon Overworld West.

SQ Tallon Overworld-Second Visit
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TheSpace

dump Boots

~»

Missile Expansion 1
Continue to the Root Cave and
hop up the roots on the opposite

|
\

| side of the Beetles that pop up to
attack. Make several long jumps over

.
Drop off to the side of the stone
bridge in Transport Tunnel B. It may
f

“

| tosmall ledges until youreachthe
| door leading to Tallon Canyon.

Follow the ledge around and
| destroy the sandstone walls with

| Morph Ball Bombs. Take a tube back
| to the Landing Site.

|

look dangerous, but it’s not—instead,

you find a Missile Expansion.

|

Drop to the floor of Tallon Canyon

| to finda half pipe. Clear out the

Hop across the ledges at the
Landing Site but be careful not to

| fall. You eventually discover the

| Space Jump Boots on a high alcove.

_ Beetles and Boost Ball your way up to | Now you can perform double jumps

the ledge above the pipe.

by pressing ® twice—perfect for
clearing wide gaps and scaling
vertical summits.

@

Artifact of Truth

Tour of Tallon
Missile Expansion 12

er

Now put your newfound Space Jump
Boots to use and leap up to the top
of the waterfall near Samus's ship.
Follow the trail to a tunnel that leads
to the Temple Hallway.

Scan two rippling walls inside the
Artifact Temple that follows to score
two more Chozo Lore entries.
Sennett

Drop down to the bottom of the
Landing Site and roll through the
short tunnel near Samus's ship to
score a Missile Expansion. Save at

the ship afterward to record your
progress up to this point and reload
your ammo.

Take a moment to scan the odd
symbol in the Temple Hallway for a
' new Pirate Data Log Book entry.

Artifact Temple's tranquil clearing.
This is the first of 12 Artifacts you
must find to break the temple's seal
and battle the great evil that plagues
this land.With the Artifact tucked
away, backtrack all the way to the
Transport to Magmoor Caverns East.

S&_Magmoor Caverns-Third Visit
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Another ~~»
Short Visit

Artifact of Strength

Locate a Spinner near some

Make your way to Monitor Station
and use your newfound Space Jump
Boots to reach the very top of the
central structure. (You must leap up
from the second floor to the third
via a small platform near the door to
Transport Tunnel A.)

| computer terminals atop the
| structure and scan it to add the
object to your Log Book. Then roll
| into the Spinner and use the Boost
| Ball technique to raise a bridge. Just
| keep boosting until the bridge clicks
| into place in the background.

Double-jump from the far end
of the bridge to reach the ledge on
the far wall, then follow the ledge
around to the Warrior Shrine. Claim
the Artifact of Strength from within
the shrine, then make your way back

| through the Monitor Station and

| over to the Transport to Phendrana
| Drifts North, which you used to get
| there last time.

| |
|
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Sheegoth by dashing around it and
punishing its vulnerable backside.
Then leap up the stone ledges that
follow, scaling the temple.
jij

Swing by the Save Station off of
’)

]
¢

Phendrana Shorelines, then double-

jump your way up to the ledges
above the Save Station and onto a
high floating platform.

Make a huge double jump over
to the next distant floating platform,
and from there, leap to the high
ledge near the entrance to the huge
Chozo Temple. You need to achieve
maximum distance on each jump to
reach the temple gate.

Slip past the Bombus inside
the temple and dispatch a Baby

Scan the statue busts in the
upper hall to locate the bust of a
Chozo Shaman. Destroy the bust
with a missile to reveal a Morph Ball
Slot. Bomb-jump into the slot, then
activate it with another bomb. This
opens a nearby passage.

and fire a missile to knock it down,

If you're having trouble spotting the
gills, look for air escaping from them
after the Sheegoth uses its frost
breath attack. You know you've
scored a hit when the boss flashes

_ creating a platform. Leap onto the
| stalactite and then onto the stone
| passage above.

red.

Ball Mode, blast through the blocks
in the floor, and drop down. Bomb

the lower columns to clear the path
above so you may continue to the

orn

Chapel of Elders, where the Wave

Beam awaits.

Boss Battle: Sheegoth
Continue circling the boss and
pounding it with missiles until
| it collapses. (Numerous hits are
| required to bring the beast down.)
Collect ammo and Energy from the
| surrounding crates if need be. Claim
| the Wave Beam when the fight is
| through.

You must defeat a powerful
adversary to claim the Wave Beam.
Begin by dispatching the four Baby
Sheegoths that emerge from the
room's corners by dashing around
them and assailing their vulnerable
backsides with Charge Beam shots.
Remain locked on and keep dashing
to outmaneuver the beasts.

@@ The Super ~»
Missile

|
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Hop along the
ledges to reach a
which you're now
Head through to
Courtyard.

high
Wave
able
reach

roofs and
Beam door,
to open.
the Ruined

Find two Spinner devices at the
base of the Ruined Courtyard and
activate them both to open giant
overhead aqueducts.

Armed with the Wave Beam,
backtrack to Phendrana Shorelines,

testing your new toy against those
| annoying Bombus (which you're now
| able to defeat). Mark your progress
After all four Baby Sheegoths have
been disposed of,a full-grown, adult
Sheegoth smashes onto the scene.
Stay calm and lock onto the boss.
Dash around and avoid its attacks
until it begins to spew frost breath.
During this attack, the Sheegoth
exposes its vulnerable gills, located
on the side of its neck. Quickly lock
onto the gills and firea missile at the
creature's side.

| at the Save Station, then make your

| way to Ice Ruins West, which you've
| previously visited.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Scale the ledges to your right
as you enter Ice Ruins West. Pass
through a building near the top
for a good view of a huge hanging
stalactite. Lock on to the stalactite

With the aqueducts opened, hop

up some snowy ledges and activate
a Morph Ball Slot to fill the area with

water, causing several platforms to
rise.

Energy Tank 5

| Time is short, so quickly hop along
| the buoyant platforms to reach a
| Morph Ball pipe in the far wall. Roll

i}

ee

Scan the many computers within
the next few Space Pirate labs to
fill your Log Book with Pirate Data

To fire a Super Missile, charge up
the Power Beam and then press
gp. Each Super Missile costs five
Pegular missiles to launch, so use
Super Missiles wisely.

entries. Check off each one in the

previous tables to ensure you find

them all.

Drop through a hole to return to
the Ruined Courtyard. The water has
drained; activate the lower Morph
Ball Slot again to raise the buoyant
platforms, then quickly leap across
them and onto the fixed platform that
wraps around the central structure.

@p- The Thermal «—»
Visor

Fight your way to the Observatory,
where you must dispatch five more
Space Pirates to cause a switch to
appear at the bottom of the room.

Scan the switch, then activate the

LT
Scale the side ledges to reach the

two Morph Ball Slots that appear in

turn.

top of the central structure, then turn

right and make a double jump over
to a far door. Head through to mark
your progress and refill your Energy

|
| Obliterate the dangerous Flying
Pirates at the Control Tower with a
few missiles or charged beam shots.
Destroy crates afterward for pick-ups,
| then head down the East Tower to
reach Research Lab Aether.

at a new Save Station.

Next, activate the four Spinners at

the base of the Observatory’s central
projector. This causes a stunning
hologram of the solar system to
appear. Scan two of the planets to
acquire two new Research entries for
your Log Book, then scale the outer
platforms.

Leap back over to the central
structure. Leap to the distant Wave
Beam door this time and pass through
to reach the Research Entrance. Use
missiles and charged blasts to quickly
defeat the hostiles within.

Dispatch the vicious little Metroid
| that attacks you in the lab with your
| charged beam shots. If the creature
latches on to you, tuck into a Morph
| Ball and lay a bomb to dislodge it.
| Wipe out a Space Pirate that smashes
| through a window, then jump
| through the window and head down
to the floor below.

Map Station
Don't forget to scan those
computers for Pirate Data!

Proceed to the bottom floor and
locatea Map Station. Acquire the

|
|
|
|
|
j

Claim the Super Missile from the

high central platform. Now you
can fire five missiles at once in a
single, devastating volley! Hop into
the nearby Save Station before
advancing to the West Tower and on
to the Control Tower above.

Energy Tank 6

Scan the containers in Research Lab
Aether to find one that seems weak,
then blast it with a missile to obtain
an Energy Tank.

Missile Expansion 13

Missile Expansion 14

Scan the pillars in Research Lab
Hydra to locate a weakened Cordite
pillar. Blast this pillar with a Super
Missile (charge the Power Beam and

press Gp to fire) to reveal a Missile
Expansion.

@ The Spider Ball
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The uncovered weak spot appears
as a chunk of blue Phazon. Lock
on and pound it with powerful
attacks to destroy the weak spot and
damage Thardus. Repeat this process

for six more weak spots (there are
seven in total) to defeat Thardus.
ITF,

Use quick dashes and double jumps
to avoid Thardus's attacks. Target
and destroy the ice boulders
Thardus periodically summons and
hurls at you to acquire Energy and
ammo pick-ups.

Jump onto the small ledge above
Research Lab Aether’s stairs, then

carefully roll along the narrow ledge
to locate a new Missile Expansion.

Return to the Ruined Courtyard and
save at the Save Station. Exit the
Save Station and leap across the
area, heading to the far door. Blast
the metal adornment above the
door with a Super Missile, then view

Proceed to Research Core after
you've fully looted Research Lab
Aether. Activate three switches within
Research Core to gain access to the
Thermal Visor.

the wall with the Thermal Visor to
discover a glowing power conduit.
Hit the conduit with the Wave Beam
to open the door. Head through
the halls that follow to reach a
showdown with a big, bad boss.

Boss Battle: Thardus

Claim the Spider Ball upgrade

after Thardus falls, then use it to

backtrack out of the area. Simply
roll to the Spider Ball Track that's
within reach (scan the track for a
Log Book entry], then press and
hold @ to grab the track and roll
upward against gravity.
oe,

Immediately equip the Thermal
Visor and use it to track the enemies
that ambush you when the lights go
out. Afterward, scan the walls for a
glowing power conduit, and blast the
object with the Wave Beam to restore
power to the room’s door. Head
through the door and make your way
back to Research Lab Hydra.

| The fight against Thardus is quite
| lengthy, but not all that difficult.
Begin by viewing the boss with the
Thermal Visor to locate its glowing
weak spot. Lock on and unload on
the weak spot to destroy the stone
covering. You're blinded once the
stone covering is destroyed; tap © to
quickly switch back to your standard
Combat Visor.

You can jump to higher Spider Ball
Tracks by laying a Morph Ball Bomb
and keeping @ depressed. Release
@ and quickly reengage to drop
and grab onto lower sections of
track.

running up the nearby column and
follow it up to a Missile Expansion.

Missile Expansion 16

Backtrack to Phendrana Shorelines,
save your progress and then leap
up to the ledges above the Save
Station. Jump across the high floating
platforms again to reach the temple,
then blast the ornate metal design
on the temple's outside wall with a
Super Missile. Scan the panel you
discover to reveal a Spider Ball Track

SQ. Magmoor

@

Head for Ice Ruins East next and
leap atop the buildings. Stop on one
of the stone buildings and look for
a hidden Spider Ball Track running
upward. Follow the track to discover

soma
That's all you can do here at
Phendrana Drifts for now. Return
to the Quarantine Cave where you
battled Thardus and use the Spider
Ball Tracks to reach its other door.
Head through and proceed to the
Transport to Magmoor Caverns

South.

another Missile Expansion.

Caverns—Fourth Visit

Returning ~—»
to the Ruins

with the Wave Beam to restore power
to the room, cool some lava, and

open a small door.

Energy Tank 7

again. Scan the screen on the wall in
the second room to cool yet more
lava, then quickly head down the
newly accessible channel to reach a
third room, where you find an Energy
Tank.

When you arrive at Magmoor

Caverns, mark your progress at
the Save Station right next to the
transport. Then proceed to Magmoor
Workstation and pick off the Flying
Pirates from the safety of the entry
tunnel.

Roll under the caged floor and bomb
all Triclopses to get them out of the
way. Then roll into the room at the
end of the channel and scan the
screen on the wall to cool another
patch of lava.

a
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Proceed to South Cave Tunnel
and blast a Puddle Spore when its
“mouth” opens to create a temporary
platform across the lava. Cross over
and head to Geothermal Core, and

then keep moving forward through
Twin Fires. Keep moving until
_ you reach the Transport to Tallon
Overworld West or Chozo Ruins
| North (Chozo Ruins is your ultimate
_ destination).
Magmoor Workstation and use the
\ermal Visor to locate three power

Time is ticking away, so quickly
roll back out and through the new
_ channel before the lava heats up

._Chozo Ruins-Second Visit

TheWavebuster
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Missile Expansion17
a)

cement

to reveal another Missile Expansion
(double-jump from the awning to

Pee
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Missile Expansion 19
?.
The tower drops a few feet each

Your newfound abilities allow you
to claim several new goodies back
at Chozo Ruins. First, head to the

Main Plaza and use the Boost Ball
technique to soar up the half pipe
there. Claim a Missile Expansion from
beneath the overhead root bridge.
cos
“

Missile Expansion 18

Visit the Ruined Shrine and boost up
the room's half pipe. Claim another
Missile Expansion from a high nook,
then boost to the other end of the
half pipe and follow a Spider Ball
Track to reach a high door leading
toward the Tower of Light.

Ves

time you destroy a ring of supports,
allowing you to advance upward
by leaping onto platforms that fall
within reach. Keep blasting supports
and scaling the tower until you reach
the Wavebuster upgrade at the top of
the room.

ana
The Wavebuster spends m

to fire a steady beam of electrical
energy. To use it, simply charge
your Wave Beam, then press and

hold pe to fire.

Now climb to the top of the root
bridge and look off to the side to
locate a small awning over the door
to the Ruined Shrine. Jump onto the
awning, then turn around and look
at the Main Plaza’s huge tree. Strike
the tree's knot with a Super Missile

At the Tower of Light, scan the

outer wall for weakened supports
| and fire three missiles to destroy each
one. Avoid hitting the Plated Puffers
that crawl along these supports—
you'll only waste ammo.

|
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Grabbing >
Goodies

Artifact of Wild

destroyed,
the waters are no longer
toxic) and enter Morph Ball mode
to be propelled to the ceiling. Hold
@ to grab the overhead Spider
Ball Track and follow it to a Missile
Expansion.

Missile Expansion 21

You can't do anything in the
Furnace just yet, so head into the

Visit the Sun Tower next, where you

must scan four symbols to gain
access to a Spider Ball Track. Don
the Scan Visor and scour the tops
of the room’s pillars to locate two of
the symbols. Fire Super Missiles to
destroy the metal decorations on the
walls to discover the other two. Scan
all four symbols, then ride up the
Spider Ball Track.

Take the Sun Tower's upper hall
back to the Sunchamber where you
battled Flaahgra. Keep moving and
use the Power Beam to defeat the
Chozo Ghosts that ambush you in
the Sunchamber,
and then claim
the Artifact of Wild from Flaahgra's
remains in center of the room.

The ghosts are resilient; use

Charge Beam shots to inflict
greater damage and interrupt their
attacks.

Move to the Gathering Hall and climb
to the top.Jump to the ledge above
the door leading to Energy Core and
drop a Morph Ball Bomb to blow
away a metal crate. Nab the Missile
Expansion you discover afterward.

| then back to the Ruined Fountain.

Missile Expansion 23

peer

Missile Expansion 22

Head for the Watery Hall and leap
around the chamber to the ledge
where you found the Charge Beam.
Bomb the small hole in the wall and
roll through the tiny tunnel beyond
to reach the Dynamo. Take the Spider
Ball Track to claim another Missile

Boost from the half pipe to reach the
Spider Ball Track. Follow the rail to
a Morph Ball Slot and activate it to
make a second track appear. Use the
half pipe again to reach the second
Spider Ball Track and activate another
Morph Ball Slot.

Expansion.

| @

the Ice Beam
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Missile Expansion 20

Continue to the Arboretum and

tunnel to the left to reach the
Crossway. Cut across the half pipe
and destroy the Cordite decoration
on the far wall with a Super Missile,
then scan the panel you discover on
the wall afterward to reveal a Spider
Ball Track above the half pipe.

Make for the Furnace next, where you
discovered your second Energy Tank.
Scale the Spider Ball Track to enter
a tunnel network and boost across
the vanishing blocks to cross them
without falling.

into the fountain (with Flaahgra
PRIMA Official Game Guide

Quickly drop to the ground floor
after triggering the second Morph
Ball Slot and enter the shaft that has
opened. The shaft lifts you up to a
Missile Expansion above the room.

Proceed through
to reach the Hall of
miss the three easy
in Crossway as you

—
the Crossway
the Elders. Don't
Chozo Lore scans
move through.

Missile Station

a

Don't miss the Hall of the Elder's

Chozo Lore. Find that rippling wall
and scan it to pad your Log Book.

ss
i
If you're low on missiles when you

Pop into the nearby Save Station
after claiming the Ice Beam. Then
backtrack to the Hall of the Elders.
Use the Power Beam to lay the Chozo
Ghosts to rest and then leap up and
around, and use the Ice Beam to help
you activate the white Morph Ball
Slot.

reach the Hall of the Elders, head

through the small tunnel to the left
to reach a Missile Station where you
can fully restock your ammo.
tt
Scan the Missile Station before you
use it to record a new Research
entry for your Log Book.

Follow the ledge to a small room
and use the switch you find there
to deactivate a nearby force field.
Now you can navigate the Hall of the
Elders more easily.

Allow the statue to toss you yet
Now drop to the Hall of the Elders’
ground floor and use your Power
Beam to defeat a troublesome Chozo
Ghost. Afterward, leap onto the

again to reach a room with an Energy

Proceed through the nearby door
to reach the Reflecting Pool. Roll into

Tank—the last goodie you can claim
from Chozo Ruins at the moment.

the water and drop a bomb in the
basin to drain the pool, revealing a
half pipe.

hands of the room's statue and tuck
into a Morph Ball to make the statue
hurl you like a bowling ball. Hold
to latch onto a Spider Ball Track
as you soar through the air and roll
along to find three colored Morph
Ball Slots.

The colored Morph Ball Slots are

used to alter where the statue will
throw you. Blast the purple slot with
your Wave Beam, then

ball up and

activate it. Return to the statue’s
hands to be tossed up to a high
ledge.

—

Boost up the pipe to the top
ledges, quickly detonating bombs
inside of any Stone Toads that suck
>
| you up as a snack, Proceed
to the Antechamber
to
at last discover the Ice
Beam—a powerful and
versatile new arm cannon.

SEG
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You're ready to head back to
Phendrana Drifts. Take the Transport
to Tallon Overworld East so you can
nab a little goodie along the way....
me
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SX Tallon Gverworld-Third Visit
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Quick Trip

Missile Expansion 24
Nothing fancy about this one, just claim the Missile Expansion as you
roll through the Overgrown Canyon en route to the Landing Site. Save at
Samus's ship, then proceed to Magmoor Caverns. Take the Transport to
Phendrana Drifts South when you get to Magmoor to continue on with
your mission.

@e The Gravity =»
Suit

Eliminate the Hunter Metroids in

| the Frost Cave with a blast from the

Ice Beam to freeze them followed by
a missile to shatter them.

When you at last arrive in Phendrana
|
|

Drifts, roll up the Spider Ball Track in

Transport to Magmoor Caverns South

Cross the fallen stalactites to reach
Save Station C and Upper Edge
Tunnel. Head through Upper Edge
| Tunnel after saving your game to
| reach Phendrana’s Edge.

to reach Transport Access. Continue
Biya

cocenrike,

:

you freeze with the Ice Beam and

make short work of them.

|

Drop and enter the second Wave

Beam door from the bottom of
Frozen Pike. (You can’t reach the
_ lowest door just yet.) This brings you
to the Frost Cave.

|

tor
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Lock on to two hanging stalactites

| within the Frost Cave and knock

_ them both down with missiles.

| Scan one of the stalactites before
© knocking it down for a Research

_ entry, if you haven't done so already.

Drop into the water at Phendrana’s
| Edge and proceed through the
underwater door to reach the Hunter
Cave. Keep a beam weapon charged
| atall times so you can quickly
| dispatch any Jelzap that opens up to
| suck you in.

the stairs beyond them. Pass through
the narrow hall that follows to find
a second group of Aqua Reapers.
Work past them to find a small ledge
| where the Gravity Suit sits tucked
| inside a wall.
hed
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Stay on the ledge as you enter the
Hunter Cave and fire missiles at three
more stalactites to form steps across
the water. Hop across to reach the
door on the right and head toward
the Gravity Chamber.

Climb back up Frozen Pike and
| make your way back to Transport
to Magmoor Caverns South. From
back to Samus’s ship at the Landing
Site.
The Gravity Suit cuts through the
murk and lets you move about in
water as if you were walking on dry
land. Put the suit to use and jump
out of the water to the dry room
above. Head through the upper door,
moving back to the Hunter Cave. Stay |
on the ledge to reach the door just to |
the right.

Pass by the Gravity Chamber's first
group of Aqua Reapers and jump up

Tallon Overworld—Fourth Visit
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Phazon Mines

Missile Expansion 25

|
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After saving at Samus's ship, loo!
around the Landing Site and spot
asmall pond.To its left is a passage
that leads to the crash site where
the Space Pirate Frigate landed after
falling from orbit. You must brave the
crashed frigate to reach the Phazon
Mines.

BLSHAWSE
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there, take the nearest transport
back to Tallon Overworld, and head

|
| At the Frigate Crash Site, dive into the
| water and climb onto the roots near
| the pond’s center. Look to your left
and spy a small alcove that sports a
Missile Expansion. Double-jump from
the roots to reach the alcove and the
prize.
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Make your way back up to dry
land and enter the fallen Space
Pirate Frigate, most of which lies

submerged. Good thing you've got
the Gravity Suit.

Follow the hall to reach Main Ventilation Shaft Section C. Take out the
turrets, then use your Thermal Visor

to detect a glowing power conduit
above the door. Zap the conduit with
your Wave Beam to restore power to
the door and open it.

Proceed to Reactor Access and take a
breather at the nearby Save Station.
Afterward, zap two power conduits
on the room's walls to access the
Cargo Freight Lift to Deck Gamma.

F

Pass through the next hall to arrive
at the frigate’s Reactor Core. Drop to
the very bottom and eliminate the
Aqua Pirates. Detect three power

Pa

Unfortunately, the lift is smashed

and inoperable. Blast the lift’s door
with your Charge Beam and look
inside to find your ninth Energy Tank.

conduits with your Thermal Visor and

Proceed to Biohazard Containment
and destroy a pair of defense turrets.
Look around for two power conduits
on this level of the room and light up
each one with the Wave Beam.

combat a pair of troublesome

Aqua Drones with the Wave Beam.
Activate a third power conduit in the
containment chambers along the
side.

Missile Expansion 26

jolt each one with the Wave Beam to
send power flowing toward the next
door above.

Scan the area with the Thermal
Visor to locate three glowing power

=
Se
Follow the energy lines to quickly
locate the door they're powering,
then zap a fourth and final power
conduit on the wall near the door to
open the way forward.

conduits as you make your way up
the shattered lift tunnel (the first

conduit is right at the bottom). Blast
the Aqua Reapers out of your way

| before jumping to each ledge. Keep
climbing until you reach the door
that the conduits are powering.

eae
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After zapping Biohazard Containment's third conduit, scan the closed
chambers to detect a weakened one
that can be destroyed with a Super
Missile.A Missile Expansion is your
reward.

2
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Advance to the Biotech Research
Area. Eliminate the Aqua Pirates and

locate three conduits in the room
with the Thermal Visor. Jolt them all
to open the way forward.
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Metroid Prime
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Energy Tank 10
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you Upward. Drop a thirdb

é

near the height of your initial jump,

Drop to the bottom of the
Connection Elevator to Deck Beta
and roll into the Hydro Access Tunnel.
Bomb-jump over the first obstacle,
then pause for a moment after you
land. Perform a double bomb jump
to scale a tall shaft and reach a
milestone Energy Tank—your tenth.

and if you've timed it all right, you'll

be launched upward twice in a row
by your second and third bombs,
soaring to twice the height of a
single bomb jump.

Continue through the passage
after claiming the Energy Tanks and
on to Great Tree Hall. Scale the giant
roots and open the Ice Door above
with your Ice Beam to reach the
Transport to Phazon Mines East.

SQ Phazon Mines-First Visit
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Advance to the Main Quarry and
carefully dispatch the gang of
Space Pirates before recording your
progress at Save Station Mines A.

Missile Expansion 27

Launch missiles at the powerful
Mega Turrets stationed near a wide
force field (scan one for a new Log
Book entry), then ignore the force

field and climb to the top of the
central structure, where a giant crane
| is found. Use the Thermal Visor to
find a power conduit at the base of

the crane, then zap it with the Wave

Beam and enter the control booth.

Activate the control panel inside
the booth to realign the crane, then
go to the crane’s base and use the
Morph Ball and Spider Ball to cross
| over and reach a Missile Expansion

ona small ledge.

respectively). Activate another switch
afterward to gain access to the
room's top floor.

Now drop back down to the force
field and activate two nearby control
panels to drop the barrier and open
the way to Security Access A.

Locate a control room and roll into
| the Morph Ball Spinner. Boost in place
to rotate the chamber’s huge mining
laser, pointing it at the wall directly
across from the control room. Exit the
spinner and scan the nearby control
panel to fire the laser, blasting through
the wall and revealing the exit.

Missile Expansion 28

Continue to the Mine Security

Station and slap on the Thermal
Visor to detect and defeat a number
of Shadow Pirates. Follow the hall
and go up the ramp to the room's
top floor, where you must use the
Wave Beam to dispatch a new enemy
called a Wave Trooper. (No other
|
|
|
|
|

Before leaving the room, spin the
laser around to the middle wall on
the left and blast it to reveal a Missile
Expansion. Leap over and claim the
prize, then proceed through the door
you uncovered with the laser.
Ride Elevator A down to Phazon
Mines Level Two. In Elite Control
Access Hallway, blast an explosive

Proceed through the Ice Beam
door to reach Elite Research. Scan
one of the computer terminals to

crate near a vent that is spewing gas

gain a new Pirate Data entry for your

to the room's next floor.

Defeat the purple Wave Troopers
and yellow Power Troopers on Elite
Research's second level, using the

appropriate beam weapon for each
foe (the Wave and Power Beams,

Drop down and return to the first
Morph Ball Slot, detonating three
bombs to rotate the pillar three more
times. Roll up the aligned red Spider
Ball Track afterward to reach a door
that leads to Elevator A.

Missile Expansion 29

weapon will work.)

Log Book. Scan another terminal to
align several platforms that lead up

Enter the second Morph Ball Slot
| and drop two bombs to spin the pillar
| some more, aligning a red Spider Ball
| Track with a higher balcony.

on
Advance to Ore Processing and
find a control panel on the bottom
floor. Bomb-jump into the Morph
Ball Slot and set offa single bomb
| to rotate the pillar, aligning it with
the first overhead balcony. Roll up
the pillar's blue Spider Ball Track
afterward to reach the balcony and
another Morph Ball Slot.

to destroy it and expose a hidden
Missile Expansion—double-jump to
the ledge and use your Morph Ball
form to claim it.

Proceed to Elite Control, where a
monstrous Elite Pirate attacks. Keep
| your distance and double-jump to
dodge the creature's wave attacks.
Pound its face with Charge Beam
blasts until the brute finally falls.

Map Station
Scan every computer you see in
Elite Control—there are multiple
Pirate Data entries to acquire.

Head up to the next floor and
defeat the white-armored Ice Trooper
with your Ice Beam. Maneuver
through the door at the top of Elite
Control afterward to reach the Ventilation Shaft—hurry through to avoid
taking excessive damage from the
room's fumes.

There's no way to scan the cloaked
Sentry Orone, so don't bother
trying.

A floor panel opens after you
defeat the cloaked Sentry Drone. Roll
into the hole and navigate a brief
maze of electrical currents. Roll past

the flickering currents when they

Leap to the top of the room and
use a Power Bomb to obliterate
some rubble that blocks the door to
Phazon Mines's Map Station. Simply
press Gp in Morph Ball mode to
deploy a Power Bomb (provided you
have the ammo—defeat enemy and
smash containers for ammo pick-ups
if you don't).

Energy Tank 1l

| shut off fora moment, and detonate

| bombs near patches of volatile liquid
| to clear safe passage toward the
Power Bomb upgrade at the room's
center.

~

You eventually come to Omega
Research. Use the proper beam
weaponry to eliminate the varied
enemy troopers. Acquire another
Pirate Data entry here (your last

during this trip), then jump down and
continue onward to reach the Central
Dynamo.

You're automatically removed
from the maze after obtaining the
Power Bomb. Make a quick stop at
Save Station Mines B to rest up and
refill your Energy before starting after
your next upgrade.

@
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Beam
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A cloaked Sentry Drone assaults
you in the Central Dynamo, and
you're unable to lock onto this pest.
Use manual aiming instead, blasting
away at the drone’s lights with the
Wave Beam each time they flash and
give away its position.

3

After acquiring the map, return to the
Ventilation Shaft and quickly set off
another Power Bomb in front of the
nearest fan as you enter the room.
This opens a passage; drop in and
roll under the fan, then activate a
switch to turn it on. The toxic fumes
are cleared and you're able to claim
another Energy Tank.

Scale the platforms in Central
Dynamo to return to the door that
leads back out to Omega Research.
You must drop another towering Elite
Pirate on your way back through—
| remember to leap its wave attacks
_ and stuff its face full of Charge Beam
| shots.

Use your Boost Ball technique to
| reach the Ventilation Shaft's high
door and head through to move
toward Elite Control. Use your
Thermal Visor to detect Shadow
Pirates on your way back
| to Elevator A.

fl
|
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Return to the first floor of Phazon
Mines and reenter Ore Processing.
Use the Ice Beam followed by
a missile to dispatch any pesky
Metroids that get in your way.

Double-jump over to the control
panel found on the same floor in
which you enter Ore Processing.
Unleash a Power Bomb to clear the
rubble away from the control panel,
then hop into the Morph Ball Slot
and set off two normal bombs to spin
the central pillar twice.

UTS)

Now that you have the Grapple
Beam, scan any Grapple Point to
add a Research entry to your Log
Book.

‘

Drop to the balcony below and set off
three bombs in Ore Processing’s middle
Morph Ball Slot to turn the pillar some
more. Finally, drop to the bottom slot
and set offa single bomb to complete
the yellow Morph Ball Track’s alignment. |
Roll up thepillar, following the yellow
track to the very top of the room.

i \\s
Enter the door at the top of Ore
Processing to claim the Grapple
Beam. Now you can swing along
Grapple Points to cross wide gaps
and bottomless caverns.

Exit the room after claiming the
Grapple Beam and use your new
| toy to swing across Ore Processing’s
top floor. Just look at the overhead
Grapple Point and hold @) to latch
on and swing, releasing @) to let
| goand land. Head through the far
| door to return to the Main Quarry,

then access the Transport to Tallon
Overworld South.

SX Tallon Overworld-Fifth Visit
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Missile Expansion 30

Visor

Leaving Phazon Mines, you arrive
back in Tallon Overworld’s Great Tree
Hall. Jump up the platforms to find a
Spinner device next to a metal gate.
Use the Spinner to open the gate and
continue leaping upward.

ee

Jump and roll up a twisted Spider
| Ball Track to reach a high door. Head
through to visit the Life Grove Tunnel.

Boost your way through the tunnels
that follow.When you reach a
half pipe, boost up and onto the

overhead floating rock. Drop a
regular bomb at the center and drop
inside to claim your 30th Missile
Expansion.

Drop a Power Bomb in the Life

| Grove Tunnel to destroy a large
| boulder, then roll into the passage
| you discover.

~

platform in front of you. Jump to
the platform and look to the side

| to see a remote door past the tree
| leading to a Missile Expansion. Make
| along double jump from the hidden
| platform over to the door and head
| through to claim your prize.
Continue through the passage to
reach the Life Grove. Collect the X-Ray
Visor from the room's center, then put
it on and notice you can see through
the surrounding walls. This means the
walls are weak; drop a Power Bomb
to blast through the walls, revealing a
much larger Life Grove.

Leap along a series of ledges
| and platforms next, heading for a
| waterfall. Remain near the waterfall
| and combat three Chozo Ghosts with

| the Power Beam, defeating them

all to reveal a passage back to the
starting ledge. Leap over and roll into
the tunnel to reach the ledge, then
head back through the door to the
Life Grove Tunnel.

Artifact of Chozo

That's all there is to do here for
| now.Take the nearest transport back
| to Chozo Ruins and, once there, head
| straight for the nearest transport to
Magmoor Caverns.

Missile Expansion 31

Bomb the smail drain cap at the
bottom of the Life Grove’s pond
to discover a pillar with a Spinner.
Activate the Spinner to align the
overhead bridge so you may reach a
new Artifact—your fourth so far.

SQ _Magmoor
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Spreader

Backtrack to the Great Tree Hall and
| dispatch a Bloodflower on a ledge.
Stand on that ledge and equip the
X-Ray Visor to discover a hidden

Caverns-Final Visit
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Artifact of Nature

|
| Move to the Triclops Pit next and

Time to clear out the caverns. Head to
Lava Lake and scan a large stone column
at the center of the lake to detect an
Artifact hidden within. Blast the column
with a Super Missile and double-jump
over to collect your fifth Artifact.

|
|
|
_
|
|

blast some crates near the door
to Pit Tunnel. Stand there and use
the X-Ray Visor to detect a hidden
platform within jumping distance.
Keep the visor on and jump to the
platform, then quickly leap to the
next before it sinks too far.

When you reach the final hidden
platform (there are three in all), you'll
be staring right through a weak pillar
in front of you. Quickly nail the pillar
with a Super Missile, then double
| jump over and claim the last Missile

| Expansion Magmoor Caverns has|

| offer.

}
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onto the start of the track near the
Morph Ball Slot and simply navigate
along, jumping and dropping as
necessary while avoiding the Plated
Parasite enemies as you go.

.
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Proceed to the Warrior Shrine, located
above Monitor Station. Drop a Power
Bomb to destroy a metal floor plate
near a Chozo statue and reveal a
tunnel. Roll inside to reach a room
with a Power Bomb Expansion, giving

you a whole extra Power Bomb to
play with.

Ls

Enter the Spinner device you find
on the disk platform and boost to
raise the disk above until it locks into
place. Afterward, double-jump to
the next disk platform within reach
and use its Spinner device to raise
another platform. Repeat this process,
raising platforms and scaling them
until you reach a Spider Ball Track
atop the highest platform.
The Spider Ball Track eventually
leads to an Ice Beam door. Head
through to reach Plasma Processing,
where you discover the hottest arm
cannon around: the Plasma Beam.

Visit Shore Tunnel next and set
offa Power Bomb in the middle of
the damaged skybridge to blow out
the sides. Drop to the rocks below to
discover the Ice Spreader upgrade
hidden beneath the bridge. Now you
can spend 10 missiles to freeze all
enemies in a wide area by charging
the Ice Beam and pressing 9.
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The Plasma
Beam
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Continue on to the Geothermal
Core. Double jump across the lava
here, landing on the shore next
to the door to South Core Tunnel.
From there, leap up a few ledges
to reach a Grapple Point and swing
to the lowest of the three large
disk platforms in the center of the
room.

Use the Spider Ball Track to reach
a Morph Ball Slot. Activate the slot
with a bomb to transform the room,
exposing a giant Spider Ball Track
running around the room. Bomb jump

You've now found every upgrade
and expansion that Magmoor
Caverns has to offer, but there are

still more to find in other areas. Head
to Tallon Overworld next, taking any
route you like to get there.

SX Tallon Overworld-Final Visit
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Missile Expansion 34

More Missiles

f

Missile Expansion 33
————

Go to the Root Cave and climb to the
ledge near the door to Root Tunnel.
From there, use your Grapple Beam
to swing across the expanse and
reach the far ledges.
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When it seems you can climb no
higher, don your X-Ray Visor to detect
a row of hidden platforms. Continue
leaping upward to discover a Missile
Expansion on a high alcove.

After claiming Missile Expansion 33,
go into the nearby door at the top
of the Root Cave to reach the Arbor
Chamber, where Tallon Overworld’s

final Missile Expansion awaits. This
is the final goodie Tallon Overworld
holds for you; make your way to the
nearest transport to Chozo Ruins.

SXchozo Ruins—Final Visit
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Reaping the
Ruins

Missile Expansion 35
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Head to the Tower of Light and drop
into the water at the base of the
tower. Enter the underwater tunnel
and follow it to the end to find the
Artifact of Lifegiver. Half of the twelve
Artifacts are now yours.

Make your way back to the Main
Plaza and go to the Ruined Fountain.
Go through the door you've ignored
here before to reach the Magma Pool,
then use the Grapple Beam to cross
the lava. Drop a Power Bomb near
the far wall to uncover a Power Bomb
Expansion.

Power Bomb Expansion 2 to acquire
your final Chozo Lore entry.

primagames.com

Proceed through the nearby door to
reach Training Chamber Access hall.
Advance to the door to the Training
Chamber, then tuck into a Morph Ball
and roll through the growth on the
wall near the door. The hidden tunnel
leads to a Missile Expansion.

Missile Expansion 37

Enter the Training Chamber and start
rolling in the half pipe. Boost up and
into the Morph Ball Slot on the right,
then drop a bomb to activate a small
lift near the half pipe. Hurry to the lift
and catch a ride up to some Spider
Ball Track. Follow the track to reach
an Energy Tank.
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Visit the Watery Hall
drop into the water.
underwater passage
alcove. Double jump
Missile Expansion.
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next and
Look for an
that leads to an
up to reach a

Missile Expansion 38
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You're almost done pillaging the
ruins. Your final stop is the Hall of the
Elders. Best the Chozo Ghosts there
with the Power Beam, then leap up to
the colored Morph Ball Slots behind
the statue. Activate the red slot with a
precursory blast from the Plasma Beam.

Missile Expansion 36
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Return to the half pipe and boost
up into the left Morph Ball Slot this
time. Activate the slot to open the

room's exit so you may quickly return
to the Main Plaza. Don't drop down to
the ground, however; use the Grapple
Beam to swing across the plaza and
reach another Missile Expansion that’s
probably been taunting you since the

Head to the Furnace next and use
a Power Bomb to destroy a large
portion of floor on one side of the
room, exposing a half pipe. (Use
your X-Ray Visor to detect the weak
floor.) Boost up the pipe to reach an
overhead Spider Ball Track, which

winds its way to another Missile
Expansion.

the statue; drop down and collect

your seventh Artifact.

Congratulations, you've just cleaned
out Chozo Ruins. Save at the nearby

Save Station before taking the nearest
transport to Tallon Overworld, Hop
another transport to reach Magmoor
Caverns East, then take one last

transport from within the caverns to
reach Phendrana Drifts North.

beginning of the game.
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Next, hop into the statue's hands

and curl up into a Morph Ball. This
unlocks a secret chamber beneath

Phendrana Drifts—Final Visit
Artifact of Sun

© Melting the ice
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into a Morph Ball to open a passage

leading to the Artifact of Sun.

Missile Expansion 40
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Let's begin with Phendrana Shorelines.
Save at the Save Station, then scour
the icy column near the station to see
_a Missile Expansion frozen inside. Fry

the ice with

the Plasma Beam to melt

Leap up to the floating platforms
next and cross Phendrana Shorelines
to reach the Chozo Temple. Go inside
and climb to the upper hall, then
blast a frozen statue with the Plasma
Beam to melt the ice around its
hands. Hop into the hands and tuck

Backtrack out of the temple and
head to Ice Ruins East. Move to the
door leading to the Plaza Walkway
and notice a frozen section of wall
near the door. Melt the ice with the

Plasma Beam to reveal a tiny nook
with another milestone Missile
Expansion—your 40th!

Artifact of Elder

Power Bomb Expansion 3

Ice Ruins West is your next stop.
Leap up the buildings and notice a
frozen spot on the roof of one of the
structures. You guessed it: Blast the
icy patch with the Plasma Beam to
uncover a Power Bomb Expansion.

Advance through Pike Access tunnel
next to reach the Control Tower.
Secure the area, then leap up into the
top of the East Tower and spy a stack
of crates in front of a frozen window.
Destroy the crates and melt the ice
with the Plasma Beam, then peer

through the window.
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Go to the Quarantine Cave and use
the Grapple Beam to swing over to
a far ledge. Roll through the tunnel
in the wall to reach the Quarantine
Monitor, where you discover a Missile
Expansion.

Notice a tower with a large fuel cell
near its base. Blast the fuel cell with a
missile to topple the tower. Hop out
of the East Tower's roof and inspect

the collapsed tower to discover your
ninth Artifact.

Missile Expansion 42

Energy Tank 13
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more to go!

Power Bomb Expansion 4

Missile Expansion 41
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Continue on to Phendrana’s Edge and
start using the Grapple Beam to scale
the area. After two swings, slap on
the X-Ray Visor and locate a hidden
door behind the outer wall. Rock the
area with a Power Bomb, then enter
the Storage Cave beyond the door to
discover your tenth Artifact. Only two

eS

Proceed to Transport Access. Melt
more ice here to get at an Energy
Tank that’s frozen in the wall.

Visit the Frost Cave next and use
the Grapple Beam to swing across a
Glider and reach a high ledge with
stacked crates. Lock onto a hanging
stalactite from this position and fire
a missile to send it crashing through
the ice floor below. Drop into the
frigid water to claim another worthy
Missile Expansion.

The final Power Bomb Expansion

awaits in the Security Cave at the
top of Phendrana’s Edge. Just keep
climbing until you reach the cave and
claim the prize.

Missile Expansion 43

Your last stop is the Gravity Chamber.
Climb onto the ice above the water
and look up to see a cluster of icicles
hanging overhead. Scorch the icicles
with the Plasma Beam to uncover
a Grapple Point, then swing to a far
ledge with a Missile Expansion.
That's it for Phendrana Drifts.
Phazon Mines is next; take a
transport to Magmoor Caverns, then

ride another up to Tallon Overworld.
Head through the crashed Space
Pirate Frigate to return to the Phazo
Mines as you did before.

primagames.com
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The
Flamethrower

Missile Expansion 44

spend missiles to burn away anything
in your path—simply chargeupthe
Plasma Beam, then

@

press and hold 9.

then pass beneath the floor to pop
|

The Phazon ~»

out behind the dangerous cluster of
Mega Turrets. Scan a nearby switch to
disable all of the turrets in short order.

Suit
Artifact of Warrior

Make your way to Security Access A
on the top floor of the mines. Drop a
Power Bomb at the point where the
tunnel bends to blast away the wall,
revealing a Missile Expansion. (Use
your X-Ray Visor if you can't find the
spot.)

As you enter Metroid Quarantine
A,scan a control panel to drop a force
field and turn a group of Metroids
loose on their Space Pirate captors.
Be ready to dispatch the Metroids
afterward using the old Ice Beam| and-missiles trick.

Continue on to Elite Research.
Detonate a Power Bomb near the
central vat to free a towering Phazon
Elite enemy. Combat this foe just as
you did the Elite Pirates: jump to avoid |
its wave attacks while punishing its
| face with potent Charge Beam shots.
Stay mobile and pick your shots wisely
to down the monster, then claim the
| Artifact of Warrior that appears in the

| room afterward.
Visit the Mine Security Station
next; go to the second floor and
locate a control booth that’s blocked
by a metal gate. Detonate a Power
Bomb here to blast through the gate,
then scan the computer beyond to
disable the force field downstairs.

Go down and open the Plasma
Beam door to gain access to the
Flamethrower upgrade. Now you can
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defeating it to add this one-timeonly scan to your Log Book.

|
Make your way to the Central
| Dynamo, then on to Metroid
| Quarantine A. As you enter the hall
that leads to Metroid Quarantine
A, roll into the hole to the right and

—_"
Enter the cave that follows and
beware the harmful Phazon (blue
material) on the ground. When you
reach a dead end, equip the X-Ray
Visor to spot two floating platforms.
Use them to cross the pit ahead.

Jump up the ledges to the right
and spy another hidden platform
with the X-Ray Visor. Use this one to
reach a landing where a Spider Ball
Track begins.

dispatch the Hunter Metroids as you
hop from one overgrown mushroom
to the next. Make a well-timed
swinging leap from the overhead
Glider to reach the far door.

Set off a Power Bomb to destroy
the wall to the left of the Spider Ball
Track, then do the same to the next
wall that blocks your path. This grants
you access to another Spider Ball
Track that leads back across the pit.

Missile Expansion 45

Use the X-Ray Visor to detect the
invisible Scatter Bombus in the next
hallway. Dispatch them and then hop
past the Phazon, continuing onward
to Metroid Quarantine B.
Clear the rubble in the Phazon
Mining Tunnel with a Power Bomb,
then enter the hole in the wall you
discover. Boost through the tunnel to
clear the vanishing floor tiles without
falling into Phazon.

Missile Expansion 47
Use the X-Ray Visor yet again to view yet

another floating platform. Ride this one
up to find your 45th Missile Expansion.

Next, jump over to the diagonal Spider
Ball Track and ride it to the top. Then
follow the hall to reach Elevator B, which

leads even deeper into the mines.

Missile Expansion 46
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Exit Elevator B and proceed to Fungal
Hall Access. If you've got Energy to
spare, drop to the glowing ground
and brave the blue Phazon to quickly
collect a Missile Expansion that’s
hidden near the hazardous stuff. This
one's easier to get once you have the
Phazon Suit, but you reduce some

backtracking if you risk claiming it now.

Continue to Fungal Hall A afterward,

using Ice Beam and missiles to

The next chamber is similar to Fungal

a
a
Wipe out the hostiles in Metroid
Quarantine B (including the new
Plasma Trooper, which warrants a
Log Book scan), then use a Spider Ball
Track to reach a high ledge. Use the
Grapple Beam to swing across the pit
and reach the room's far side.

Missile Expansion 48

Hall A. Eliminate the hostiles and hop

across
Set off
of tiny
the far
Missile

the overgrown mushrooms.
a Power Bomb amid the ring
mushrooms growing beneath
door to expose a hidden
Expansion.

Across the pit, scan a computer console
to bring down a force field so you may
advance. Before leaving, blast a nearby
Cordite container with a Super Missile
to expose a Missile Expansion.
Return to the last overgrown
mushroom platform and swing from
a roving Glider to reach the high door
to the left, which leads to a Missile
Station. Fill up your missiles, then use
the Glider again to reach the far door
leading to the next area.

Scan a computer on this side of
Metroid Quarantine B as well to
claim your final Pirate Data entry.

Peach the Plasma Beam door. Melt
the ice over the obstruction in the hall
that follows with the Plasma Beam to
release the locking mechanism and
open the way to Elite Quarters.

Boss Battle:

stop the monster fromrepairingits
armor and hasten the fight.

Omega Pirate

|

‘'s the time
to do so.
eos to that room, then

drop to its bottom and claim

the Missile Expansion from the
surrounding Phazon.

Energy geo | 4
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Continue disabling the Omega
Keep your distance from the
mammoth Omega Pirate throughout
the fight, jumping its wave attacks
while you lock on and blast away
at the four Phazon deposits on its
armor. After you destroy all four
Phazon deposits, the Omega Pirate
vanishes and summons several Space
Pirate Troopers to distract you.

| Pirate's armor as necessary and

| inflicting damage while it seeks repairs.
Ignore the lowly Troopers if the boss
manages to recharge its armor—the
With the final Artifact in your
Omega Pirate's wide-reaching wave
possession, turn around and find
attacks will dispatch any lingering
| your way back to Elite Quarters,
flunkies for you. Keep the pressure on
where you just battled the Omega
the boss itself and don’t relent until the
Pirate. Use the side lift to reach the
Omega Pirate finally falls.
catwalks above, and pass through
the far door to reach the Processing
Center Access tunnel, where

| Energy Tank awaits.

the final

Missile Expansion 49
Use the appropriate beam weapons
to combat the Troopers. If several
of the same Troopers appear, use a

weapon such as the Ice Spreader or
Flamethrower
to quickly wipe them all
out. Speed is key, so don’t hold back.

The Phazon Suit is your reward
for dispatching the Omega Pirate.
Now you can pass through Phazon
without suffering any harmful effects.

Artifact of Newborn

| Continue to the Phazon Processing
Center. This tall room is your way out
of the mines. Hop up the floating
platforms in the room's center, and

Don't waste much time fighting
the Troopers—they’re only meant to
distract you while the Omega Pirate
repairs its armor.Wipe out as many as

you can within 10 seconds, then flip on
your X-Ray Visor and search for the boss.
When you see the monster, quickly lock
on and assail its core with the powerful
Plasma Beam. This is the only chance
you have during the fight to actually
damage the boss, so don't waste it!

Return to Save Station Mines C to
mark your progress and restore
your Energy, then head back to the
Phazon Mining Tunnel. Bomb a rock
out of your way and roll through a
long, Phazon-filled passage. Just keep
| going until you arrive at the bottom,

where you discover the twelfth and
final Artifact.

when you reach the last one, flip
on your X-Ray Visor to spy a couple
of hidden platforms leading even
higher. After jumping up those, look
around with the X-Ray Visor to spot
| a Missile Expansion tucked in a side
alcove in the wall. Leap over and
bomb the wall with a Power Bomb to
uncover the final Missile Expansion in
the game.

You're now as strong as you can possibly be, owning every major suit upgrade
and weapon expansion. (That's 14 Energy Tanks, 250 missiles and 8 Power
Bombs.) Continue to the top of the Phazon Processing Center and head to
Elevator A, making a quick trip back to the Transport to Tallon Overworld South.
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The time has come to face Tallon IV's
greatest evil. Make a quick stop at the

Landing Site to save your progress at
Samus's ship before moving to the
Artifact Temple. Once

there, stand in

the light in the center of the ruins to
return all 12 Artifacts and unlock the
door to the Impact Crater.

Eventually, Meta Ridley loses
the ability to fly and is forced to
| fight on the ground. The boss now

| commonly rears back for a moment

| before rushing forward in a ramming
attack. Remain locked on and dash in
circles to avoid this quick assault, and

| be ready to double-jump over the
follow-up tail swipe.

Have patience and keep dodging
Meta Ridley’s attacks until you're
able to stun the creature and inflict
damage. Step into the transport that
appears after you best the boss to
| travel down to the Impact Crater,
| where the final conflict awaits.

i |
|

Boss Battle: Meta Ridley

The monstrous flying creature Samus
has spotted on numerous occasions
finally makes its stand at the Artifact
Temple. Remain locked onto Meta
Ridley throughout the fight, leaping
and dashing to avoid its potent
attacks. Punish the weak spot on its
chest at every chance, using quick
shots from the Plasma Beam for
maximum effect.

|
Leap over the laser Meta Ridley
| periodically fires from its mouth,
| locking onto the creature's head and
the whole time. You'll eventually stun
| the boss, causing it to rear back and

| expose its vulnerable chest. Lock on
and unload on Meta Ridley's chest
whenever you can.

| Crater's very first room to mark your
| progress and restore your Energy.
Then proceed through the next hall,
scanning and then blasting a path
| through the Lumigeks that get in
| your way.

eee
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has lost its carapace, but the inner being
is still alive and well. The second phase of
the battle begins.

the Wave Beam, white is for the Ice Beam,

and red is for the Plasma Beam.

You soon come to the Phazon Core:
a huge chamber full of platforms and
deadly Fission Metroids. Scan the nearest
of these new hostiles to add it to your
Log Book, then attract the creature with

any beam attack and destroy it with a
Power Bomb when it draws near.Repeat
this tactic as you make your way around
the chamber, ducking into the small
Missile Recharge Station Crater room to
replenish your ammo along the way.

You can also use beam weaponry to
dispatch Fission Metroids, but Power
Bombs are by far the fastest and
easiest way to deal with them.

|
|

Follow Metroid Prime's new floating
form around, pelting it with any beam
| weapon as you leap and dodge its
attacks. The boss will eventually spawn
a number of Metroid helpers, leaving

a wide pool of blue Phazon behind.
Metroid Prime commonly vanishes after
this, forcing you to switch visors until
you're able to see the boss once more.

¥

Stop firing when you see Metroid
| Prime rear back in agony—you'll only
| waste ammo.Retreat a bit instead and
| watch the boss's body to see which

Lay Power Bombs to destroy the
| Metroids if you must, but focus on

finding the boss and reaching the
| Phazon puddle. Stand in the center of
| the puddle, lock onto the boss once

| weapon you need next. Keep pounding

|

Prime until it flees to a lower floor, then
| give chase and repeat the tactic.

j|
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Don't toy with Metroid Prime.Be quick
to call up the proper beam weapon,
charge the weapon fully and then get
right up close to Metroid Prime. Unleash
the weapon's devastating combo attack
by pressing $? when you're near enough
to score a direct hit on the boss's face.
You'll burn through lots of missiles, but
you didn't spend all that time grabbing
expansions for nothing!

you've donned the proper visor, then

press and hold @ to siphon pure Phazon
up from the pool, through the Phazon
Suit,and out of your arm cannon. This
unique attack is the only thing capable of
harming Metroid Prime.

"

j
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Exit the Missile Recharge Station Crater
and continue moving toward the Phazon

|

Core's top door, using Power Bombs to

wipe out any Fission Metroids that get
in your way. Take the Spider Ball Track in
the next hall to reach the depths of the

crater where the final showdown against
Metroid Prime awaits.

Final Boss:
Metroid Prime

On the lower floors, Metroid Prime will

dash toward you each time you wound
it.Be ready to avoid this powerful charge
by curling into a Morph Ball and rolling
| into one of the grooves along the floor. If
you're quick, the boss will zip straight past
you without inflicting any damage.

Metroid Prime's only weak spot is its face,

Continue seeking out Metroid Prime
through various visors and spewing
Phazon at it each time it creates a puddle.
|
|
|
|

(Firing other weapons at the boss can

entice it into summoning more Phazon,)
Punish Prime every time you drawa
bead on the creature,and it won't be
long before the day is won.

which sits in the middle of itshulking,

spiderlike body. Only one beam weapon
Keep wounding and chasing Metroid
will harm Metroid Prime at any given
| time, and the color of the boss's carapace | Prime until the beast is blown through
a
wall
and you arrive at the lowest
lets you know which weapon to use.
chamber of the Impact Crater. The beast
| Yellow is for the Power Beam, purple is for
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“4 METROID PRIME 2: ECHOES 2»
‘Xo. Agon Temple
A platoon of Galactic Federation Troopers has gone missing on Aether, and Samus Aran has been contracted to track
them down. What began as a simple search-and-rescue op is about to become a lot more complicated...

©

The Missile Launcher

ajdway uoby

Temple Grounds

Map Station

The path out of the Landing Site is
blocked by strange webbing. Target
the large green circle in the middle
of the web and hit it with the Power
Beam—doing so will destroy it.
Once the gate opens, move
through the hallway and look for a
box on the right-hand side. Scan it to
open another passage and access a
Map Station.

hologram to download a map of the
area. Each new area will have a corresponding map that you'll want to
find. Map Stations upload schematics
for only a specific area,and they don't
_
give you any maps of the Dark World. —

Te
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To open the next gate, press
and hold ©, then select the Scan

Visor. Look at the small box on the
left-hand side of the room, and press

and hold @) to scan it. Then shoot the
two locks above the gate.

container
you see—many of them
bear Energy or extra ammunition.

Larger crates require
a Charge

Beam shot.

fe
Exterminate the bugs in the Hive
Tunnel, then scan the bodies of fallen

soldiers for more info. Scan one of
the bugs to add the Worker Splinter
creature data to your Log Book.

section list every new scan you can
acquire during that segment, along
with the rooms they're found in.
Rare enemies [bosses and the like]
Offer you just one chance to scan

them-—don't miss your chance! See
the "Maps, Checklists, and Extras"
chapter at the end of this book for
further details.

A horde of Dark Troopers arises
after you activate the Bomb Slot.
These are bodies of troopers that
have been inhabited by forces from
Aether’s Dark World. Take them out
with either Charge Beam shots (press
and hold ®, then release) or missiles
(press GP while standing). Once
you've fought your way to the front
of the room, scan the panel to open
a path.

Going through the portal gives
you your first taste of Aether’s Dark
World—a twisted version of Aether
in which the very air is poison.
After a cinematic fight against
overwhelming odds, Samus is forced

to flee back to the Light World.

The brief trip comes at great
cost—you will be missing your
Grapple Beam, Morph Ball Bombs,
Power Bombs, Boost Ball, Space Jump

Boots, and Missile Launcher. If there's
Scan the deceased troopers in the
Command Chamber for Log Book
entries. Then go to the far side of the
_ room and use the Morph Ball to enter
_asmall crack in the wall. When you
reach a gate, press ® to drop a bomb
to clear the way.

a bright side to the whole mess, it’s

that you'll still have the Morph Ball,
Scan Visor, and Charge Beam.
_—
ieee
Entering Hive Chamber B, you
catch a glimpse of Dark Samus—a
Creature of mysterious origin that is
a mockery of our heroine. Give chase
after the being flees into a nearby
portal.

-

On the other side of the barrier,
_ you'll discover a Bomb Slot. Roll into
Morph Ball form and drop a bomb
under the slot to propel yourself
into it. Once you're in the slot,
where you entered the
room.

Shoot the sac-like growths to the
right of Hive Chamber B's exit to
reveal a hidden tunnel, then use
the Morph Ball and roll through to
proceed.

Scan the panel near the following
elevator to activate it, then take a ride
to the top. Go through a blue door
and scan another panel to reveal a
lock on either side ofa sealed gate.
Shoot the locks to enter the blighted

Head up and around the room
until you come to a bridge. Scan the
nearby panel to bring the locks into
view, then shoot the locks to make

the bridge drop.

landscape of the Industrial Site.

With your Missile Launcher now
missing in action, you'll have to rely
onan old-fashioned Charge Beam
to take down the Dark Troopers in
Hive Chamber C. Before you leave,
blast the boxes until you find a blue
door that leads to a Save Station.
These special stations are scattered

throughout Aether, and they let you
save your progress while restoring
your Energy.

7
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When you reach the Temple
A large crate blocks your progress
through the Industrial Site. Find a
small panel near the crate and scan it
to winch the crate out of the way.

Assembly Site, walk toward the door
with the violet hologram on it, then

turn around and look for a panel.

Scan it to move the crate, then target

the wire that holds the crate in the air
and shoot it with your Power Beam.
When it falls, it will create a bridge to
the next area.

and scan a door between the rows of
seats to access a Map Station beyond.
Exit the ship after downloading the
map, which completes your view of
the Temple Grounds.

In the Dynamo Chamber, use your
Scan Visor to locate a red box, then
scan it to raise the gate on the far end
of the chamber. Doing so will drop a
gate behind you—it’s a one-way trip
from this point forward.

Take out the Growler Class Turret
as soon as you enter the Trooper
Security Station (one well-placed
Charge Beam blast should do the
trick), then concentrate on the

smaller threats. When the room is

Next, look for a large box near the

clear, roll through the little hole in

ship's ramp. If you blast it open with
a Charge Beam shot, you'll find your
old friend the Missile Launcher inside.
Strap it on and get ready for battle.

the wall to reach a scannable panel.
Activate the panel, roll back through
the hole and under the gate, and
then continue on your way.

More Mappage
J
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Follow the path until you find the
body of a trooper. Scan the corpse
for another Log Book entry, then
scan a nearby panel to adjust the
large communication dish on the cliff
above. Though

(I

the transmission fails,

it attracts the attention of multiple
Dark Troopers.
Take them down with
extreme prejudice.

Upon entering the GFMC Compound,
Samus will find a computer that
contains a log of recent trooper
activity. Enter the GFS Tyr afterward

@

As soon as you grab the Missile
Launcher, a pack of Dark Splinters
attacks. These creatures are far more
powerful than regular Splinters, so
take them out with Charge Beam
attacks and missiles.

The Morph Ball Bomb
Temple Grounds

Return to the ship after the battle
and jump through the hole in its side.
Walk around the ledge and activate
the Kinetic Orb Cannon. Use the
Morph Ball to roll into the hologram,
causing the cannon to blast you to
the other side of the room. From

When you reach a

sealed door, roll

down the tunnel on the right-hand
side and fight off a swarm of War
Wasps. After the coast is clear, scan a
panel above you to activate another
Kinetic Orb Cannon.

there, you can reach a door that’s

sealed with a blast shield. Open the

There's a weakened wall on the
left-hand side of Sacred Path. Blast
it with a missile to start it crumbling,
then jump off the ledge and look for
a panel inside a wall crack. Scanning
the panel will activate—you guessed
it—a Kinetic Orb Cannon. Let it blast
you through the cracked rock, then
roll down the tunnel that follows,

across the set of tracks and onward
to a blue door. The elevator beyond
leads to the Great Temple.

shield with a missile, and use the

nearby Morph Ball tunnel to get PFC
|. Crany’s Log Book entry.

Great Temple

<
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Boss Battle: Alpha Splinter

Ignore the Sandbats as you enter
Transport A Access—they’re difficult
to scan at this point. Find a hidden
Save Station by rolling through the
hole in the left-hand wall.

Step into the middle of the Temple
Sanctuary to trigger a challenging
battle. Take out the first enemies (a

group of Dark Splinters) with the
Charge Beam. You'll want to save
your missiles for the later stages of
the fight.

After you've beaten the Dark
Splinters,
an Alpha Splinter appears.
Hit it with the Charge Beam until
it turns into a Dark Alpha Splinter,
then unload missiles into it. When
the creature backs up and shakes, it’s
about to charge—lock on, strafe left

or right, and press & to dash out of
the way. Once it's down, collect the

Unknown Technology.

sealed door marked with a special
violet hologram. Scan it to lower the
door and gain access to a new area,

‘the Alpha Splinter—

then walk through and start blasting
everything in sight.

before it turns into the Dark Alpha

Splinter or you'll miss your chance
to scan this unique enemy.
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There is only one way to go from
inside the Temple Sanctuary—up.
Head for the only open door and
take the elevator to the room
above.

Inside the Main Energy Controller,
you'll meet U-Mos, the last sentinel of
the Luminoth race. After speaking to
you, U-Mos will heal you and then give
you the ability to scan Luminoth Lore
and sealed doors marked with violet
holograms.Find one such Lore entry near
the entrance to the room and scan it,

then head back to the Temple Sanctuary.

tide the elevator back to the Temple
Grounds.

Temple Grounds

))

Missile Expansion!

When you emerge in the Temple

Assembly Site, take a moment to

defeat the Dark Splinters and grab
the Energy Tank behind the red
door. (Hit the door with a missile to
open it.) Once you have it, head back
through the Collapsed Tunnel to the
Industrial Site. Open the violet door
and scan the deceased Luminoth
behind it for a Log Book entry, then
continue on your way.

damage if they get too close. Take
them out with the Charge Beam, then

When you return to the Temple
Sanctuary, turn right and look for a

|

The tunnel to the nearest elevator
is filled with Lightflyers—glowing
airborne drones that can cause

At the Transport to Agon Wastes, scan

the Luminoth Lore near the cliff edge
(it’s hard to find—look carefully) and

shoot the webbing to reach your
first Missile Expansion. Then take
the elevator. It will transport you to
a desertlike environment—Agon
Wastes.

.

Move through Plaza Access on your
way to the Mining Plaza, scanning
objects and enemies for Log Book
data. Work your way around the
Mining Plaza's ledges, using missiles
to blast pillars whose bases are
composed of Brinstone. This causes
the pillars to fall, creating bridges. You
can also find a Save Station behind a
red door here.

a

Head up by walking around the
edge of the room, then jump across
platforms to reach a door with an
amber symbol. Turn left and leap
across the running sands, then blast

a pillar with a missile to reach a door
covered by a Blast Shield. It leads to
the Agon Temple.

The Bomb Guardian crawls
around the arena and drop bombs
in its wake. Its only weak point is
the pink end of its body. Use the
dash move to work your way to the
creature's tail, then fire offa missile.
The closer you are to the boss, the

easier it is to do.

jat, you
them with any weapon in your
inventory.

———

Boss Battle: Bomb Guardia
It wouldn't be a Metroid game
without some Space Pirates to muck
up your plans. Three Pirate Troopers
are waiting in Mining Station A, and

they'll press the attack as soon as
you enter. Stay on the ground and
take them out with missiles and the
Charge Beam. They can do a lot of
damage in a short time, so make
liberal use of the dash maneuver to
avoid their fire.

—
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The Agon Temple boss starts out
as an Alpha Sandigger, but quickly
turns into a Bomb Guardian. Scan
the Alpha Sandigger as soon as you
enter the room or you might miss the
opportunity.

Once you hit the tail a few times,

the mouth will begin to glow—get
in front of the beast and hit it in
the face with a Charge Beam. When
it falls, take the Morph Ball Bomb
upgrade and drop bombs to bust
open the arena’s doors.

@

The Space Jump Boots >»
Agon Wastes

Proceed to the Controller Access
room. Use a bomb to propel yourself
up into the Bomb Slot, then drop
another to rotate the room. When
you exit, you'll be in the Agon Energy
Controller.

Activate the hologram and listen
to the Luminoth’s plea to learn how
to decode amber holograms. Scan for
lore in the sheltered spot on one side
of the room before you exit.

Missile Expansion 2

Sa
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Take a quick detour to Mining Station
Access and drop a Morph Ball Bomb
on the tunnel's central block to score
an Energy Tank.
Map Station

Go to the Mining
amber hologram
to get to the Map
got the complete

Plaza next, scan the
door and drop a bomb
Station. Now you've
map of Agon Wastes.

Missile Expansion 3
pi Sas
aces
a

Head to Mining Station A and scan
the amber door to reach a Missile
Expansion.

set a conveyer belt in motion, then

roll onto the belt to reach a narrow
groove in the wall.

Roll along the groove and destroy
the obstruction with a bomb.When

you reach the end of the groove,
leap to the platform and repeat the
process. Hit the Pillbugs with a bomb
to stun them, and another to kill them.
Bomb-jump to get through the groove.
x

:
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Dispatch the Pirate Troopers and
Dark Pirate Troopers at the Portal
Terminal to power a Bomb Slot at the
far end of the room. Bomb the slot to

=

E

Return to Mining Station A and go
through the lower door to reach Portal
Access A. Use the Kinetic Orb Cannons
to clear the wall, and when you reach

the top, roll and drop into the center of
the wall to reach a Missile Expansion
near the body of a fallen Luminoth.

Bomb the last obstruction to energize
the room's portal. Drop down and scan
the portal’s control panel to activate it.
Take a deep breath and step through to
enter the realm of Dark Aether.
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Dark Agon Wastes

projects and follow it. Use two Lightbringers to help you reach the door
at the end of the room.

Boss Battle: Jump Guardian

No creature of the light can
withstand the Dark World’s poisonous
atmosphere for long. Fortunately,
the Luminoth have scattered healing
crystals and beacons throughout the
world. Crystals are always active unless

Dispatch the Inglets in the
Crossroads room with Charge Beam
shots when they emerge from their
oozy puddles. Pop into the nearby
Save Station 2 afterward to mark
your progress and heal up.

covered in dark matter, but you must

light beacons by blasting them with
the Power Beam. Beacons will stay lit
only for a short period, but during this
time they'll heal you, just like a crystal.

The Duelling Range is home toa
Warrior Ing—one of the deadliest
members of the Ing family. Lock on
to the critter and blast it with the
Charge Beam and missiles. When it

Your Space Jump Boots, the handiest
tool an explorer could want, have

been boosted by an Ing. Keep close
to the Light Crystal and use the
Charge Beam and missiles when you
have an open shot. You can’t damage
the Jump Guardian while it’s in the
air, or for brief moments before and
after it takes off and lands—wait
for the guardian's blue shimmer to
vanish before you start firing missiles.

dissolves into ooze, aim manually

and squeeze off
Remain in a safe
throughout the
steady inflow of

a few more shots.
zone near a crystal
fight to receive a
Energy.

Activate the Bomb Slot on the far
side of the room to clear a stubborn
door out of the way. Doing so will
raise the corresponding door in

the Light World, but don’t worry

about that just yet. Instead, continue
delving deeper into the Dark World.

After dispatching the Warrior Ing,
make your way upward. To avoid
taking damage, wait for a Lightbringer to wander near your position,
then jump into the zone of safety it

—ae
eee
The beast will often jump and hit
the ground, causing a quake—leap
over the shock waves and return fire.
When its life bar is nearly empty, the
boss will move very quickly. Use rapid
blasts from the Power Beam to get in
shots when you can.

—

:

jump and enter the first blue door
on your way up the side. Take the
shortcut to the Portal Site via Portal
Access A. Nail the Lightflyer in Portal
Access A with a missile to create a
temporary safe zone.

~ The Dark Beam
Dark Agon Wastes

-—

The Space Jump Boots allow you
to perform double jumps. After
besting the Jump Guardian, leap
up and around the room. When you
reach a seemingly impassable gap,
turn around and look for a ledge
above you. Leap to it, then continue
around the room, going past the

a

—

»

Move into the Agon Wastes Dark
Temple and scan the wall in front
of the entrance. It will tell you that
you need three Dark Temple Keys to
enter. Turn left and walk down the
passage until you see a door on your
left. Enter to find the first key.

Go to the far side of the Portal
Site and double-jump up onto the
platform. Then scan the lower-left red
spot to activate the portal and return
to the Light World.

statue. At the top of the room,

you'll find a red door—blast it open
with a missile and head down the
hallway.

Backtrack and jump

into the

middle of the Judgement Pit, then

Agon Wastes
<
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to the Dark World. Roll to the right

Missile Expansion &

to find a Missile Expansion, then

head left to find the exit. Be careful
while rolling—bolts of electricity
periodically shoot between the blue
metal strips, and they'll damage you
if you're not watchful.
When you used the Bomb Slot at
the Portal Site in the Dark World, you
opened a new path here in the Light
World. Defeat the Pirate Troopers and
head through the door at the end of
the Portal Terminal. Activate another

Entering the Central Mining
Station, you're drawn into a fierce
battle with three waves of Pirate
Troopers. Take out the first few
groups with Charge Beam blasts and
missiles.

Bomb Slot and grab the Missile

Expansion, then continue to Save
Station A. (Wait for the Sandbats to
clear out before rolling through the
tunnel.)
=
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Go back to Mining Station A and
go to the statue at the top of the
room. Jump onto it, then leap into
the nearby passageway. Travel down
the hall and scan the panel to open a
gate and access a new path through
the Agon Wastes.

———

The final two troopers leap into
the Vigilance Class Turrets and start
firing. Scan the foes while they're in
the turrets, as this is a rare chance
to claim this Log Book entry. Lock
on to the turrets afterward and take
them out with a barrage of missiles.
Resupply by busting open the
various crates.

;
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When you're back on your feet,
storm the main part of the Control
Room and wipe out all hostiles.
Scan everything you can afterward
for multiple Log Book entries, then
take the lift up to the second floor.
Dispatch another pirate to open the
door at the end of the room.

:
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Proceed to Security Station B,
where you encounter your evil, blue
twin. Go around the tunnel and
into a glass-enclosed room. Scan a
computer here to lower a blast door
back in the Command Center, then

backtrack and enter the door.

Command Center Access's far door
is sealed, so must tunnel under it. Lay

a Morph Ball Bomb on the cracked

At Central Station Access, a pair

of Space Pirates is chumming
around next to a pair of Phazon
containers. If you sneak up and shoot

plate at the corner of the room, then
drop under the floor and bomb the
crates to expose a tunnel. Take the

tunnel all the way to the next room.
Missile Expansion 5

the containers, the explosion will

eliminate the pirates before they
know what hit them.

Two turrets point at the entrance to
Biostorage Access. Blast them with a
missile each, then use the Morph Ball

to roll under the moving laser grids
that block your path.

From your vantage point under the
Command Center floor, you can

see Space Pirates entering a portal

;
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and eee stuff to stock up before
continuing.

Boss Battle: Dark Samus
There's an old friend waiting to
see you in the upper part of the
Biostorage Station—a Metroid. Scan
the wee beastie. Then head out the
door behind the main tank.

your Log Book; the ones in solitary
confinement won't give you the
entry.

Drop a Saab to rotate the barrier
in Security Station A and access the
next area.

While standing at the controls and
looking out at the platforms, lower
one platform on the left, two in the

middle and three on the right. Then
use them to reach an Energy Tank.
Reverse the platform's height order
afterward so you may access the
high door on the opposite side of the
room.

Dark Samus attacks with missiles and
a shrapnel beam. Neither weapon is
terribly powerful, so you can either
hide behind the room’s posts or take
the hits if you're feeling brave. The
boss has a shield, but can raise it for

In Ventilation Area B, enter
Morph Ball form and drop a bomb
to reach a tunnel—you'll roll to
an area with multiple ledges and
lasers. Bomb-jump each time you
reach a new ledge, timing it so the
lasers don't hit you. (They do a lot

only a short time. If you stand far
away and fire missiles as fast as you
can, many will breach the shield. It's
a good way to damage your doppelganger early on.

of damage, so take it slow.) The next

time you pass through this area,

|
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you'll have a much easier time, as the

lasers that block the bottom path will
be gone.

Dispatch the two Pirate
Aerotroopers inside the Bioenergy
_ Production chamber with missiles
or the Charge Beam, and avoid
them when they come crashing
down. Scan the control panel on the
far side of the room afterward to
raise a series of tall platforms; cross
the room to access the platform
‘controls.

Once you whittle away half of Dark
Samus's life, the boss will change

her attack pattern and begin firing
much stronger missiles. Don’t take
any hits—hide behind the pillars for
cover. The four pillars on the outside
of the room explode if hit, but the
one in the center provides reliable
protection.

Take a break at Save Station B
before advancing to Sand Processing.
Once there, destroy the two turrets
that pop out of the ceiling, then scan
the area to find a weakened section
of wall. Hit the wall with a missile to
destroy it and reach the last door
before your next big battle.
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Beam and run to her side, then wait
for her to stop glowing. The moment
she does, hit her with the beam.

For a second attack, Dark Samus
will hurl herself at you. When she
rises into the air and begins to
glow, it’s time to seek cover. Though
the explosion is fierce, the boss

is vulnerable for a brief moment
afterward. Charge up your Power

=
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Upon defeating Dark Samus, take

an elevator to the top floor. Enter the
blue door and pick up the Dark Beam
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and a Log Book entry. Once you have
them, use the gun to leave the room

and to activate the Light Crystal in
the following door.

must charge up just to fire a normal
blast—useful for opening Dark Beam
doors, but not very practical in
combat.

© The Light Beam
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Agon Wastes

Use the Dark Beam to open the
security doors in Security Station B
by targeting the crystal in the center.
Then use the weapon again to open
the Dark Beam doors and access
the other side of Security Station B.
Continue to the Command Center.

Beware of the Pirate Grenadier in the
Command Center, as this hostile lobs
explosives that do a ton of damage.
Clear the room with your Power Beam,

then shoot the dormant portal with
your new Dark Beam to energize it.
Step through to return to Dark Aether.

Dark Agon Wastes

Use your Scan Visor to find a red
carving. Blast it with a missile, then

fire the Dark Beam at the crystal
underneath to lower a platform.

Jump on the platform to reach a Dark

Temple Key, then
Dark Beam door
Beware the Dark
deadly gas when

exit through the
across the room.
Preeds—they spew
defeated.

Sometimes you'll come across a
crystal or a beacon that doesn't
provide any protection. Such items
have been “nullified,” and they're
usually covered by some kind of

shield or black ooze. A few shots

from the Power Beam will clear up

anullified item. To create a Nullified

Beacon or Nullified Crystal so you
Can add it to the Log Book, shoot
anormal Light Crystal or Light
Beacon with the Dark Beam. You
can do this right now if you like.

be
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In the Bitter Well, you'll need to
use a bomb jump to clear a pool of
deadly Phazon. Roll to the right edge
of the top cliff and plant a bomb,
then lean to the right as soon as the
explosion happens. If you time it well,
you'll be propelled over the Phazon
and to the other side.

——
.
Three control panels in the Phazon
Site must be scanned before you can
continue. Head first for the one at the
top of the room—use the floating
platforms to reach it. Then activate
the panel on the other side of a stack
of crates. Finally, trigger the final
panel on the upper ridge to the right
of the entrance.

a

Keep moving until you reach a
room called Hall of Stairs. Walk to
the far side of the block that's in
the middle of the room, and hit the
crystal with the Dark Beam.When the
platform lowers, jump on top of it,
then head for the door at the top of
the room.

At the Watering Hole, blast
the Nullified Crystal with the
Power Beam to fix it, then

shoot the Lumites
from the safety of
the crystal’s field.
Once they're gone,
leap across the platforms to the door
at the end of the room. Move past the
Ingclaws quickly, since they exude
toxic gas.

In the Feeding Pit, fall to the safety
of the Light Crystal and eliminate
the Nightbarbs that circle the pillars.
Jump to the opposite side of the
room and hit the Light Lift Crystals
with the Dark Beam to lower the
pillars, then hop to the upper Dark
Beam door.

The Ing's laziness is your boon;
they've left a powerful weapon lying
around with no huge boss to guard it.
The Light Beam can cut through the
nastiest Dark World enemies in short
order. Equip it and take the fight to ‘em.

@ TheDark Suit
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Tentacles with the Power Beam
to make them retract—you can't
destroy them. Double-jump over
the toxic sludge to reach the distant
door.

Amma Station
Head back to Doomed Entry,
shooting crystals and beacons with
the Light Beam to create energized
versions. Then scan them and add
two new entries to your Log Book.
Afterward, head through the Dark

Beam door.
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As soon as you approach the Dark
Temple Key in the Battleground area,
it disappears and you're swarmed by
Warrior Ing. Use the Light Beam to
make short work of them. (Scan the

Ing Webtrap over the door before
the fight ends to add it to your Log
Book.) After the fight, you'll get the
final Dark Temple Key.

Energized Crystals and Beacons
will destroy any Dark World enemy

that wanders into the field.
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shoot enemies and objects with

Dark Beam to make them cough up
the precious stuff, and vice-versa.

if ap fike : pop into sinc Cache 3 aS
visit an Ammo Station, which you
may use to replenish your supply
of missiles, as well as your Dark and
Light Beam ammo. Continue through
Doomed Entry and Oasis Access until
you reach the portal in Dark Oasis.
Use the Light Beam to activate the
portal and return to Aether’s Light
World.

Take the lower door through
Double Path (the upper door is out of
reach). Target and shoot the Darkling

Agon Wastes

Dark Portal

PCAC
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onto the fallen Pirate Skiff (which
merits a Log Book scan). From

a

Upon returning, hang a left and
use the nearby Save Station C, then
proceed to the bioenergy areas. Pass
through a Dark Beam door to find a
Missile Expansion in Storage B. You'll
also find that the Metroids are now
on the loose. They're easy to defeat
with a charged Dark Beam shot
followed by a missile.

Enter the Central Mining Station
through the upper Light Beam door.
You'll be able to play with the heavy
turrets that the Space Pirates used
against you before. Unleash the turrets
to wipe out the Pirate Troopers, then
blast three gray generators about the
room, causing big explosions that
alter the environment.
Beam Ammo Expansion!

there, leap across the platforms to
reach the hole in the far wall left
by the second generator explosion.
Follow the path and roll through
a tunnel to bypass the force field
you encounter.A valuable Beam
Ammo

Expansion awaits on the

other side.
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Make your way to Portal Terminal
next.When you reach the portal
at the end of the room, scan it to
activate it. Then step into the Dark
World once more.

After blowing all three generators,
drop from the balcony and jump

Dark Agon Wastes
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f Once you're in the Dark World, head
_ for the Judgment Pit and use the
Save Station behind the Dark Beam
door. If you are short of Light Beam
ammo or missiles, resupply now.

When you reach the Dark Agon
Temple, walk into the light to place
all three keys and unlock the temple.
After the cinematic, jump down to

the surface. A big boss battle is about
to begin.

PRIMA Official Game Guide
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The guardian of Dark Agon Temple
is a huge sandworm called Amorbis.
The battle is tough, but the fact that
the beast spews Energy pickups
when it’s hit makes it easier. Stay
inside the range of a Light Crystal
at all times to heal up and avoid
atmospheric damage.

Getting Started
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Amorbis dives underground when
the battle starts. Keep an eye on the
radar to see where the beast will
pop up next. As soon as Amorbis
leaps into view, start firing away with
missiles or the Light Beam. Several
hits will get you to the next stage of
the battle.
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You'll have to fight two Amorbis
In the Portal Site, you will
worms in the second round and three —_ encounter Dark Pirate Troopers that
in the third. And they all become
are stronger than their Light World
tougher as the battle progresses.
cousins. If you can, lure them into
When you're fighting multiple worms, _ range ofa Light Crystal, then hit it
they sometimes join forces and fire
with the Light Beam to disintegrate
an energy beam at you—tuck into
all three pirates in one blow.When
Morph Ball form and roll out of the
you're ready, head into the portal and
way. You can also double-jump over
_ return to the Light World.
the beams as they come toward you.

Restoring
AgonTemple

~

Agon Wastes
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Dark Agon Wastes
After you strike Amorbis a few
times, it will latch on to the sphere

in the middle of the temple and
transform. Charge up the Light Beam
and hit the worm right in the face
to break off a part of its shell—it will
then try to suck you into its mouth.
Roll into Morph Ball form and let the
boss suck you in, then plant all of
your Morph Ball Bombs to damage
it. Amorbis then leaves the sphere,
splits into two worms, and the battle
begins anew.

ng form, and again while it's

attached to the central sphere, to

Damergg
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After you defeat Amorbis and
acquire the Dark Suit, a platform
will rise in front of the door to Dark
Agon Generator. Enter the room
beyond and use the Bomb Slot to
reach the generator, then collect

the Energy. Head back to the Portal
Site, but watch out for Warrior
Ing in the Dark Agon Temple and
Judgment Pit.
Aces

claim two unique Log Book entries
from this battle.

atmosphere, slawing the rate
Energy sappage.

When you enter the Agon Energy
Controller, you witness a cinematic
_ in which you restore the power to
the temple and please U-Mos greatly.
Well done!

+X Torvus Temple
When you think ofa bog, you might imagine friendly alligators cavorting in the sunshine, trading warm hellos with the
locals.Well, that's not what bogs are like at all. Load up the Arm Cannon and get ready to blast anything that moves.
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The Super Missile >A
Temple Grounds
Missile Expansion 7
Once you've transferred the energy, it’s time to visit an old friend. Head
back to the Temple Grounds via the elevator in Industrial Site One. Swing
by the Temple Assembly Site and jump onto a short pillar to the left-hand
side of the door that leads to the elevator, then jump from there to the cliff.
Follow the cliff to a tunnel, then roll down the tunnel and grab a Missile

Expansion.

Great Temple
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Proceed to
the Great
Temple. Once
there, look
for a Morph
Ball tunnel in
Transport B
Access about
halfway

:

down the hallway. Roll into the tunnel and use bomb

jumps to climb the steps toward another Missile
Expansion.
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Transport C Access

f

Visit the
Main Energy

Controller
and speak
to U-Mos,
who tells
you about
a second
temple that
exists in the heart of a bog. Go to the Temple Sanctuary
and scan the amber door to reach the lift in Temple

Transport C. Use the Light Beam on the block that bars

your way.

Temple Grounds
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Scan objects
on your way
to the Hall of
Eyes, where

you must
activate a
portal with
the Dark
Beam and
take a detour into Aether’s unpleasant side. Stock up on
Light Beam ammo before you go.
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Sky Temple Grounds

reach the end of the path, roll into Morph Ball form and

ride up the piston on the right, then activate a Bomb Slot.
Then drop to the floor, ride up the other piston and roll as
far as you can before bombing the three remaining slots.

When
all four
Bomb Slots
have been
activated,

the central
gondola
becomes
active. Jump
onto it to catch a ride through the area, but be ready to blast
the swarms of Nightbarbs that dive-bomb you. Leap off the
gondola and move toward the portal when you reach the
end of the line, using it to return to the Light World.

Temple Grounds
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You're now
standing in
the Path of
Eyes. Shoot
the Light
Crystals you
see here to
move large
blocks into
advantageous positions. Some will shift out of your way,
while others will move to the middle of the gaps, allowing
you to progress. One crystal will pull back to reveal a
green door—you'll return to it later, after you have Super
Missiles and the Grapple Beam.

Look for
a small hole
to the left
of the Path
of Eyes exit.
Roll through
it until you
find new
Luminoth
Lore and a block with a Dark Crystal in it. If you blast the
crystal with the Light Beam, the block will move and
reveal a handy shortcut you can use on subsequent trips
through the Path of Eyes. Unlock the amber door and take
the lift to Torvus Bog.

Torvus Bog

Eee recite

Shut
down the
Corrupted
Sentreyes
inthe
Abandoned
Base with the
Power Beam.
When you
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Proceed to the Torvus Lagoon,
scanning the local plant life fora
couple of Log Book entries on your
way. Use missiles to obliterate the
schools of Shredders at the lagoon,
then stop by the Save Station beyond
the red door.

The Cloaked Shriekers you
encounter at the Great Bridge are

nearly impossible to track without
the Echo Visor, which you've yet to
find. Scan one if you like and then
ignore the creatures; head for the red

door in the corner of the room.

There are two Grenchlers in
Forgotten Bridge. Take them down
with shots to their soft backs. (Lock

onto the beasts and dash around

them to get a clear shot.) Focus on

bringing down one beast at a time.

\

Drop into Torvus Lagoon’s water
and go through the Dark Beam door.
In the Path of Roots, use the Morph

Ball to roll under the metal structure.

Follow the path beyond the
Great Bridge's missile door. You
appear on the other side of a gate
back in Torvus Lagoon. Scan the
nearby panel to lower the gate, then
continue following the path to reach
a Light Beam door.

When the Grenchlers are no more,

it's time to climb. Head up to the
ledge on the right-hand side of the
room and notice a Bomb Slot in flux.
Cross the bridge next to the slot, then

use the Dark Beam to activate the
portal and enter the room's evil twin.

Dark Torvus Bog

X

Once you're
in the Dark
World, cross
the bridge
again and
drop a bomb
into the
now-active
Bomb Slot.
Doing so rotates the bridge in both worlds and lets you
access anew door. But there's still the matter of getting
home...

Fall to the
lower level
(beware

the purple
water!) and

wait fora
Dark Phlogus
to show
its mouth.
When it does, shoot the monster to flip it over, then use it
as a stepping-stone to reach a pair of tall, mushroomlike
platforms. Leap up the ‘shroomis to reach the portal and
return to the Light World.
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When you return to the light side,
you'll face two cloaked Dark Pirate
Commandos. Either avoid them until
they leave on their own (they bail
after a minute or so), or try to defeat

them—the easiest way to do so is
with a charged Dark Beam blast
followed by missiles.

you can take it out with any

weapon you like—but until then, it's

invulnerable.
=
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As you run through Torvus Temple
to claim the Super Missile, waves of

Space Pirates appear and mess up
your happy reunion. Use charged
Dark Beam shots and missiles to
beat them back. Once all hostiles
are dispatched, the Super Missile
upgrade is yours for the taking.

Missile Expansion 9
Back at the Great Bridge area,

activate the dormant Kinetic Orb
Cannon and use it to reach the top
of the bridge, Cross the bridge and
enter the Dark Beam door.
Whether the deadly duo falls or flees,
cross the bridge and look for a Missile
Expansion floating nearby. Claim the
goodie and then head through the
newly accessible door at the end of
the rotated bridge.

To reach the end of the
Abandoned Worksite, you need to

use bomb jumps. Drop a bomb next
to the ledge you wish to reach, then
steer toward the ledge. When the
bomb goes off, you'll be propelled to
your destination.

Energy Tank 4

Bomb the first round hole you see in
Temple Access to find an Energy Tank.
You'll have to backtrack and repeat
the cannon trick at the Great Bridge
to get back up here afterward, but
that’s a small price to pay.

ig
a Super Missile, just charge up the —
Power Beam and then press 2.
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The Boost Ball
Torvus Bog
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After you attain the Super Missile
Upgrade, ride the elevator up to the
green door that leads to Controller
Access, then blow the door open with
a Super Missile. Use the Bomb Slot
beyond to access the Torvus Energy
Controller. Scan the hologram and listen
to A-Vog to earn the power to translate
emerald Luminoth holograms.

Return to Torvus Temple and scan
the hologram in the middle of the
room to unlock an elevator. Ride it
down, then scan the emerald door
and follow the path to the next area.
Missile Expansion 10

Pirate Commandos ambush you
at Torvus Grove, and they're invulnerable while their orange shields
are deployed.
Two Super Missiles will
take down a Commando; charged

Dark Beam shots are also quite
effective.
You can also blast the
barrels in the center of the room to
cause a helpful explosion. When the

Commandos are destroyed, the laser
barrier will drop—move on.

Map Station
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Grab the Missile Expansion under the
grate at the entrance to the Under-

ground Tunnel by simply rolling
Head back to the Great Bridge and
scan the emerald door on the ledge.
Behind the door is the Map Station
for Torvus Bog, which should prove
quite handy.

beneath it, then follow the path,

blasting enemies as you go.When
you reach a small opening, roll under
it with the Morph Ball.

Dark Torvus Bog

Scan the portal at the edge of
Meditation Vista, then step into the
Dark World.

use the beam, get as close as you can
before firing to ensure that the entire
spread hits the boss. There are no
crystals or beacons about, so you'll
need to rely on Inglets for energy.

You're now standing in the Polluted
Mire, which dangerous enemies
called Hunter Ing call home. These
creatures phase in and out of
existence and are tough to hit. Your
best bet is to lure them close to a

crystal or beacon, then shoot it with
the Light Beam.

Follow the path through Dark
Forgotten Bridge (where you'll see
a Morph Ball Spinner that’s halfway
phased out of existence) to the Dark
Arena Tunnel.
As you roll through the
tunnel, the blocks underneath you

disappear. Quickly bomb-jump up at
the end of the line to continue.
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When

the Eoost Gusidian stares

zipping around the room, doublejump or enter Morph Ball form to

Boss Battle: Boost Guardian _ avoidits attacks. After a bit, it will turn
oe

into a puddle—roll around and drop
bombs on the puddle to make the

boss revert to its original form, then

continue dishing out the pain until
the Boost Ball upgrade is yours.
Scale to the top of the area
by leaping from one tree-based
platform to the next. Your goal is the

a
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The Boost Guardian looks and acts
much like a Warrior Ing in the initial

room.

stages of the fight. When it takes
form, hit it with either a charged

Dark Beam door at the top of the

Light Beam or a Super Missile. If you

©
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smashes
one of the room's four pillars. Eac
of these is worth a full 100 Energy,

so be sure to grab them!

The Seeker Missile Launcher
Dark Torvus Bog
g |

Onyour way back from the Boost Guardian battle, pick up Torvus Bog’s
first Dark Temple Key, located at the top of the half-pipe at the end of Dark
Torvus Arena.To reach it, hold ® to build up speed, then release ® while
rolling toward one side of the pipe. Immediately press and hold ® again
as you soar up the pipe, releasing it on your way back down. After a couple
of trips, you'll reach the top of the pipe and the key. Use the pipe again to
escape the room.

Torvus Bog
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Return to the Light World, go to the
door at the end of Torvus Grove and
look for the half-pipe there. (Not
the giant one in the middle of the
toom—that's a red herring.) Use the

pipe to boost to the top of the room,
then follow the path around toa
Dark Beam door.

Return to the Forgotten Bridge,
curl into a Morph Ball and roll into
the Spinner that’s sitting by its

lonesome. (Scan the Spinner before

using it to add it to your Log Book.)
Press and hold 8, releasing to boost
in place and activate the Spinner.
Keep boosting until you drop a gate
in both the Light World and the Dark
World.When the deed is done, drop
to the ground and Jeave Torvus Bog,
heading back to the Temple Grounds.

Temple Grounds

When you reach the Path of Eyes,
roll through the hole to the right
of the entrance to cut to the exit
and bypass all enemies. Use a Super
Missile on the door at end of Path of
Eyes to unlock the path forward.
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Go to the far end of the Meeting

Sometimes an inner floor ring will
turn beige before an outer one.
When that happens, ignore the
inner ring and just keep spinning
until the outermost ring becomes
beige.

Grounds (near the entrance to
the elevator) and look for another

half-pipe. Boost to reach the top,
then roll down the small hole. Move
slowly—there’s a big drop coming.

As soon as you switch to a side
view, stop moving. Charge your
boost and roll slowly to the edge of
the white blocks, then release ® and
boost across the disappearing floor.
If you miss, you'll have to loop back
around and try again.

The Seeker Missile Launcher awaits
you at the Hall of Honored Dead, but
you must solve a puzzle to get it. Use
the room's colored Spinners in the
following order: purple, blue, yellow,
red. Rotate the floor rings so that
they each turn beige in color,
working from the outside in.

When you've turned all of the
floor rings beige, you can walk into
the middle of the room and take the
Seeker Missile Launcher. This upgrade
allows you to fire five separate
missiles at five separate targets—or
hit the same target five times, if you
prefer.To use the launcher, simply

press and hold qa, then move your

Arm Cannon around until you start
locking on-to targets. (To hit the
same target multiple times, move the
cursor over it repeatedly.)
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Temple Grounds

tunnel you used at the start of the
game and drop a bomb next to it to
blast the cover off. Then roll down
the tunnel beyond and claim your
twelfth Missile Expansion.
Ml

ae

use the Seeker Missile Launcher to
target the five purple circles around
the door, then let fly with missiles.
If you don't hit all five circles, wait a
moment for them to respawn, then

try again. Once you're free, make your
way to your ship at the Landing Site.

I

Before heading back to Torvus,
detour into Hive Chamber A for a
Missile Expansion. You must defeat
a powerful Dark Missile Trooper
to claim it—use the Light Beam or
Super Missiles, and be sure to scan

the creature! Collect the Missile

Expansion it leaves behind after

That's it for this trip to the Temple
Grounds. Make your way back to
Torvus Bog by using the ball-sized
tunnel in Service Access (next to the
Landing Site).

falling.

Missile Expansion 12
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Detour to the Landing Site, then
scan a fallen Luminoth for a Log Book
entry you couldn't reach before. Refill
your weapons and Energy at Samus’s
ship, then fire the Light Beam at the
statue's Dark Crystal to slide it out
from the wall—it makes a great step
back up.

Another Missile Expansion is located
behind a sealed tunnel in Hive
Chamber B. Locate the cracked,

glowing cover that sits next to the

Torvus Bog
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To leave the Hall of Honored Dead,

Missile Expansion 13
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Return to the Torvus Temple and take

the elevator down, then look for a
Morph Ball tunnel near a red patch
of wall. Drop into the tunnel and use
the Super Missile to blast the door
open—you'll end up in an elevator
that takes you to the Hydrodynamo
Station.

Save your game at the Save Station
beyond the red door at Hyrdodynamo Station's top level. To stop.
those annoying Preeds from entering
the station, blast the small circles on

the walls with missiles. When you're
teady, drop to the bottom of the
toom.

Sm
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Enter the tube in the middle of the
room next—it will take you back to
the top. From there, you'll need to
descend to the purple door on the
other side of the platform you've
just extended. Grab the nearby
Missile Expansion when you get
there, then use a full Seeker Missile
Launcher volley to blast open the
purple door.

Once in the Training Chamber,
drop into the water and take out the
Bloggs.When both Bloggs are gone,
roll into the Spinner, align the red
sections of the floor, and then roll

through the resulting tunnel to reach
a Dark Beam door.
Beware the underwater Bloggs;

they're tough customers. Feed

them missiles when they rush
toward you to quickly obliterate
them.

Look for a small depression in the
side wall, then roll into it and let a

current float you up to a platform.
From there, jump to the central
platform. Then look for a small bridge
that leads to a scannable panel. Scan
it to extend a platform above you
_ and unbolt the first of the station's
» three locks.

—

Use the Morph Ball to get through
Transit Tunnel East and enter the
Catacombs area. Drop into the water
there and walk across the bottom
until you find a group of platforms
that you can use to jump to land.
Once there, head for the Dark Beam
door on the right-hand side of the
room. The path will lead you back to
the Hydrodynamo Station.

When you appear in the station,
you'll be facing a panel. Scan it to
unbolt the station’s second lock, then
head back to the Training Chamber.
(Use Training Access so you can scan
the Seedbursters on the way for your
Log Book.) Once you're there, use the
Spinner to line up the blue parts of
the floor, then roll to the Light Beam
door and head through.

Dark Torvus Bog

———

Transit Tunnel West uses a series

of currents to move objects through
it, but the currents are flowing in the

wrong direction. Drop a bomb on the
blue panel to access the Bomb Slot
below, then plant a bomb in the slot
to change the currents’ flow.

Pe

In the Gathering Hall, drop into the
water and shoot the spiky platforms
from below with the Dark Beam to
flip them over. Then return to dry
land and cross the platforms to reach
the Bomb Slot on the far side of the
room. Bomb the slot to open a gate
that blocks a portal, then use the
portal to visit the Dark World.

You're now standing in the Crypt.
Take out the two Dark Pirate
Commandos with either Super
Missiles or charged Light Beam
assaults. When the coast is clear, jump
to the platform and use the Spinner
to move the laser, then head back to
the Light World.

Torvus Bog
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Alpha Blogg

Hydrodynamo Shaft
only weak point is its mouth. Stay
as far from it as you can and charge
your Power Beam. When it thrashes
a couple of times and then bolts
toward you, unleash a Super Missile
and sidestep simultaneously.

Your Spinner antics in the Dark World

have activated a Kinetic Orb Cannon
in the Light World. Use it to reach
the Light Beam door at the room's
highest point, then pass through the
door to access the Hydrodynamo
Station one last time.
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The Gravity Boost awaits collection
in a small room at the very bottom
of the Hydrodynamo area. This new
device lets you move effortlessly
in water and float for a time after a
double jump—simply press and hold
®) after double-jumping (as long as
you're in water).

a

a
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Boss Battle: Alpha Blogg

Scan the station’s final panel (it’s

right in front of you as you enter)
to raise the main platform off the
floor, revealing a lower area. Drop
all the way to the bottom and open
the lowest door to reach the Hydrodynamo Shaft. Keep descending until
you reach the bottom of the shaft.

You're ambushed by a massive Alpha
Blogg after claiming the Gravity
Boost. Like regular Bloggs, the Alpha’s

Sometimes the Alpha Blogg will
fire sonic blasts—avoid them, or

you won't be able to see or fire your
weapon for a moment. If you're
having trouble hitting the boss with
the Super Missile (which can be a

chore because of the slight delay in
firing), switch to charged Dark Beam

blasts. Don’t relent until the waters
are safe once more.
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After sinking the Alpha Blogg, jump
into the small nook that contains a
fan, then leap from there to a small

platform on the side of the room.
Use a double jump followed by the
Gravity Boost to float to the last
platform, and the blue door that

leads to the exit.

There's a portal waiting for you on
top of the half-cylinder at one end
of the Hydrodynamo Shaft. Use your

newfound Gravity Boost to reach it,

and the Dark Beam to make it active.

Dark Torvus Bog

Once you're in the Dark World, grab
the Dark Temple Key, then turn
around and go back to the Light
World—there’s nothing else to see
here.

Torvus Bog
Energy Tank 5

to the right and bomb your way up

to another high slot. Afterward, roll
two tubes to the left and bomb your
way up to an Energy Tank. It’s timed,
so work fast or you'll have to start
over from the second part of the
task.

Return to the Catacombs,
and

this

time, head for the underwater Bomb
Slot on the far side of the room. Drop
a bomb there to lower a gate in front
of another portal—you're headed
back to Dark Aether.

Travel back to the Catacombs and
head for Transit Tunnel East. Activate
the Bomb Slot in the tube at the
left-hand end, then roll three tubes

Dark Torvus Bog

there, bomb-jump up and right to
claim a hidden Missile Expansion.

You're now standing in the Dungeon,
where Dark Grenchlers lurk. These
beasts move and act like their Light
World cousins, but they're a bit
harder to take down. Even the odds
by using charged Light Beam attacks
on their vulnerable backsides. Once
you blast the beasts, make for Undertransit Two.

Pass through Undertransit Two and on
to Undertransit One, which you must
navigate with bomb jumps. Drop to
the bottom tube and roll as far left
as you can, then bomb-jump to the
top tube and roll through the gear at
the top. On the other side, drop to the
bottom tube and roll as far right as
you can, then bomb-jump up and left
(so you're in the middle tube). From

Exiting Undertransit One is much
easier—just drop to the bottom
pipe and head left, then bomb-jump
back to the top pipe to get out. You
appear behind a force field in the
Crypt. Open it with the Dark Beam
and blast the Dark Pirate Troopers,
then jump around the room (start by
leaping to your right) until you reach

the highest platform on the left-hand

Boss Battle:
Grapple Guardian

side. The platforms retract, so time

your jumps

carefully.

a
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Scan the Grapple Guardian to
expose one of its weaknesses:
its eye. Once the eye is purple

Proceed to the Undertemple Shaft,
drop to the bottom of the room and
defeat the Hunter Ing—lure them into
an energized Light Crystal if possible.

(scanned), you can unload ammo.

into it. This makes the boss angry,
and it responds by firing its Grapple
Beam. When it does so, stand behind
one of the two blue pillars—the
beam will usually attach to one of
them and trap the boss, at which
point you can circle-dash behind it

After that, use the Kinetic Orb Cannon

to launch yourself back to the top

of the room. Drop down one level

so you're standing on top of a metal
cage, then enter the cage and use the

Bomb Slot to rotate it. When it stops
moving, go through the accessible
door and head for another boss battle.

a
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Once the boss's tail falls off, you
can't use the pillar-tether trick. You
must shoot its eye until you stun the
boss (make it rear back in agony),
then quickly circle-dash around to
whittle health off by assaulting its
rump. You don’t have much time
to slip behind the boss while its
stunned, so start charging up a
Super Missile the moment you begin
circling around. Best the Grapple
Guardian to obtain the awesome
Grapple Beam.

and punish the Grapple Guardian's

tail with a Super Missile.
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Sacrificial Chamber
Return to the Hydrodynamo Station
and use the Save Station at the top i
you're so inclined. Then retrace your
steps and travel all the way back to
the bottom level of Torvus Temple.

a

After you strap on the Grapple Beam,
climb the pile of rubble at the back
of the room and leap from it, over the
gap and toward the blue door.
a

a

a

To use the grapple Beam, jump
toward a Grapple Point, and press
and hold @. When you swing
toward another point, release 2)
and then hit it again once you're in
Pange of the second Grapple Point.
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When you exit the tunnel, turn
to the right and look for a Grapple
Point. Use it to swing to the nearby
platform, then go through the door
and head back to the Crypt. Use the
portal at the bottom of the Crypt to
return to the Light World.

Torvus Bog

Go to the purple door that’s
hidden behind some brambly
roots—you'll need the Morph
Ball to reach it. Employ the Seeker
Missile Launcher to blast the door
open, then ride the elevator that lies

beyond; it'll take you to Agon Wastes.

Agon Wastes

"
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Once you're back in Agon Wastes,
make your way to the Dark Beam
door in Agon Temple. You can take a
couple of different paths—the choice
is yours.

After claiming the Mine Shaft’s
Energy Tank, roll as far left as you
can go to reach a purple door. Head
through to reach Mining Station
B, then drop to the ground and

Energy Tank 6

ignore the first scan panel you see.
Instead, walk to the back of the room
and scan another panel next to a

Wait for the Nightbarbs to
then go through the crack
next to another deceased
Jump up to the ledge and

clear out,
in the wall
Luminoth.
follow

the trail of beacons by leaping from

ledge to ledge.

half-pipe.

When you reach the Mine Shaft, boost
Jeft until you see a square stone with
a crack. Perform a double bomb jump
to climb onto it (check the “Getting

Started” chapter of this guide to learn
how to perform this maneuver), then
jump left to another ledge.

Use the Boost Ball when you enter

After scanning the panel, backtrack

a bit and use the Bomb Slot next
to the fallen Luminoth to start the
room’s drill spinning. Run back to
the panel you scanned and use the
cannon to reach a second Bomb Slot.
Dropping a bomb here raises the drill

the open tunnel—Nightbarbs and
other flying creatures will damage
you otherwise. When you reach the
end of the line, fire up the portal and
step back into the Light World.

Agon Wastes

before the timer runs out, opening a

new passage.

]
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Roll as far left as you can, then
keep moving left while the brown
blocks vanish so that you roll onto a
ledge. Continue left and keep moving
until you hit another ledge, then
jump onto it. Roll to another set of
blocks and keep moving left so you
enter the cracked wall. Stay in the
middle of the wall (don’t roll onto the
brown block) and bomb-jump up
and left to land on a ledge. Jump up

~ one more time, then keep pressing
left until you fall onto the Energy
Tank. Whew!
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Head back to the half-pipe and
boost up to reach a ledge. Follow the
ledge up and around until it drops
you on the drill. There's a portal on
the far side—you know what to do.

Go back across the same path you
traversed in the Dark World. As
before, fire up the Boost Ball when
crossing the exposed section of
tunnel. No sense taking damage if
you can avoid it. The Darkburst

Missile Expansion 16
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Charge Combo is your reward for all
the trouble. The weapon allows you
to fire a charged Dark Beam shot that
causes massive destruction—just
charge up the Dark Beam and then
press 9p. It takes five missiles and
30 units of Dark Beam ammo each
time you use it, but it’s well worth the
price.
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The Dark Visor
Agon Wastes
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Head back to Torvus Bog via the same
elevator you took to get to Agon
Wastes.
On your way, use the Boost
Ball to get to the top of the half-pipe in
the Transport Center, then fire up the
portal there and step through to graba
Missile Expansion from the Dark World.
It's a one-way portal, unfortunately, so
you'll need to hike to the Portal Site to
return to the Light World.

Use the Grapple Beam to fly over
the Abandoned Worksite. Before you
enter the Morph Ball tunnel, turn
around and grapple to the other side
to get a Missile Expansion. When
you have it, head back and take the
tunnel, then move to the Forgotten

Bridge.

Torvus Bog

Fire up the Kinetic Orb Cannon near

Mining Station B's entrance and use
it to get out of the room. Roll back
through the Mining Shaft and toward
the Dark Beam door. It’s a bit of a
maze, but if you keep heading right,
you'll find your way out.

Make your way to the Great Bridge
when you arrive at Torvus Bog, and

Walk out to the middle of the
bridge and jump to the ledge under
the Spinner. From there, leap right
to the portal and use it to enter the
Dark World.

head through the Light Beam door.
The door may remain locked until
you defeat the Pirate Commandos.

Dark Torvus Bog
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Go through the green door at the
end of the bridge, then enter the
Brooding Ground and fire the Light
Beam at the Liftvine Crystal in the
water. Doing so causes it to rise out

Head to the Poisoned Bog next and
use the Seeker Missile Launcher
to open the purple door. Collect a
Beam Ammo Expansion from the

of the muck and provide a handy

small Cache A room beyond, then

temporary platform.

make your way to the Dark Temple,

stopping only to use the Save Station
behind the red door you encounter
en route.
Energy Tank 7 &
Ammo Station

while. Track it with the Light Beam
(you'll need to aim manually) and fire
a few shots whenever it pokes out of
the water. When the water starts to

Missile Expansion 17
When you enter the bottom of the

Dark Torvus Temple, avoid the red

glowing area in the middle at all
costs. Enter the two doors on the
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room’s outer edges instead—one
leads to an Ammo Station that
will replenish your arms, the other
contains a valuable Energy Tank. After
stocking up, enter the red area to
proceed to the boss battle.

churn, the larva is about to perform

a full-body leap.When it jumps, lock
on (the radar helps to locate it) and

hit it with a charged Light Beam, then
jump over the wave of poison water.
,
ESC TELCA

poeny

extremely fast.

Boss Battle: Chykka

double-jump up to the small hole in

The Chykka is a multipart boss battle

piston down and use the portal to
enter the Light World.Now snag the
expansion. Use the portal again to

cunning. There are also a number of
things to scan during the fight, so if
youre tying (4 @ll dhe Log Book, be

return to the Dark World.

sure to get everything. (Check the
tables.)

the rock and roll through. Ride the

In the first stage of the battle,
the Chykka Larva circles the central
platform, surfacing every once ina

Roll into the tunnel to your left,
then use the Grapple Beam to grab
Torvus Bogs final Dark Temple Key.

7
oe
Drop and take adetourthroughthe
Dark Beam door to grab a Missile
Expansion in Portal Chamber.
To get
it, move to the side of the room that's
closest to the Poisoned Bag, then

To begin the fight, you must first
free the boss from its prison. Target
the four spots that hold the giant
cocoon in place, and give each onea
few shots with the Power Beam.

that requires all of your skill and
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After taking some damage, the
larva will occasionally leap onto the
platform, land, and try to catch you
with it’s tongue—dodge and hit it
in the face with multiple Light Beam
attacks.

(ewe

Fire
a missile at the Dark Shredders
to take them down fast. On if you're
tow on Light Beam ammo, hit the

Shredders with the Dark Beam
instead.

N

If you don't defeat the Dark Chykka
quickly, it will eventually revert back to
adult Chykka form. in this case, you'll

In the second phase you face the
full-grown, adult Chykka. The creature
is very agile, so lock on and blast
away with the Power Beam. Once
the boss is stunned, use the Grapple
Beam to swing to a neighboring isle,
then target one of the four weak
spots on the creature's wings and hit
it with a Super Missile from behind.

points, the Chykka transforms into
a Dark Chykka. The creature’s weak
point is now its abdomen. Pelt the
agile creature with the Power Beam
from afar, or if you're feeling daring,
swing close and devastate it with
a charged Light Beam barrage for
maximum impact.
a
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Chyklings, take them out with the

Darkburst-you'll blast them all at

once and score Light Beam ammo in
the process.

need to take out its four wing weak
points again so you may damage the
Dark Chykka. Keep the pressure on the
boss and just keep hammering away
until the Dark Visor is yours.

Step into the Energy Controller
and steal the energy from Dark
Aether as you did before. Once it’s
safely taken, head back to Dark
Forgotten Bridge, and use the portal
to access the Light World.

Torvus Bog

Restoring
-Torvus Temple ~
Dark Torvus Bog

oe
Hightail it to the Torvus Energy
Controller to deposit the Energy
you're carrying, restoring the temple
to its former glory. Excellent work,
With the Chykka defeated, use your
newfound Dark Visor to detect a
series of invisible floating platforms
in the arena. Scale them to reach the
Torvus Energy Controller at the top of
the room.
SS

bounty hunter; U-Mos will be most

pleased.

SQ Sanctuary Temple
It might be called Sanctuary Temple, but don’t expect a peaceful welcome. The temple is home to an army of crazed
robots who long ago turned against their Luminoth masters. Grant them no mercy, for none will be granted to you.
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Great Temple
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You've restored the energy to Torvus
_ Temple. Now it’s time to return to
U-Mos at the Great Temple's Main
Energy Controller. Start by going to
the Path of Roots, where you're able

to scan a Luminoth Lore and use
the Grapple Beam to snag a Missile
Expansion from a high ledge.

Missile Expansion 19
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Don't take the shortcut tunnel when
you reach the Path of Eyes. Instead,
follow the path and blast a block’s
crystal with the Dark Beam to move
it out of your way, revealing a green
door. Hammer the door with a Super
Missile to access the Windchamber
Gateway.

He'll spin horror stories about the
creatures you'll soon face at the
Sanctuary Fortress, then send you
on your way. Backtrack out and open
the Great Temple's last remaining
hologram door afterward, which
leads toward the Sanctuary Fortress.

Missile Expansion 20
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drop into the water. Use your Gravity
Boost to claim another Missile
Expansion from a high, underwater
alcove. Afterward, make your way
to an elevator that leads back to the
Temple Grounds.

Launch out of a Kinetic Orb
Cannon at the Windchamber
Gateway, then use the Grapple Beam
to claim an Energy Tank. Backtrack
out and continue to the Great
Temple's Main Energy Controller.

On your way through Transport A
Access, roll into the hole where the
Save Station is, then drop a bomb
next to the pile of rocks. Roll down
the new path to reach your 20th
Missile Expansion. Save your game
and take the transport down to
Temple Grounds.
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Metroid Prime 2: Echoes
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Temple Grounds

When you
reach the
end of the
line in Sacred

Missile, then unleash your arsenal. If you strike all five at

once, the design will fall and form a bridge that lets you
reach the GFMC Compound.

aC

then lower
the gate
that has an
emerald
hologram onit, and go through. Follow the path to the
end, fragging Luminoth Turrets as you go. (The turrets are
anew brand, and they require three missiles to destroy.)
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Bridge, use

the Dark
Visor to
locate five
red dots that
surround the circular design. Target each with the Seeker

Take out
near the ship
in the GFMC
Compound,

Sanctuary Fortress
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When you reach Sanctuary Fortress,
you'll have to drop two security
barriers. Blast the two turrets in your
way, then scan a panel to lower the

first one. The second is activated with
a Spinner.

You face a host of Pirate
Commandos when crossing the long

bridge at Sanctuary Entrance. Use the

large crates for cover and pull ammo
and energy from the smaller ones if
need be. The Darkburst can wipe out
a Commando in one shot, but wait
for it to drop the shield before you
fire. Shooting the barrels of Phazon is
also an effective strategy.

The walls of the Power Junction
are crawling with Octopedes.
The
critters aren't particularly dangerous
if left alone, but once you shoot
:
them, they'll self-destruct. Shoot from
a distance and stay there until they
blow up. If you want to avoid their
self-destructive ways, blast them with
the Dark Beam instead of the Power
Beam.

When you reach Reactor Access,
turn on the Dark Visor, then examine

the area around the circular
decoration to find five red circles.
Blast all five with the Seeker Missile
Launcher to open a new path.When
you do, a Rezbit will appear. The
creature is quite dangerous and can
be tough to eliminate. Charge up the

If you destroy a Quad’s body
before taking out the head, the top
portion will detach and begin flying
around. Note the color of the shield
around the head, then attack with
the opposite-colored beam (Dark
Beam for white and Light Beam for
purple). The head is quick and can be
a bit of a pain, so it’s best to eliminate

the head before the body.
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After besting the Quad, save at the

Save Station near the Reactor Core,then
use the platforms scattered around
the Reactor Core'’s central chamber
toclimbtothetop.UsechargedDark
Beam blasts to destroy the Rezbits you
encounter as you climb.When you reach
the top, go through the blue door.
A formidable Quad patrols the

a

along with two functioning units.
When you fight the working ones,
take out the heads first. If you don't,
the heads of the disabled bodies

will fly off and attach to another set
of legs. When

the Quads are down,

—_use the portal to visit the Dark World
version of Sanctuary Fortress, a place
called the Ing Hive.
==
=
torso of a Quad to claim t
Book entries for this creature.

hallways of Sanctuary Fortress.
First, shoot

a

The Hall of Combat Mastery is filled
with broken-down Quad bodies,

Dark Beam and wait for the Rezbit to

drop the blue shield, then fire.

surrounds the spinning gyro and
bomb the slots in the following order:
orange, blue, red, green.

off its head with a Super

Missile. Then, when you see a red
light appear beneath the remaining
torso, tuck into Morph Ball form and

boost into it. You can force the red
light to appear by boosting into the
Quad while it’s spinning about.

To get through the Minigyro
Chamber, roll into the ring that

Ing Hive

Stepping
through the

portal, you
find yourself
in the Culling
Chamber.
Go to the
elevator in
Central Hive
East Transport and ride it to the top floor. Watch out for

Warrior Ing along the way.

Blast the
,

i

Nightbarbs in

Hive Dynamo
Works with
the Power
Beam before
grappling
across the
gap. Once
you're across, turn around and use the Echo Visor to spot
five red circles, then blast them with the Seeker Missile to
drop the barrier to a portal. Pass through and return to
the Light World.

however; use the nearby lift instead

to go up and reach Temple Access.

At Dynamo Access, use the Dark
Beam to blast the drones, then roll

under the floor and drop bombs to
disable the Mechlops.

Quickly grapple to the temple's
a

You face another Quad in Temple
Access. This time, take out the legs first

by boosting into the red light when you

see it appear beneath the creature's
torso. (In this instance, if you shoot off

the head first, more will appear.)

main platform, turn right, and head

for the cobalt hologram door. If you
move quickly, you can make it to the
door without fighting the dangerous
Mekenobites that now roam the area.
If you are too slow or if you fall, use
the Seeker Missile Launcher to target
and strike both of each Mekenobite’s
legs simultaneously, causing them to
drop and self-destruct.

At the Main Gyro Chamber, use

the Morph Ball to roll through the
right-hand wall, then do so again to

find a Bomb Slot. Activate the slot, and
solve the puzzle that appears by lining
up the colored dots—red on top,
green in the middle, and blue on the
bottom. Rotate the dots by shooting
the spots in the middle of the clusters.

Dispose of the Dark Quads at
Sanctuary Temple by taking out their
heads and then their torsos. Then climb
to the top of the scaffolding and use the
Grapple Beam to reach the blue door.
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At Worker's Path, leap to the
platform farthest from you, then turn
around and scan the red section on
the side of the previous platform
to activate a Kinetic Orb Cannon.
Launch across the gap, then head
through the door to reach a tough
boss fight at Dynamo Works. (The

Another Bomb Slot appears when
you solve the puzzle. Activate it, then
walk on the gyro and use the Spinner
to drop part of a wall. Don’t go
through the wall you've just opened,

Visit the Sanctuary Energy
Controller for another holographic
message from a fallen Luminoth.
Collect a Lore entry before heading
back out to the Sanctuary Temple.

cannon on the far side of Worker's
Path is activated in the same manner
for when you make a return trip.)

of the overhead platform's central
gap. Then drop two bombs for the
boss as it approaches from the right.

itcolo!

green-and the area's Bomb Slots
fan only be activated while the
boss is green.

Scan the Spider Guardian before you
roll into the tunnel at the beginning
of Dynamo Works—if you don't, you'll
never get another chance! This boss

While the boss is stunned, quickly
bomb-jump back to the platform
directly above you to flee from its
path. After the boss moves past,
drop back down and prepare to lay
another pair of bombs as before.

battle is more like a puzzle thana

fight, and parts of it are quite tricky. If
you don't have full energy and plenty
of patience, come back after you've
refilled both.

In stage two, try boosting up the
half-pipe to get onto the upper-right
platform, then fall off your perch
and lay bombs in midair as the boss
approaches. After you hit the Spider
Guardian, use the brief pause to build
up speed on the half-pipe and reach
the upper-left platform. If the boss
turns green, roll to activate the Bomb
Slot. If not, repeat the process.

When the boss turns green, rush to
the nearby Bomb Slot and get ready

to plant a bomb to activate it—but

wait until the Spider Guardian is on

the right-hand side of the screen! If
it’s on the left, it will bounce off the
striped panel, and you'll have to start
over.

In the first stage of the battle, try

dropping bombs on the left-hand
side of the lower gap. If the boss hits
a bomb, roll left and bomb-jump
up the left platforms to escape the
boss‘s electrical field. Drop only two
bombs next to the boss—if you drop
three, you'll have to wait to generate
another bomb for the jump, during
which time the boss can hit you.
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In stage three, get onto the top
platform and wait on the left side of
the gap. When the boss approaches,
drop straight down and lay bombs,
then start building speed on the
half-pipe and return to the top
platform, If the boss turns green,

Keep bombing the boss until it
glows green. Then hurry and activate
the nearby Bomb Slot before the
boss changes colors again. This opens
a striped panel, allowing the boss to
tun into an electrically charged pylon.
Causing the Spider Guardian to hit
these pylons in this fashion is the
only way to damage the creature.

roll down to the Bomb Slot. While
hanging out on the top platform, you
can roll to the far-left edge to escape
the boss's electrical field.

Use the same strategy for the
second and third pylons, but always
activate the higher Bomb Slots first,
working your way down to the lower
One (the first one you activated). You

don't have a lot of time to reach each
slot, so speed is key. Save precious
seconds by boosting across small
gaps rather than jumping them,
and always take the shortest route
to each Bomb Slot, even if it means

performing a tricky double bomb
jump.in many ways, the Spider
Guardian is the toughest boss in the
game, so don’t worry if it takes you a
couple of tries to get the hang of the
battle, Just focus on not getting hit,
and sooner or later, you'll make the
Perfect run through each slot.

There are three Bomb Slots in
stage four, and you must trick the
boss into hitting three different
pylons to defeat it. Drop to the very
bottom and wait just to the right

-

The Power Bomb
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Your newfound Spider Ball upgrade
lets you cling to Spider Ball Tracks,
which appear in a herringbone
pattern and are usually red, blue, or
bronze. Simply press and hold @ to
cling to such tracks, defying the laws
of gravity. You can also drop bombs
to reach tracks above you, or quickly
release @ and reengage to drop and
attach to tracks below.

Missile Expansion 21
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Sanctuary Fortress

Back in the Hall of Combat Mastery,
use the blue Spider Ball Track to get
out of the glass room that surrounds
the elevator—don't forget to scan
the Luminoth Lore first.

Missile Expansion e2

Jump and roll right, then keep
going until you see the Missile
Expansion overhead. Blast the panel

beneath the expansion with a bomb
and then jump up to claim it. The exit

is close by.

Energy Tank 9
Pr -

Use the Spider Ball to get up toa

shortcut leading out of the Spider
Guardian’s lair. Simply make your
way up to a high ledge where the
third and fourth rooms meet, bombjumping to get on top of the ledge.
Then roll along to claim a Missile
Expansion, taking a background
tunnel to exit the boss's lair. You'll
land in the open portion of Dynamo
Works.

Roll up another blue Spider Ball Track
in the Hall of Combat Mastery, the
‘one that leads into a wall. Follow the
trail to a Bomb Slot and activate it.
Boost through the flames that follow,
then bomb-jump up to the third
level.
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in the Hall of Combat Mastery,

backtrack to the Reactor Core. (Boost
through the Minigyro Chamber
to avoid damage.) Use the Kinetic

Orb Cannon there to soar up to the
large central orb, holding @ to latch
onto it with the Spider Ball. Roll up
to a second orb and sit on the red
dot, then hold ® and release to

boost-jump over to a third orb.

Roll through the open portion of
Dynamo Works and climb the far wall
via the Spider Ball Track. Scan the
Luminoth body on the ledge, then go
through the door and take Central
Area Transport East down to the first

floor.

Move left until you reach the far
side of the wall, then jump to the
highest moving platform. Roll left
until you see Phazon, then jump to
a platform and use the Spider Ball to
grab a moving piece of track.

n

After claiming the Missile Expansion

goods, it’s time to leave the world of

the future behind for a moment and
return to Torvus Bog.

\

When you enter the swamp, head

down to the Hydrodynamo Station.
It's a long trip, but you can use the
time to scan anything you missed, or
pick up some items.

a
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Roll to the third orb’s red dot and
wait for the electricity to vanish
from the next orb in sight, then

boost-jump over to that orb. Quickly
boost-jump across the remaining
orbs until you at last reach an Energy
Tank on a remote ledge. Move fast or
you'll be shocked and forced to start
over.
Map Station

As you try to leave the high-tech
world for the murk of the swamp,

Dark Samus will reappear and destroy
the bridge at Sanctuary Entrance. No
matter; look for a Spider Ball Track on
the wall behind you, then use it to cross

the abyss left by the bridge's demise.
(You'll need to boost-jump across the
gap in the track halfway across.)

Torvus Bog

When you reach the Main Hydrochamber, drop to the bottom and
locate a Spider Ball Track. (The Scan

Visor can help you locate it through
the murk.) Ride the track as far as you

can, then drop off it to reach a portal.
Shoot the portal with the Dark Beam
and visit the Dark World for a quick
boss fight.

Fm

After grabbing the Energy Tank in the
Reactor Core, save your game and
head for the cobalt door down the
hall. The cobalt door protects a Map
Station that gives you schematics for
Sanctuary Fortress. Once you get the

Go all the way back to Torvus Bog
via the elevator in the Great Temple.

Dark Torvus Bog
=

Boss Battle:
Power Bomb Guardian

To destroy this boss, you must
activate four Bomb Slots along the
arena’s walls.
To start,zoom up the

Spider Ball Track that leads up the
wall.

The network of tracks above is a bit
tricky, requiring you to bomb-jump
up to higher segments and drop and
latch onto lower ones. Keep moving
in one direction, either right or left,

and skip past the first Bomb Slot

you see, activating the second one

instead. Do your best to avoid the
boss's attacks along the way.

You fall after activating each Bomb
Slot, forcing you to start over from
the bottom of the track. Head in the
opposite direction on your second
trip, again passing the first Bomb Slot
you see and activating the farther
one. This lets you reach the final two
slots without having to travel so
far—a welcome advantage,
as the

boss attacks with greater tenacity
each time you trigger a slot.

Torvus Bog
Missile Expansion 23

Temple Grounds
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After all four slots have been
activated, the ceiling lowers, crushing
the Power Bomb Guardian. Travel up

the Spider Ball Track once more and
follow a stretch that leads up to the
top of the room. Drop onto the high
ledge to claim the Power Bombs,
which you may deploy by pressing $e
in Morph Ball form.
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When you're back in the Light World,
you'll be standing in the Gathering
Hall—drop a pair of Power Bombs
to break the glass and seal under
the pool and drain it, revealing a
half-pipe.
“pat

Pass through the Hall of Eyes to reach
the Windchamber Gateway, and use
a Power Bomb to open the door to
the Grand Windchamber. Fire up the
Grand Windchamber’s portal and
warp to the Dark World.

Sky Temple Grounds

You have a limited supply of Power

Bombs, so don't waste them.

Defeat enemies and smash objects

to discover more bombs when
you're running low.

©

The Sunburst
Dark Torvus Bog

Boost up the pipe and grab onto
either side of the Spider Ball Track
above. Use a combination of bomb
jumps and boost jumps to reach a
Bomb Slot. Activate the slot, then
repeat the process on the opposite
side. Use the Grapple Beam afterward
to reach a new platform halfway up
the wall, then jump to the Missile

The contraption in the middle of the
Ing Windchamber features four locks,
each with two separate color settings.
Use the Kinetic Orb Cannons to reach
the area's four Spinners, using each
one to turn all four locks the same
color. (Either color is fine.)

Expansion.

Test out your new toy by rolling up to
the yellow door ahead and dropping
a Power Bomb. This opens the door,
allowing you to exit the area. Head
back to Undertemple Shaft and save
your game, then head to the Crypt
and use the portal there to enter the
Light World. There's a closer portal,
but this one sets you up to claim a
Missile Expansion.
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Once all four locks are lined up,

After claiming the Gathering
Hall’s Missile Expansion, go through
the Light Beam door at the top of
the room. Leave the underground
area and return to Torvus Temple.

Continue to the Transport to Temple
Grounds and leave Torvus Bog
behind.

shoot them all at once with the
Seeker Missile Launcher. Repeat the
process, turning the locks to the color
you didn't use the first time. Then
use your Seeker Missile Launcher
on the locks again. The locks drop
off afterward, giving you access
to four new Grapple Points in the
Light World. Warp back to the Grand
Windchamber.

room. Claim the Sunburst upgrade,
which allows you to spend 30
units of Light Beam ammo and five
missiles to unleash a devastating
Sunburst strike—the bane of all
Dark World creatures.

With the locks gone and the

Grapple Points in place, swing to
the outside platform and use its

the

Sunbu

@ The Echo Visor
Temple Grounds
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harge up

Light Beam and then press qp.

Head to the GFMC Compound and
open the yellow door with a Power
Bomb. Make your way through and

cannon to reach the middle of the

return to Sanctuary Fortress.

Sanctuary Fortress

weapon to disrupt it. (Dark Beam
for a white shield and Light Beam
for a purple shield.) After stunning
an Ingsmasher with a charged
shot, quickly lay a Power Bomb to
vaporize it.

Use the Spider Ball Track to roll across
the gap where the bridge used to
be. On

the other side, drop a Power

Bomb to shatter some cracked
glass and access a lift. Ride up and
scan a panel to activate a Kinetic

Orb Cannon, then launch to reach
a Spider Ball Track. Follow the track
to reach a high ledge with a Heavy
Turret.

Go to the right of the door leading
into the fortress and leap up some
ledges to locate another Spider Ball
Track. Follow it up to the new hole

you just made with the turret, then
use the Kinetic Orb Cannon up there
to reach a Power Bomb Expansion on
a far ledge, giving you an extra bomb
to play with.

Proceed to Reactor Access, where
two Ingsmashers spring to life and
Use the turret to blast three things:
the wall on the far mountainside, the
cracked facade on the temple, and a

spiky protrusion to the right of the
facade. Leave the turret and return

attack, one after the other. Get to

high ground or leap each brute’s

shock wave attacks, and wait until

it brings up a colored shield. Then
hit the creature with a charged shot
from the opposite-colored beam

ite
advantage and start charging your
weapon in anticipation for their

next shield.

Head through the Hall of Combat
Mastery to reach Central Area
Transport East. You must defeat more

Ingsmashers in the hall to clear the
way forward.When you reach the lift,
take it to the top floor.

crawl up it and boost off to the far

platform. Finally, jump to the central
platform and use a second portal
there.

Sanctuary Fortress
On the top floor of the Main Gyro
Chamber, drop a Power Bomb next
to the canisters to reveal a Bomb
Slot. Activate the slot and line up the
colored dots that appear to reveal

a second Bomb Slot just as you did
before. Activate the second slot to
make the second ring of the gyro
freeze in place.

When Dark Samus turns into a
Morph Ball and rockets around the
room, just jump like crazy and stay
off the ground. When she ditches her
Morph Ball form, try to lock on and
hit her with another charged Light
Beam or Power Beam. The best time
to strike is just before or after she
initiates an attack.

toward on foot, closing the
distance. Don't waste ammo while
she's creating a blue shield-it

Go down to the gyro and walk
along the outer ring, then look for a
Spider Ball Track running up the inner
right that isn’t barred. Roll up the
track and boost-jump off the edge
to send yourself flying through a
cracked pane of glass.

makes her invulnerable.

When Dark Samus turns invisible,

track her down with the Dark Visor.

After a couple of hits, the screen will

Inside the Checkpoint Station,

you'll see Dark Samus destroy a
platoon of Dark Pirate Troopers like
they were tissue paper. Not good!
Stock up on supplies from the boxes
and get ready to fight your nemesis
anew.

whitewash and you'll need to switch
back to the Combat Visor. Don't
forget to scan Dark Samus to add a
new Log Book entry!

Ing Hive

Boss Battle: Dark Samus 2
Dark Samus has a few new tricks, and

she’s just as speedy as ever, making it
very difficult for you to use either the
Power Bombs or the Sunburst. Stick
with more traditional, faster weapons

to get the drop on her. Keep moving
at all times—a target in motion is
harder to hit.

When the fight is done go tireuan
the broken window and walk along
the edge until you find a portal. Hop
through it to visit the Dark World
and look for a Spider Ball Track, then
roll to the top floor. Use the Spinner
to rotate the middle track, then

The Echo Visor is waiting for
you back in the Light World. The
device allows you to see things in
terms of sound, and comes in very
handy when trying to track down
unseen foes. Switch it on and use
it to identify the devices that are
blocking your exit. Shoot each one
with the Power Beam to shut them
off and activate the elevator so you
may exit the arena.
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The Screw ~»
Attack

Ing Hive

Sanctuary Fortress

Look fora red Spider Ball Track in the
Culling Chamber, then use it to roll
=:

a

The Checkpoint Station is locked up
tight; use the Echo Visor to destroy
the invisible device that is keeping it
shut. Afterward, head back to Dynamo
Works and through to Central Area
Transport East. Take the elevator

into the glass-enclosed area, which
holds a Dark Temple Key. Drop a
bomb on the obstruction, then roll

on through and get the key. When
you emerge, head back to the Light
World.

Return to the Minigyro Chamber
and boost past the drones. Head
for the yellow door on the far side
of the Reactor Core. On your way
through the Transit Station, drop a
Power Bomb in front of the cracked
glass and get ready for some good,
old-fashioned portal-hopping.

down, then activate and use the portal

in the Hall of Combat Mastery.

Ing Hive
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There are two reasons to enter the Dark World at this point. The first is to
add the Dark Ingsmasher to your Log Book, and the second is to finda
Power Bomb Expansion. Dispose of the creature as you would a normal
Ingsmasher, then use the portal behind the spot where it was standing to
return to the Light World.

Sanctuary Fortress

Power Bomb Expansion &

Roll through the
nearby tunnel
and take another
portal to the
Dark World. Use
the Spider Ball
Track there to
access another

portal, then use another track to cross the room and

reach a Power Bomb Expansion. Take the track back out
afterward, dropping from the middle to land in the main
chamber.

Missile Expansion 24
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Once you get
your prize, head
for the far door
and proceed to
Main Research.
Roll along the
Spider Ball Track
on the wall there,

avoiding the moving machinery on your way to grabbing
an easy Missile Expansion.

Next, use
the Echo Visor
to open the

door in Main
Research and
access a portal.

Before you step

through, scan
the Caretaker Class Drone, which is located at the top of
the glass-enclosed cylinder in the middle of the room. You
won't have a chance to get it later.

Take down the
Hunter Ing, then

use the Echo
Visor to disable
the beacons
sd
(CF
around the room.
So
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When all are
down,a door
lowers to reveal a panel. Scan the panel, then jump to the
ah
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bottom of the room and enter the portal there.

Sanctuary Fortress

Use the nearby Spider Ball Track aid
bomb yourself upward at the end.
When you do, robot arms appear
and start circling the track. Circle and
boost-jump around the track to avoid
them.When a red bar pops down

After disabling the Geuker Class
Drone, roll up the Spider Ball Track
to reach a door on an elevated ledge
and go through.

While you're riding the moving track,
drop a bomb just as you come to a red
set of bars. This propels you to the next
stretch of track, and out of harm’s way.

Beam Ammo

Expansion 3

from the middle of the machine,

boost-jump across the track hit it.

At Central Area Transport West,

use the Echo Visor to locate a
troublesome audio menace, then
Strike two more red bars in the
same manner, then

hit the large

eliminate it to free up a Kinetic Orb
Cannon. Shoot up to the top and

head for the Watch Station.

cylinder that drops in the middle
of the room. Follow the Caretaker
Class Drone upward and repeat this
process twice more on successively
smaller sections of track. The boost
jump is your best friend throughout

When ee reach a mass of Spider Ball
Tracks, roll to the far left edge and
drop to another track. Bomb-jump
from there to another pair of moving
tracks, and bomb-jump as you pass
the red bars again to leap to the next
stretch of track as you did before.

this ordeal.

Jump onto the platform and head
for the other side of the room, then

find the Spider Ball Track and use it to
reach the Kinetic Orb Cannon, which

launches you to another track.

Roll into a tunnel and go right until
you see yourself through a pane of

——S
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glass, then roll away from the camera
(into the background) to claim a
Beam Ammo

Ing Hive

Expansion.

Sanctuary Fortress
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Return to the mass of Spider Ball
Tracks, and this time, go right to reach

a Bomb Slot. Bombing the slot lets
you access a portal—make a trip to
the Dark World.

At the Aerial Training Site, take out
the Dark Pirate Commandos and
then head through the nearby blue
door. Blast all the Dark Preeds out
of the way before you attempt to
grapple across the gap, then swing
through and use the portal on the
other side.
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Back in the Light World, go through
the blue door above the portal to

reach the Vault. Once there, walk
to the center of the large cage and
descend one level.Scanapanel,
then cross the bridge and enter the
portal.

Ing Hive
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Once in the Dark World, swing all
the way across the gap, then turn
around and scan the Dark War Wasp.
It's a rare creature, and this is by far
the easiest place to locate it. After the
Log Book entry is made, go through
the portal and back to the friendlier
confines of the Vault.

Grapple back across the gap and
enter the other portal.

Sanctuary Fortress
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Use your new Screw Attack to cross
the gaps in the Vault and Grand
Abyss, then head for the Watch

Station. Grand Abyss is a great place
to practice your Screw Attack leaping

Sanctuary Fortress

technique, which can take some time

to get used to.

There's no boss guarding the Screw
Attack—just five Rezbits. Make short
work of each with your Dark Beam as
you leap from platform to platform,
activating Spinners to lock four lasers
in place. With that done, head back to

the portal and go through it.

Return to the middle of the room
and activate the Bomb Slot on
the bottom portion of the cage to
gain access to the Screw Attack. By
double-jumping and then pressing
a third time, you can activate the
Screw Attack and leap as many as
five more times (by continuing to
press 8).

Missile Expansion 25
Defeat the pirates in the Watch Station, then use
the far door on the same side of the room as the
Fall down the elevator shaft in Sanctuary Station
in the ground. Drop into the left hole, then keep

the Screw Attack to reach
entrance to Grand Abyss.
and look for three holes
rolling right and dropping

down shafts to claim a Missile Expansion. Enter Main Research afterward

and go through the portal.
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In the Staging Area, jump onto the
raised platform that rings the center
cylinder, and leap to a platform
on the wall. Turn left and jump to
another platform, then head through
the blue door.
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Wall-jumping is a little tricky at first.
Perform a Screw Attack toward the
Wall Jump Surface, wait until Samus
touches the surface and grabs on,
then press 8 again to leap to the
other side. Keep it up until you reach
the top.

Energy Tank 10

Missile Expansion 26
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Enter Watch Station Access
your 10th Energy Tank from
ledge. Then either scan the
lower some Grapple Points,
Pe

'
and grab
the
panel to
or simply

perform Screw Attacks to cross the

Y

Grab the Dark Temple Key from the
Aerial Training Site, then scan the

panel and lower the shield. Get over
to the portal and wall-jump up to

ey

Sanctuary Fortress

chasm. Proceed to Dynamo Works
and use the portal there to enter the
Dark World.

find a Missile Expansion, then charge

Use the Screw Attack to wall-jump
up the Central Hive West Transport.

the portal and return to Aether's
Light World.

Ing Hive
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ammo, use the Boost Ball to roll
under the feet and strike them-two
=
Once in Hive Dynamo Works, go
through the Light Beam door. Defeat
the Warrior Ing waiting on the other
side and use the Echo Visor to unlock
the next door.

hits will disable a ball and spew
pick-ups all over the place.
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The top door in Hive Gyro Chamber
leads to an Ammo Station. Use it to
restock, then go back to the chamber

Boss Battle: Quadraxis

‘Gyro

Darkling Tentacles will likely kr
you off Instead, line yourself
up with the room of choice and

boost-jump your way into it from

the orb.

———
CAUTION

and boost to the red door and a Save
Station.When you're ready for battle,
go through the door that has red
beams of light on either side. Don't
touch the light—it will damage you.

Jump to the large orb in the
middle of Hive Gyro Chamber, and
assume your Spider Ball form to
reach the top. At the end of the track,
boost up to another track, then boost
across the circle to snag the last Dark
Temple Key. (If you fall off the orb,
you'll need to Spider-Ball back up.)

vf

The fight against Quadraxis is
multipart affair, and there are
several new scans for your Log Book
throughout the battle, so be sure you
don't miss them.

In the first stage, Quadraxis's
kneecaps periodically glow blue.
Lock on to one and blast it with a
pair of Super Missiles while the joint
is glowing to collapse the leg. The
massive robot speeds up as you blow
off each knee joint, however, making

the last one fairly hard to hit.To
simplify things early on, try firing just
one Super Missile at each of the four
knees before destroying any—that
way you'll only need to hit each of
the remaining knees once.

around you. When this happens,
Quickly morph and boost to break

the lock.

Once Quadraxis’s head separates
from its body, the second phase of
battle begins. Use the Echo Visor
to find the antenna that emerges
from the body, then destroy it with
the Screw Attack or a charged Light
Beam blast. This stuns the head; use
the same visor to find the head's
antennae and destroy them with the
Sunburst. Scan three things during
this part of the fight—the body, the
head, and the stunned head.

yellow symbol in the middle of the
door with the Annihilator Beam.
Listen closely to the pattern of
sounds and try to remember the
tone of each note.

In the boss's final form, stun the
head with Super Missiles or the
Sunburst, then watch for a moment

to see which way it drifts. Boost to
the next leg it will pass, then SpiderBall up to the top of the leg and
boost off when the head floats by.

Return to the middle of Hive
Temple and pass through the only
door other than the one you came
through. Scan and then boost
through the Ingstorm, then follow
the path until you reach the Aerial
Training Site.

(A full boost is usually too much, so
tone it down a bit.) Hold @ so that

you attach to the head, then roll
into one of the two holes and drop
a regular Morph Ball Bomb. Repeat
this and bomb the other hole to send
Quadraxis to the scrap heap.

The Annihilator Beam is your
reward for defeating Quadraxis.
This awesome weapon uses both
Light and Dark Beam ammo to tear
foes to shreds, and its attacks
track enemies to ensure you never
miss. It's easy to burn through
beam ammo with this weapon, so
keep a close eye on your reserves.

.

Restoring the
Sanctuary

Temple
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Ing Hive

Shoot your Annihilator Beam at a
Light Crystal to make a Super Crystal,
and at a Light Beacon to make a
Super Beacon. (You'll need to stand

close to your targets when you shoot
to avoid tracking other enemies
within range instead.) You can scan

both of your creations for new Log
Book entries. Use the nearby portal
afterward to return to the Light
World.
Serr

ystalsand Super Beacons

draw in ing and destroy them. Make
liberal use of this new advantage!

Sanctuary Fortress
Missile Expansion 27

After defeating Quatlads use the

Spider Ball to climb to the top of
the platform, then jump over to the
door that’s surrounded by small red
squares. Enter the room beyond and
perform a familiar ritual—take the
power from the Dark Aether Energy
Controller.

Next, shoot the nearby Echo Key
Beams in the corresponding order
to recreate the note pattern and
open the door. It takes a bit of trial
and error to open these Echo Doors,
as you won't know what sounds the
keys make until you shoot them.
Any incorrect notes you strike reset
the sequence—keep trying until
you get it right and claim a Missile
Expansion.

At Sentinel’s Path, you encounter

a new Echo Door that’s sealed
with a system of locks. Put on
the Echo Visor, then blast the

Reach the acu
frcgs
Controller to transfer the energy
you're carrying back to the temple.
Congratulations. All the energy the
Ing have stolen from Aether’s three
temples has been restored!

SO. Sky Temple
Not content with oozing around the ground like overgrown mud puddles, the Ing have taken up residence inside a
flying fortress. Their leaders have nowhere to run—the time has come to purge this dark blight from existence.
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Main Gyro Chamber
the Echo Door to reveal a Kinetic Orb
Cannon. Use the cannon to reach a

Missile Expansion 28
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Before returning to U-Mos, make a
short detour for a valuable upgrade
and several worthy expansions. Go
to Temple Access and turn on the
Dark Visor to locate four red circles
on the wall. Use the Seeker Missile to
hit them and activate a Kinetic Orb

Power Bomb Expansion.

When you land, use the Echo Visor
to disable an audio signal, then run to
the cannon and shoot yourself over the
barrier again to earn a Missile Expansion.

Combat Mastery, then drop a Power

Bomb while you're inside the glassenclosed walkway to clear a path to
a door. Go through the door to reach

Cannon, then blast yourself over the

barrier.

Enter the Main Gyro Chamber
and take the elevators all the way
down to the bottom floor. Scan the
Luminoth Lore on the wall, then open

Agon Wastes
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Go through Dynamo Access and
Dynamo Works to Central Area
Transport East and take the elevator.
Head toward the portal in the Hall of
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an elevator, then ride the lift to Agon
Wastes.

timing your leaps so you fly through
the gaps in the metal walls. At the
end of the line, drop a regular bomb
on the glass circle to claim another
Missile Expansion.

Missile Expansion 29
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Use a Power Bomb to get through
the door and enter Ventilation Area
A.Roll right, dispatch a Pillbug, then
double bomb-jump onto the block.
Double bomb-jump again to reach
the level above you, then roll to the

left to pick up a Missile Expansion.
Proceed through the Light Beam
door afterward.

Scan the
Reactor,
track on
elevator.

Luminoth body in the Main
then locate a Spider Ball
the bottom floor near the
(Not the track that leads

up to a fallen Luminoth—the one
to the right of that.) Take the track

and boost-jump to reach the next
track that wraps around a piston, and
continue boost-jumping to the right,

Make for the portal in the
Command Center next and enter the
Dark World. Move with purpose until
you reach the Phazon Site.

Dark Agon Wastes
sagen

@ The Light Suit ©
Dark Agon Wastes

At the Phazon Site, you find a swarm

of Dark Tallon Metroids. Hit each
one with a charged Light Beam shot
followed by a missile. If they land
on you, drop a Power Bomb to blast
the critters into nothingness. When
the coast is clear, hop to the middle
platform, then use the Screw Attack

to reach the far door.

:
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The door leads to Ing Cache 2,
where the Sonic Boom upgrade
for your Annihilator Beam is stored.
The attack demands 30 units of
both Light Ammo and Dark Ammo,
plus five missiles. It’s pricey, but
the ensuing explosion is powerful
enough to wipe out nearly anything.
Charge the Annihilator Beam and
press $p to unleash a Sonic Boom.

Agon Wastes

After you add the Sonic Boom to you
collection, head back to Dark Oasis
and enter the portal that whisks you
to the Light World.

Temple Grounds
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Go to Sand Processing and boost up
the half pipe to reach a small tunnel
that leads to a little control room.
Scan the panel and use a Bomb Slot
to drain the sand from the other
section of Sand Processing, then roll

A, where you must activate a Bomb

Head through the Industrial Site and
into the Collapsed Tunnel, then move
on to the Temple Assembly Site. Make
for the lift and go to the Great Temple.

Slot to open the way forward.

Great Temple

back out and collect the exposed

Missile Expansion.

Missile Expansion 32
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Main Research is infested with
Infant Tallon Metroids. Scan them and
their cocoons, then proceed to the
Command Center.

Missile Expansion 33

scan the control panel on one side of
the room to raise the central platforms.
Then roll up the Spider Ball Track
located behind the control panels on
the opposite side of the room.

Boost-jump along the track as
necessary, and when you reach the
middle of the room, boost to the track

that wraps around the middle raised
platform. Roll to the platform's other
side and boost to the ledge with a
green door. Open the door with a
Super Missile and claim the Missile
Expansion from the room beyond.
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Continue to the top of the temple
and pay a visit to U-Mos at the Main
Energy Controller. With the all three
temples’ energy restored, the grateful
Luminoth is now able to bestow the
awesome Light Suit upon you.

4

Exit the Command Center through
Command Center Access, then head to
Mining Station A.Use a Power Bomb to
shatter the cracked east wall (spot the
wall with your Scan Visor) and reveal
a Kinetic Orb Cannon, which launches
you to a high Spider Ball Track. Roll to
reach a Missile Expansion.

<@)

Energy Tank Il

The Light Suit fully protects you
from the Dark World's atmosphere
and poisonous waters—no more
energy sapping for you. In addition,
it allows you to ride on beams of
light, using them as transports
between Aether's temples.

™

The Sky
Temple Keys
Temple Grounds

=
Proceed to the Mining Plaza, turn on

your Echo Visor and blast three audio
devices in the area to reveal a small
alcove in the cliff face. Climb to a high
vantage and use the Screw Attack
to reach the Energy Tank stashed
within. After claiming the prize, head
to Transport to Temple Grounds and
ride up the elevator.

Bid U-Mos farewell and take Temple
Transport C back down to the Temple
Grounds. Go through the half-pipe
in the Meeting Grounds and into the
Hall of Eyes, then jump up and use
the portal to enter the Dark World.
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Sky Temple Grounds

behind—the first of the nine. Enter
the nearby portal afterward to return
to the Light World.

Temple Grounds
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Sky Temple Gateway is your portal
At Base Access, drop off the ledge and
blast open the green door, then walk

until you find a large structure with a
door in it. Use the Dark Visor and the
Seeker Missile Launcher to open the
door and claim a Missile Expansion,
then head for Shrine Access.

to the stars. To use it, you must find

nine Sky Temple Keys that have been
scattered all over Aether’s Dark World.
For now, just scan everything in
sight—there’s quite a list—then leave
the room with new clues in hand.

Cut through the Landing
and refill your ammo and
your ship), then head for
Assembly Site. When you

Site (save
Energy at
the Temple
arrive, look

for a block with a Dark Crystal on it,

then shoot the crystal with the Light
Beam to expose a portal. Head on
through.

Roll through the tunnel at Shrine
Access, using bomb jumps as necessary
to clear obstacles. On the other end,
blast the Corrupted Sentreyes with
the Power Beam to stun them, then go

through the purple door to reach the
Sky Temple Gateway.

Head out of Sky Temple Gateway
and keep walking until you hit a
green door. Pass through it, then use
the Dark Visor to detect a Flying Ing
Cache. Shoot it once, scan it with
the Scan Visor, then blast it out of
existence. It leaves a Sky Temple Key

Now that
you have
the Light

Grab the

Missile

Suit, you can

Expansion
that’s sitting

dive into the
Accursed

all by its
lonesome,

then turn

aroundand
go through
the purple door. Blast the Venom Weed to avoid
damage.

Lake’s purple
waters

without fear.
The Flying Ing Cache is in the far corner of the room—
blast it once with the Dark Visor, then wait for it to drift to
a position where you can grab the key before finishing it
off. If the key is in a tough spot, use the Screw Attack to
reach it. Return to the Light World after you get it.

Temple Grounds

Power Bomb Expansion 4
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backtrack out, using Power Bombs to
obliterate the gates you encounter in
the Trooper Security Station as you
head toward the GFMC Compound.

Sky Temple Grounds
Beam Ammo

Expansion 4

Missile Expansion 37

Use a Power Bomb to blast through
the security gate in Dynamo
Chamber, then drop another of
the big bombs next to the cracked
section of wall to find a Power Bomb
Expansion. Leave the chamber and
head for Storage Cavern A, just to the
side of the Communication Area.

Missile Expansion 36
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At the GFMC Compound, leap to
the top of the battered ship by
performing a Screw Attack from the
ledge where PFC |. Crany’s body lies.
The expansion sits at the far end of
the ship's roof.

Use the Echo Visor to open the
door in Profane Path and claim the
final Beam Ammo Expansion. Then
proceed to Phazon Pit, dispatching
the Dark Tallon Metroid with a few
charged Light or Dark Beam blasts.

Missile Expansion 38
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Jump to the ledge on the left
side of Communication Area and
use a regular bomb to break the
round glass structure for a Missile
Expansion. Leap from the nearby
square statue afterward to reach the

other side, then cross the bridge to
reach Storage Cavern A. Once there,
scan the fallen Luminoth and then

.

Next, take a quick detour to Fortress

Transport Access and step into the
bright yellow beam of light for an
Energy Tank. Return to the GFMC
Compound afterward and work your
way to the portal in Sacred Path.

At Phazon Grounds, either use the
Dark Visor to find floating platforms,
or leap to the far Missile Expansion
with the Screw Attack (which has the
added bonus of killing any roaming
Metroids that get in your way).
Proceed through the purple door
when you're done.

le up to tha top of fe
Reliquary Grounds and make for the
blue door at the end of the room.
Inside the Ing Reliquary, use the Dark
Visor to find another Sky Temple
Key. You've now collected all of the
Sky Temple Keys in Temple Grounds.
Make your way back to the Great
Temple.

Great Temple

Step into ve port in the center of
the Main Energy Controller area to
activate the energy transport system.
Move your cursor so Agon Wastes is
the highlighted map, then press ® to
be sent on your way.

Agon Wastes
Missile papegaol) se

Head back to Sandcanyon and
use the Screw Attack to reach the
sculpture in the middle of the room.
Drop a Power Bomb to break off
part of the sculpture and get a
Power Bomb Expansion. Head to the
Command Center afterward and take
the portal to the Dark World.

Dark Agon Wastes

Take the Dark Beam door and move
through Oasis Access. When you
reach Dark Oasis, use the Scan Visor

to find a weakened wall, then lay a
Power Bomb to blow it up. Fall into
the water beyond and use the Dark
_ Visor to find the Flying Ing Cache and
another Sky Temple Key.

Power Bomb Expansion&

Dleatch He Warrior Ing, then
use the Dark Visor to detect some
moving platforms. Carefully leap
to the other side of the room and
blast the Flying Ing Cache for a Sky
Temple Key (your fifth). Then proceed
to Warrior's Walk. Avoid falling in
Battleground or you'll have to go
back through the Double Path and
try again.

Missile Expansion

0

In Warrior's Walk, scan for a weak
section of flooring and bomb it to fall
into a lower area, Roll to the far-east
end of the Phazon-filled trench to
claim your 40th Missile Expansion.

Even the Light Suit won't protect |

you from Phazon, so move swiftly.

Missile Expansion 41

Make a quick stop in Mining Station
B and blast the cracked wall with
a Power Bomb to access a Missile
Expansion.

Go back through Doomed Entry
and head to the Feeding Pit. Drop
into the water and walk to the west
end of the pond, where you find a
Power Bomb Expansion tucked inside

a small nook. After grabbing the
goodie, swing back around and take
the top section of Double Path to
reach Battleground.

Escape the Phazon trench
and continue to Junction Site.
Bomb-jump to the Spider Ball Track
there, then roll up and activate a
Bomb Slot to rotate the entire room
and reveal a Missile Expansion. Rotate

the room again to leave.

Missile Expansion 43

Torvus Bog
Missile Expansion 44
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Next, go through the Dark Beam door
at the base of the Duelling Range.
Walk forward and then turn around.
A Missile Expansion is tucked inside
a small tunnel; roll inside to claim it,

then return to Portal Site and step
back into the Light World.

Agon Wastes
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Backtrack to Torvus Grove and scan
the giant tree to find two weakened
legs. Drop a Power Bomb right
between the legs to blast them both
at once, felling the tree and revealing
a Missile Expansion. Afterward, use

the half pipe in the grove to loop
around to Forgotten Bridge, then go
through the portal there.

Dark Torvus Bog
Power Bomb Expansion 7
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Go to the top level of Forgotten
Bridge and head through the red
door at the end of the hall. In Plaza
Access, use bomb jumps to move up
and around the tunnel. Access two
Bomb Slots to rotate the flooring so
you may pass through. Afterward,
bomb-jump to reach the background
tunnel above the second piece of
flooring. Roll down the tunnel and
boost up the half pipe to claim a
Missile Expansion, then backtrack out.

Energy Tank 14
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Back in the Light World, return to

the Transport Center and use the
half-pipe to boost up to the ledge.A
door there leads to an elevator that
will deposit you in Torvus Bog.

Torvus Bog
Energy Tank 13
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Drop and take the yellow door that
leads to Putrid Alcove. Shoot the Dark
Phlogus to stun it, then leap into the
water and drop a Power Bomb next
to a cracked wall, exposing a Power
Bomb Expansion.

Go to Torvus Plaza next and use
the half-pipe to reach a high Spider
Ball Track. Follow the track to a log,
roll down, and grab another track,
following it to a second log. Continue
along and beware the Sporb—defeat
it with the Annihilator Beam if it
knocks you down.

nk

Take the Underground Tunnel to
reach the Meditation Vista. Spy a
moving platform in the distance
among some trees. Aim at the middle
tree, wait until the platform begins

to slow as it moves to the right, then
leap and use the Screw Attack to land
on the platform as it moves left, in
front of the tree. Ride the platform to
a hovering Energy Tank.

Continue on to the Poisoned Bog,
drop underwater and find a Flying
Ing Cache. Claim its Sky Temple Key
and then head back to the Dark
Forgotten Bridge. Leap up the side
ledges and hop back through the
portal to the Light World.
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You eventually reach a rotating
piece of track, at which point the
camera moves so it's difficult to see
what you're doing. Let the track
rotate all the way toward you, then
bomb-jump up to a higher track.
Ride the track to its end, then release
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@ and quickly reengage to grab
a lower track. Roll left until you
can go no farther, then just keep
bomb-jumping while holding @
and attempting to roll upward. You'll
eventually make it to the stationary
track above.

CS

Meta

it. Ride the track to its end, then drop

and grab a lower track. Ride this one
to its end as well so you may roll onto
the left stretch of track. You're out of
the woods now; keep going until you
reach a cannon that launches you
over to the final Energy Tank.
Power Bomb Expansion 8
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At the second set of rotating tracks,
let the closest one rotate all the way
toward you, then release @) and
quickly reengage to drop and grab
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the north or east ledge. Blast either
one with a Power Bomb to reveal a
tunnel, then roll through to claim

your final Power Bomb Expansion.
Travel to the Hydrodynamo Station
next and drop to the bottom. Keep
heading down to reach the Hydrochamber, then use the Spider Ball
Track on the far wall to reach a
portal.

Head back toward the Great Bridge
and look for a pile of rocks on either

Dark Torvus Bog
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Once you're
in the Dark

Bombs to
break the

World, notice

a nearby
Wall Jump
Surface. Use
the Screw
Attack to
leap up toa
high Missile Expansion. Remember to wait for Samus to
touch the surface and grab on before jumping to the next.
Continue on to the Sacrificial Chamber.

barricades

over the
doors in the
Sacrificial
Chamber,
then roll through Undertransit Two to reach the
Dungeon. When you arrive in the Dungeon, drop into the
purple water and walk until you find a creature called a
Watchdrone. Shoot the beacon above it with the Light
Beam to make the beast move, then roll through the
tunnel and do the same thing to a second Watchdrone.
Destroy the Flying Ing Cache in the room beyond for a Sky
Temple Key, then surface and go back to the Light World.

Torvus Bog
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Training Chamber

current and use bomb jumps to reach a
high Missile Expansion. Make your way
to the Training Chamber afterward.

Sanctuary Fortress
Missile Expansion 48

Missile Expansion 47
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Fire the Annihilator Beam at the striped
door to access Transit Tunnel South. As
you pass through, activate a Bomb Slot
to change the current, then bomb-jump
up so you're over a yellow dot. Double
bomb-jump up and right, then go to the
other Bomb Slot and use it.

as
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Revisit the Sanctuary Map Station

Defeat the Dark Bloggs within the
Training Chamber with charged
Light Beam assaults, but scan one
first to add it to your Log Book. Latch
on to the Spider Ball Track near the
statue afterward and boost-jump
across, then head up. Drop onto the
front part of the statue and trigger

and stand in the beam of light to
warp to a Missile Expansion, then
continue to the Hall of Combat

Mastery and utilize the portal at the

far end.

the Bomb Slot to expose a Missile
Expansion hidden behind the statue,
as well as a yellow door.Go through
Make your way to the upper path

and head right until you see a third

BombSlot. Activate it, then exploit the

the door and leap across the moving
platforms, then take the elevator to
Sanctuary Fortress.

Ing Hive

to the bottom of the Hive Reactor
(beware the Dark Ingsmasher), then
go through the yellow door at the
front of the room.
upgrade and weapon expansion in
the game!

Hang a right from the portal and
enter the nearby door to Hazing
Cliff. Battle the Dark Tallon Metroid
and Dark Diligence Drones (a new
creature to scan), using charged Light

Beam shots on both. Grab the final
Missile Expansion that the drones
were guarding.

Retrace your steps and exploit
the Spider Ball Track shortcut in the
Culling Chamber, then use either
the Screw Attack or the Dark Visor
to cross the gap in Unseen Way. (The
visor reveals hidden platforms.) Drop

:
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On your way to the entrance to Ing
Hive, you encounter a troublesome
swarm of Nightbarbs. Shoot the
central Nullified Beacon with the
Light Beam to clear them out, then
go down the tunnel, scanning the Ing
Larva Swarm you encounter as you
move through.

Ing Hive
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At the Hive Entrance, use the Screw
Attack to get across the gap and to
smash the Dark Preed into dust. Then
ride the beam of light to the top of
the mountain and use the Screw
Attack to jump back over to the other
side. Blast the Flying Ing Cache there,
take the Sky Temple Key and return
to the Light World via the portal in
the Culling Chamber.

Sanctuary Fortress
ee

The Final
Battle -

<

Sky Temple Grounds

In the Hive Dynamo Works, roll on

s

the Spider Ball Track and boost-jump
agus
to the moving sphere. Roll onto the
S,
.
_
red dot and wait until your sphere
Now that you have all nine Sky
is higher than the neighboring one,
Temple Keys, you can end the Ing’s
then boost to the second sphere.
reign of terror once and for all.
Next, boost to the Spider Ball Track
Head back to Sky Temple Gateway
along the wall and use the Dark Visor _ via the portal in the Temple
to locate the final Sky Temple Key.
Ground’s Hall of Eyes, and step
into the red light to place the keys.

Sanctuary Fortress

_(There’s no Ammo
_

Station nearby,

so restock at your ship along the

way.) When the keys are in place,

_ they unlock an energy transport to
the Sky Temple. Step into the yellow
light to travel there.
When you enter the Light World, head
upstairs via Central Area Transport East,
then go to Dynamo Works. From there,
loop around to the other side of the
room by using the Kinetic Orb Cannons
in Worker's Path. When you reach the
place where you fought the Spider
Guardian, follow the track to the room
at the far end. Go through the yellow
door and use the portal beyond.

Return to the Light World and
take the Spider Ball Track back to
Worker's Path. Use the Kinetic Orb
Cannon to clear the gap, then
head into Sanctuary Temple and
the Sanctuary Energy Controller,
where you're able to warp back to
the Great Temple.

Sky Temple
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Save your game the moment you
enter the Sky Temple. Go through the
blue door, then wall-jump up the side
of the shaft until you reach another
blue door. Brace yourself—the Ing's
great and terrible leader awaits on
the other side.

sonotethe
Inglets roaming the surface—they
Come in unlimited numbers, so bomb
During the first stage, blast the Emperor
Ing's tentacle arms with the Annihilator
Beam—the shots will home in on the

them for all the energy and ammo
pick-ups you desire.

tentacles, so use only a few shots for
each one to conserve ammo.When

the ing swings the tentacles around,
double-jump to avoid them.

Boss Battle: Emperor Ing
The battle against the Emperor Ing
plays out three stages, and the boss
can be scanned five times.

a

Once all of the tentacles have
retracted, the Emperor Ing transforms
into a large eye. The only weak
point is a narrow slit between two

half-spheres, and you must target
it manually. The Sonic Boom will
take off a ton of the Ing’s energy
in a single hit, so use it if you can.
Otherwise, launch Super Missiles.
Dash to the side to avoid the red
laser that the eye shoots out.

The Emperor's third form is a
massive creature. Keep moving at all
times to minimize the effectiveness
of its attacks. Pay attention to the
color of the Ing’s mouth, and counter
with the appropriate beam weapon.
The Annihilator Beam is effective
against all three colors, but using it
for everything will burn through your
ammo. As

an alternative, use Super

Missiles for orange, the Light Beam for
purple, and the Dark Beam for white.

ings

occasi

appear around the boss—these
often appear when you are low on
ammo.

Escape!
In the second phase, the Emperor
forms a hard shell. Spider-Ball along
the surface and wait next to a hole
until you see purple bubbles, then
drop three bombs and scoot away.
The bombs damage and destroy
the tentacle that soon pops out of
hole. Keep this up until every hole’s

tentacle has been blasted to bits.

rg
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After you defeat the Emperor Ing,

=

a countdown starts up. Stay cool
and jump atop the middle platform,
then perform a Screw Attack over to
the door and flee back down to Sky
Temple Grounds.

Sky Temple Grounds

eres

Final Boss: Dark Samus
Thought it was over, did you? The

Emperor Ing was just a warm-up for
the true boss of bosses: Dark Samus.
You'll must use whatever energy and
ammo you have left over from the

Emperor Ing battle, as there's no stop
in between.To make matters worse,
the countdown timer continues to
tick down throughout the entire
fight. Work

fast, hunter.

Bau
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the opportunity to scan her before
sidestepping the beam. Wait for
Dark Samus to land on the ground,
and when she does, hit her with a
Super Missile. Do it quickly, or she'll
disappear and force you to track her
with the Echo Visor. If that happens,
punish Dark Samus while she's
zooming toward you, dealing as
much damage to her as possible with
the Power Beam.

strafe to dodge the projectiles she
fires. Keep your Charge Beam revved
up at all times—your evil twin will
occasionally fire spreads of smaller
Phazon bullets that you can absorb
with the Charge Beam and shoot
back at her for huge damage. This
is the primary way to defeat Dark
Samus; repeat the process until she
goes down for good.

Congratulations, you've beaten

Metroid Prime
2: Echoes! The
ending you're treated to varies,

as

Dark Samus begins by rising into
the air and unloading a massive
beam of pure Phazon. You can't
damage her at this point, so take

’

After you blast away a good
chunk of Dark Samus's health, she
assumes a different form, which

merits another scan. Lock on to Dark
Samus while she floats in the air, and

depending on how many extras
you acquired throughout the
game, such as Energy Tanks and
Missile Expansions. See the "Maps,

Checklists, and Extras" chapter at
the end of this book for complete
details!
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Lore: Olympus-Class

As you attain control, you're
felkelaayelccre Rca era Milam Cal
Gunship’s cockpit controls. Pan your
view around the cockpit till you spot
the red screen in the center, between
Samus's feet. Place your reticle over
the flashing hexagonal control and
press ® to yaw your ship in the
direction of the Federation fleet.
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grants you permission to land on
the fleet's command ship, the GFS

Olympus. Pan to the left side of the
cockpit and interact with the circular
green button. This extends the
Gunship’s thruster controls. As Samus
grips the thruster, push the Wii

Remote forward, toward the screen,
to fly the Gunship to the Olympus.
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the walkway asks you to calibrateyour weapons, Aim at the four blue
_ hexagonal targets and fire away—
you must hit the small circles in the
center of each target to register a hit.

ie you hit all Rou eigeks one of
_the Marines welcomes you and tells
% you to report

e Briefing Room

to meet with Admiral Dane. Before
leaving, scan one of the Marines
and'the nearby Mechanic to earn a
a couple of red credits.
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without playing this minigame. Not
only is it a good way to practice
aiming, but it can earn you a gold
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From Docking Bay 5 head to the
next room, Docking Bay Access.
Talk to the trooper at the back of
the room working on a console. He
needs you to unjam the gears of the
walkway mechanisms. Look above
the consoles and hit the two Lelie
flashing mechanisms with a charged
shot to release the two walkways.

Pcentione oF thetmat
Flare}
| continue to Docking Bay 4. You'll
come to a door secured witha —
security lock control pad—you must
/ Rave the code to pass. Scan the
security lock control pad, then turn
around and scan the information
laa Comic
e\ om nn eere( Uae
the code (13576) into the keypad and
pass through the unlocked door.
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scanned before you can proceed to
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Lore entries are automatically
downloaded to your Log Book,
allowing you to read them at your
teas

eee
a
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Access corridor and up Command
Lift A to reach the Flag Bridge. Climb
to the upper level of the bridge
and approach the NET
guarding
the corridor leading to the Briefing
Room. He tells you to use the nearby
Save Station before continuing to the
meeting.
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Dane to score a red credit—this is
pinned Federation Trooper. Kill the ~
the only opportunity you'll have to
two Crawltanks attacking the trooper
do so.
to earn another blue credit. If the
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the bridgé by shooting these four red

As the lights flicker back on,

dozens of Crawlmines descend from
the lab’s ceiling, accompanied by
a couple of Crawltanks. Keep the
Crawlmines at a safe distance and
kill any that get too close. But focus
orl teccal
ete the two Crawltanks,
aarti)
oe
as possible.
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Repair Bay A. Your path to Docking
Bay 5 is cut off by a large blast door,
closing as a result of a firefight. You'll
need a missile to clear the debris
away from the blast door’s control
Panel.Jump up along the perimeter
catwalks in the room while Carer
(e)
baalel cco

Find one of Mc: two open hone :
in the floor (they're glowing red)»
and press © to change into your
Morph Ball. Roll down into the hatch
and.maneuver through the tunnel
“running beneath the floor to exit
— Pee eicineeueh tisha
the lab. Roll through the adjoining
Ventilation Shaft tunnel free Tee tics Tay
an reach the door to the Munitions
Energy Tank for your suit. UE) ela) Room, on the upper floor of faerie
A.Rush inside and grab the
to ascend the vertical portion of the
f
SHE Tareas
shaft.
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Once ie bridge is ended
eight Aeromines block your path, .
each protected by its own force
field. Instead of engaging them one
by one, switch to Morph Ball form

and simply roll past them,
vering esa ean ats gaps

lower line. As soon as you pass, all

:

Aeromines will self-destruct—this fg
the preferred method of dealing witl
BUatevom ole)SVAN Nee SIMO Ts
the trooper on the other side of the
bridge to earn a blue credit.
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release the air lock. Samus is violently
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the Olympus
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Aim for the red glowing orbs \_~
MMU Users aug olgoRI prestl(c Cen
Destroy both orbs to force the
Berserker Lord into its next attack
phase.
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Seat
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Drone juggling mini-game in Docking
Bay 5, you can still play after
defeating the Berserker Lord.
However this is your last chance.
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Defeat Meta Ridley
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Hub Alpha.

Unlock this door on Docking”
Hub Alpha to access the reellalule
rotamer at
aieiaiare els otto)
unlock the door.

phUtoa meee st ru)|)
room containing the Grapple Lasso
upgrade. Shoot the lock on the door,
then step inside to grab the upgrade.
UTatsfel
a ent -e-lan Melo CR RCRA
scah it to download the eae Cou
Hunter Rundas.

nearby elevator controls. Interact

Vitek irene ELM iceamenlslancte(

| the elevator to the next level to reach
ie Hub Access corridor.
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A pirate and two Crawitanks
occupy this shaft of the Hub Access
corridor. Finish them off, then jump

across the gap in the perimeter
lL vey acom eo ATU RLU a

aeSolelas
g
Lasso to pull rae
Titles] Moyle | Nace UaTM Ls
door. Lock’on to the door first (2),
then whip the Nunchuck toward the
screen to attach the lasso. Once the
Grapple Lasso is attached, pull back
CovaMUaomN

Uae alee a CMVy mien Uns

screen) to rip the barrier free. Move
into the Cargo Hub.
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until you reach the opposite side of
the room. If you slow down you'll end
up on the electrified floor.
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_ You finally come to the Missile
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‘| yourself upward for the grab. Follow .S
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Move to this pile of debris in the
Cargo Hub and rip away the three
loose sheets eae with your
Grapple Lasso, revealing a short tunn

.
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Cargo Hub,aa
loose’panel
*and.rip it free with your Grapple
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Return to Conduit A and follow the
descending switchback corridor. Hit
ule ole) meleliky its charged shot
to cleara
path.
cee ae i ewe the short
alah cant doorway on’ oe
Roll into this newly opened
ile]aa coR ah ccmele Sic] elt Le na
REICaRMU ate Ree Levees co) oe
decking of this U-shaped room is
connecting tube. Follow the tube”
electrified, so use the perimeter
faeresnUrsiale] Perel oT necessary to
tunnel to pass. Change to Morph Cre
destroy barriers and to ascend short | form and"jump" up into this ledge
= i
ledges. You'll need to carefully time
an Energy Tank is yours!
Watch out for the Ne Oe
some jumpsand drops to avoid or
aa
Mecat URI ace
a ul
take advantage of the gusts of air
Corridor. Move slowly and scan ahead,
flowing through the shaft. Later in
engaging them at a distance before
the tube a Jolly Roger Drone attacks.
they activate. They can be destroyed
Dodge its ineéoming energy blasts by
with a single hit from your beam
rolling left and right.
weapon. Remember to scan them for
your Log Book to earn a red credit.
Don't roll through this passage yet.
Study the timing of the metal panels
pushing in and out of the wall. As
soon as the nearby panel retracts,

begin rolling and continue moving
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Aim for the red grill toinflict damage
while dodging the ATC’s attacks,
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to scan the Pirate Troopers before.
killing them to earn a red credit.

Midway through the firefight, a
Space Pirate ATC arrives, dropping off
two Shield Pirate Militia. Scan both,
then engage. Shield Pirate Militia
are equipped
with shields capable
mo psig
respon emia
shield away
ur Grapple Lasso

PNET

coma

AerotrooperScan

to the Generator A Access corridor
is opened. Save your game before
proceeding.

_ Enter Generator A eee and
P engage the four Crawltanks inside.
You must perform a space jump to
clear a high ledge midway through
this corridor. Simply tap ® twice to
perform this'jump.
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one of the two Assault Aerotroopers
standing next to the Plasma
Generator. This is the only point in
] the game where you can scan this
}
Bice ocd
e

Enter

This door is covered by a blast
shield, equipped with an odd locking
mechanism. Shoot the yellow light
on the top first, then hit the purple

light to the left. Finally, shoot the blue

ee

A parr move

out

onto the center platform. Several
Jolly Roger Drones appear. Circlestrafe around the platform while
shooting down the drones—be sure
to scan one, too.
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site, allowing you to return here
later. As your ship lands, the door
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Once all the pirates are down, two
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on Pincers
nn Penne
your command visor and order your
ship to land in the center of Cargo
Dock A.This unlocks this landing

first, then shoot the pirate. Without
their shields, these enemies are easy

Aerotroopers appear. Lock on to
these flying enemies and use missiles
and your energy beam to knock
them.out of the sky. Aerotroopers can
withstand serious damage,
so keep
up the fight while strafing to avoid
Tatas loco

|

ey all the Jolly ee ae
to lower the energy barrier blockin
[eer COR a areal -16-) (ol)
manual override controls, Jump
over to the control's platform and
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the Plasma Generator back in place,
ready for activation.
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to scan the pirate before the PED
Marine kills him. If you miss your
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Generator A is back aT
otitis
get power.up to the other generators
quickly—the pirates have aimeda ~
massive asteroid at the planet, only

CAA oa ry ico oreo

cannon can destroy it, but etd

need ta restore power to the other

eS

generators first.

Erle
aching Ra curicaa cage to
Morph Ball form again and drop a
bomb to clear the hatch and en

vier

Return to the central hall of the
ecole aU owen
uallace ales
“Hunter Ghor fighting off a Berserker
Lord. Ghor tells you to head for

Generator C.

Rollre
the tube till Meta Ridley
Flic la stopping.your progress. Roll
back and forth to avoid Meta Ridley’s
attacks, dropping bombs as it tries

BRCM UA arnm i eehsi(e Mme) cars
damage from one your bombs, it lifts

Return to Cargo Dock A, where a

lone Federation PED Marine holds off
several pirates, aided by his Phazonenabled suit. Scan him before
returning to your ship and saving.

Shoot the four cable locks
ETTacolP
al Ue eALEMesisc)s)/ Lome
ye
sic with your Grapple Lasso
oa mM VE Lalla e110)
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Carefully ety up the rampsin
Conduit A, watching for Crawlmines
and Aeromines. In Substation East,
roll through the same narrow tunnel,
timing the metal panels before
moving out.
&

efTy tele jae) Bs zy

Continue through Conduit C,
engaging Crawlmines and Jolly
Roger Drones. At the end of the
walkway, locate this tunnel opening
and roll through in Morph Ball form.
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its right foot, allowing you to roll free.
It attacks one more time while you're
|) in the tube. Use the same tactic to
escape.

You earn a Friend Voucher if you
fof= [ah =1=1er=)81-0itp vel =e aa}
Cargo Dock C tube without taking
damage.
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the tube, continue

to the Generator C Access corridor,
fighting off Crawltanks along the way.
Before entering Generator C, stop off
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somewhat ardund'the shaft. Circle’

around the perimeter of the shaft
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Don't forget to scan Meta Ridley
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separated by some distance.

Maintain an aggressive posturg
throughout the battle and don't ©
be afraid to
SVU
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Vo) fart don't have4 clear shot.
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nates
is deplet@d, Sanus i's saved from
«the Su
Rundas and returned

to Generator C. Generator ey
online—it’s up to you to ner
powertoGeneratorc..
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ee a toward the door and
turn right to locate this tube. Roll
inside and maneuver through the
tube to locate three Bomb Slots. Drop
a bomb to reach each slot, then drop
another bomb inside. This connects
ea felicracn . track above.

resin’ mene rere Wire
over to Generator C’s.control panel
by interacting with the hand-shaped
EVIaM oA URL a tara le ae leg
is restored, you must make it to the

fo

you've dropped a bomb in

to access the track running above

the room. It leads to another tube,

eventually droppingyyou into another
Bomb Slot. Drop a bomb inside the
slot to prime the Plasma Generator.

Boss Battle:
Meta Ridley

Your best opportunity to weaken
Meta Ridley is when you're falling >
down the shaft side by side. During
binlnxma (este TaCcie ere
[6 (1n(a ca)
Palle ieee om Oc lca canna eS od
and charged shots. Target Ridley's

Control Tower and fire the defense
cannon at the incoming meteor.

mouth to prevent him from initiating

his fire attack. But watch out for his

claws, too. Red orbs glow on his feet

when he's about to strike, Shoot
these spots to halt his attack and
ee Liew alerlieamer 1a
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While falling down the Generator
Shaft you have very little control.
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at his mouth—this is one of his weak
spots. Try to land some charged shots
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and activate the Plasma Generator
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Notice the orange meter reading
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indicates how far you are from the
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must kill Meta Ridley before you
reach the bottom.

Once you've fea
power
to Generator C, you only have a
few minutes before the meteor
Tan) stelek=mae| 11am)
8 (Beles geala
ending your adventure early. Get
to the Control Room as quickly as
possible!

However, you can still maneuver
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» ledge) to enter the Crash Site. The GFS
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must reach an upper-level walkway
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~up.at one of the streams of fuel gel.
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the side of this console with charged
‘shots. Once both spouts are ignited,
the source of the fuel gel (aim high)
to ignite it, causing the implement
a Bomb Slot opens in the center of
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Ball tunnel and follow it back toward
the main shaft and into the room on
the opposite side.
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his weakness. Rundas is protected by
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then hit him with missiles and
charged shots in an attempt to stun
him. Once he’s stunned,a Grapple
Lasso icon appears on his armor. Use

your Grapple Lasso to rip off his ice
armor. You must be fairly close to use
the Grapple Lasso.
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Golem removes a large cylindrical
block from the floor, opening a new
Passage.
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Follow the new passage to reach the
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can use to reach the other side.
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Expansion terminal. You can’t land
your ship yet because the hatch on
the ceiling is closed. Still, interact
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set a course for the Fiery Airdock.
Because your ship has landed at the
Federation Landing Site, you can
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return here at a later date, now that

the site's icon appears on the ship's
navigation screen.

and take it to the upper level.
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shield and armor are gone, these ugly
beasts drop like all other pirates.

~ Continue through the Imperial Hall
to the Fiery Airdock. Save your game
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Thorn Jungle Airdock.
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When both pirates are down, turn

toward this crystallized fuel gel
deposit and shoot it with a charged
shot. This opens a new passage
leading to the Vault. Hit the red blast
shield over the Vault door with a
missile, then proceed inside to grab
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passage to access a small control
room. Interact with the switch (next
to the Morph Ball entrance) to drain.

power from the energy shield in
the Overgrown Ruins. Return to the
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accessible doorway to énter the
Ancient Courtyard.
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At least one of the Pirate Militia in
the Ancient Courtyard is equipped
with a hand-tossed Phazon bomb.
if hit by one of these grenade-like
devices, you'll suddenly enter
Hypermode with dangerously
high levels of Phazon threatening
to overload the PED. Immediately
discharge Phazon [by rapidly
pressing ©) to lower the levels.
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Soon after the air strike, an Assault
Pirate Trooper, an Advanced Pirate
Trooper, anda Berserker Knight
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four hits from these orbs to destroy
the Berserker Knight's armor.
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With the Berserker Knight's armor
destroyed, aggressively target the
red nodule on the top of its head
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ay past a few Crawitanks in the
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Once the Korrak is down,a couple
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. futile attempt to stop you. Deal with
them, then collect all the power-ups
floating about the room, left over

overlooking the Leviathan shield
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Visor and order your Gunship to
commence an air strike. Unfortunately, the shield generator is
protected by two large anti-aircraft
turrets, chasing away your Gunship
before it can fire its payload. You
must knock out both anti-aircraft
turrets before destroying the shield
generator.
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Jump up to reach the Grab
Ledge. On the ledgestuirn around
and watch for two more Armored
Pirate Troopers rushing through
the corridor on the opposite side.
Immediately open fire with Ice
Missiles. If necessary, drop back down
into the crevasse—this gives you
more room to maneuver, making it
easier to dodge attacks.
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in the process. Watch for one more
ceiling-mounted Remorse-Class
Turret in the adjoining corridor on
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In the Auxiliary Dynamo, locate this
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South Jungle Court. But it’s guarded
by several pirates.Don't waste any ins engaging the pirates—there’s lal
endless supply of them. Instead, drop to
the ground and rush beneath the turret
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Yank it down with your Grapple Lasso to
expose the fuel gel-based ammunition
canisters on the sides of the
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stuck piston. Dislodge it with your
Grapple Lasso to clear a path through
a Morph Ball tunnel. Enter the Morph
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Expansion, increasing the amount of
missiles your Gunship can carry.
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Once the canisters are exposed,
step out from beneath the turret
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charged shot. Repeat the process
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two charged shots to destroy them, *
| then continue into the Leviathan'Core |
to spot a giant Reptilicus War Golem
in the center of the room. Drop to the
floor to initiate the boss battle.

Boss Battle: Mogenar

sending a large ring of energy out
along the floor. Space jump over
the ring of energy Frere Welie] taking
damage. Watch for this same attack
throughout the battle and dodge it
ccordingly.

After setting down at Landing Site
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jellyfish-like platforms on your way to
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To claim this expansion, don't Cleo
- down into the crevasse in the North
Jungle Hall.Instead)stare up at this
BILAN secured in place by clamps.
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charging attack phase. Dodge out of
his way and place Morph Ball bombs
Vat his feet (while his back is turned)
to eliminate the Phazon crystals.

Once all four red orbs are
destroyed, enter Hypermode and
target one of the empty sockets on ”
Mogenar's front side—the
socket is a good place to star
Instead of targeting the center of
the socket, shoot the outer rim. After
a few hits, the socket will overload
with Phazon and explode, rendering
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"Keep hitting Mogenar's sockets
Phazon to finish him off. Don't
forgetto hit the socket on his back.
Once all four sockets are destroyed,
Mogenar explodes, releasing

amount of damage.
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Welcome to SkyTown. Start off by
heading to the Main Docking Access
corridor. But before leaving the Main
Docking Bay, be sure to scan the
nearby objects and drones for your
Log Book. ATransportation Drone,
Aerial Repair Drone, and Databot are
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rooms. To retrieve the Lore entry,
shoot the Databot once. When hit,
the Databot projects a holographic
image, revealing the entry. Quickly
» scan the hologram to retrieve the
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and initiate Hyperfnode. Hold down
® to activate the Hyper Ball, shooting
bolts of Phazon at the surrounding
Phazon growths. Destroying all
the growths causes the statue to
descend into the floor, clearing a
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path.
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Coat chatged as to ee
— Ad nr PED ucerah ilo Cam
When both panes are dae

your ere
Grappl

eur
(and the two©
enka
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e door Flacscnaclire relay
ee fred-laacor) lia wsietelaW.\ one

Most of the platforms in SkyTown
are linked by Zipline Cable Rails.
There is a Grapple Swing Point on
the rail above Zipline Station Alpha.
Attach your Grapple Swing and hold
on as you head toward the Arrival
sSir-]e(0]a
4

~

While on the Zipline, watch for
obstructions in your path and
Fine)s) ag]

ees

pl

4

i
Eiceltiatek
corridor. Blast them
| shots—Ice Missiles Bees ia]
effective. When they're down, ignore ~
the nearby Grab Ledge for now and’ *
| continue through the lower passage
to locate another Databot. Hit the ~
Databot and scan its “Gift” 'S eaep
for your.Log Book.

If you're having trouble reaching
the Missile Expansion in the Transit ©
FWaM =laie=lphag=H 0]
]e [lenge raelgl=
Feira
dal=M =| pie fm ltl pe 2 ee)
_, Morph Ball on the edge of the
vertical shaft and drop a bomb.
As soon as the bomb explodes,
roll left. ff your timing is right, the
faye
p ne e=feds]geldl—t=iie gy eee
Morph Ball upward, allowing you to
felled 8-1-1)(-8 cel 1

The-Morph Ball a
eee
Pacuieuta ti ecieeatcts motel
Syor-le-NUaalemconeats ean Tansy
next Zipline Cable Rail. Attach your
Proceed through the Hub Access
corridor to this platform outside—
there's no Zipline Cable Rail here.
Instead, enter Morph Ball form and

roll into the yellow orb-shaped
hologram to enter the Kinetic Orb
Cannon. This device fires your Morph
Ball across the wide span toward the
Transit Hub.

each

aimee am

the Barracks Access. Along the way,
energy orbs are dropped in your
path. Shoot them to avoid getting
knocked off the zipline.

Barracks 7
Ae ae

12

Si Transit Hub
Missile Expansion 1

Enter the Arrival Station and turn
DAs Ueno aged recent ialorla oY
right—look for a coupie of Tinbots
oy ela clase CULAAL Ila RCo iars(e
in the corridor ahead. These ancientNot far from the entrance is a
looking Mechanoids poselittle threat,
ee
Expansion in a vertical shaft.
but they attack as you approach.
Chee Ml honceanienurcakeolr att
Scan one for your Log Book (anda
through the tunnel.
ircleNac-xelLO Men ORL amolia tala Mlalecere}
with charged shots.
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In the Barracks Access corridor,
. \
change to Morph Ball form and
roll beneath these security lasers
panning back and forth. As you drop
Colimta-a (10 o(-M otal s-Lean aoe)
rol{ backward to locatea Missile
Expansion hidden in this alcove.
Grab it and continue on through the
Stare coat

ca
Ec Peete kei eee
shots. It won't take WiC

1h

LTT aRoni mt esicr-Tan|[e)
the [else Minis

z

cls re scanning a SteambotElite
Cruel ncaa Re) Pee oil
Sa
two,red oe
Tiere
charged shots and rmigsi les to knock
LAT aM [ol
Mca Tle

en Maar

Cellet

matter how many times

en Way

Dracrliateniresiesctlty
gold credit. Also,
he
Tank. Grab the Energy Ta
Moraes
ra ea
co
:

Riel) hae
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Return to thé Aurora Lift corridor
and i
urate
are LC ty
hand-shaped switch on the wall.
a aE
the lift to the lower level and
enter the Aurora Chamber. Inside,

Lash out against

the Steambots

first, knocking down as many as you
can ina short time. You can't effectively engage the Steamlord until
at least one Steambot is down. The

the blue door, pull or
of these
Einar
RVI enol heh ee
s
alm datast i tl cod ac
*

» Aurora Unit 217 is offline and secured

behind a gate fixed with a kinetic
[eleSula Vea ote

Steamlord then appears to resurrect

each Steambot. The busier you can
keep the BS Tulse eal
aod
to hit.
q

Enter the Barracks Lift and locate
a Databot flying above the room.
Shoot it to reveal the “Discovery”
Lore entry. Continue moving through
the corridor until you spot a handatom aCre ULC aCe}
activate the lift, indicated by a yellow
PRIMA

Pass ae
new celi}
Chamber and on into the adjoining
Maintenance Shaft AU. Several Sky
Puffers float above this corridor.
Mia -crMecar1a cree]c mil (ce MI aed Le]
gases. Scan one for your Log Book,
then start shooting. Be careful when
engaging these creatures at close
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OVCEiamelen cult eco age he

ishaSea Bles aoe ae Nay
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range because their blast radius is.
very large. When the path is clear,
space jump across the shaft and
enter the blue door at the end of curs
corridor.
s

ny vn
rb ane waits
CoUresrel MeatMV
sar le teceslar- Leal}
door. Enter Morph Ball form and roll

into the hologram to load yourself
into the cannon. |t shoots you toward
the large Spire Dock, a central hub in
SkyTown’s west side. Turn right and

head toward the zipline leading to

the Junction.

Dragoon Battle Drones. Scan one Oi

‘| the new hostiles to earnared credit
Ele McVor Mua im Lager-e nes
shooting the Dragoon Battle Drones,
simply target them with your Grapple
Lasso and lal off their thrusters. With
no lift, Lp cc
the ground
and crash. But you
must be telatively
close to pull off thisELT

Peer

re ue

behind

bridge colla

eR

you, along

with the’Steambots and Steamlord.

|* If you didn’t open fire on any of
ats STi eere Nel LAT 101° a
voucher for this stylish kill

Ballista’

ae
1m inl ag he

BEM

hwy moving on to se next gate,
approach the vertical pipe on the

platform between the two gates—a
Missile-Expansion is hidden inside.
Locate the opening on the pipe (nearest
the closed gate) and enter in Morph Ball
Sola CON Colt CM Utomo (cd 5

ara soa
Hee to the door
ahead and enter Maintenance Shaft
GP. Cross this corridor by jumping
onto the platforms lining the walls.
Go through the door at the end to

enter the Construction coy

eee

After you land at.the Junction
the Junction corridor

and turn left. The corridor ahead is
blocked, but there's a small tunnel
at floor level. Change to Morph Ball
form and roll through to reach the

other side. Move to the opposite end
of Junction, toward the Ice Missile

door leading to Skybridge Hera

a

~~ X ¥

WY retail C=} Sane ie}

Investigate the center of the Spire
Dock to locate Ghor's powered
fat=}a ==] Mtns] p18 =] YB
=I ==)
[ciple] eee lay (ell Rg Helle a) -ie= [wee |
to vaccinating Aurora Unit 217
Something strange is going on here.

Emme

Pi

esa)

Piscean Btls ea
geet: Set and
Kea away with your Grapple Lasso.
This triggers the appearance of aS

Varela BVol acer lan men clade
Cosmet Melare(° omcLae N
UaT Aon ae
gate with your Reyes

“Tear away the second gate with

| your Grapple Lasso and cross the

bridge. As you cross, three Steambots
afe resurrected by a Sica felce}
‘on the bridge, blocking your path.
ceo ked engaging the Steambots

are} ae the re Melee alee che
on the platform, you must maneuver.
through the Construction Bay. Start
by space jumping between these
round floating platforms. On the last
round platform, look right to spot
three Grapple Swing Points—you
can't use them yet, however. You
must release three large panels
before crossing.

and Steamlord on this narrow bridge,

simply roll past them in Morph Ball
form—be careful not to roll off the
sides and don't drop any bombs
along the way.
primagames.com

Me
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¥
as far as you can, then space jump
Poco MUNA dao) -luol gan ok-ee 4
the Ballista Lift corridor. Watch out
for more Dragoon
he
ie
s

oro Coe Co

er

Clamp. Hii
Team

enter the nearby Motph Ball tunnel. ."
Roll through the end tunnel
and trigger three Bomb Slots to
*
ees Rite! erUro essere leire mays

a,

7

ones

~

»begin’swinging across. [rela hon
first point, but don't let go.Instead,
while swinging on the first point,
(rede) ele a acen iam elect ae] Oita)
the next two points.When you're
lined up, swing across each point to
the platform on the otherside:
"

»

ig

ON
ee) g l0 mr ge=lgle=iae=
|e coy
on the underside of the Grapple
cD Be) t= imie wee de —ier= [n= 9 |
shoot them before swinging
across. By the time you hit the
F{-fefalgfagelu=/e)a|(= el QV inl hase) ge
=1e
take off. flying directly at you. If
age Dnlie see Ce
r=)

ice you've
oe FI ageree
Eiic BEC tal nel ola ee Real16]
ici Use this opportunity to ripits
Pras open with your Grapple L.
Just inside ra

Ballistatift

felolel ary

another Databotiwith the“Slumber”
Leo Kota e area
aera) tla
itch
with the green hand-shaj
on the wall to activate the lift.Step
onto the yellow lift hologram and
aide it down to thé next level.

is

located. Inthe corridor straight ahead
a) Pats betel Tel cis rer nattes june
anewboss oes
it!

around the room, tracking your
faa
ua aca MUA ae
aM alco (010 B

Boss Battle:
Defense Drone
DY c—ahym DI Kola

armored with no exposed weak

—e

as
tsPeo
Bones 'S armor
is ra as Hypermode and target
thé ted glowing sphere on its head,
exposed by the narrow gap in.its
Elauoe sie ietegia B)-1iclacics P) colt MUfolaKe
sit still. Instead, it retaliates with a
new attack of its own, launching
these large energy orbs toward
you. Shoot the orbs as soon as they
_ appear. Otherwise they'll bounce

where-the néw Chozo A ae

ait eae Dronei iy ae ir

Advance to the top of this platform
using the lower bridge and Morph
. Ball tunnel. Hit this green switch to
) rotate the nearby bridge toward the
| main platform. Roll across the bridge

»

points. However, if you target and
fo(otro) ae) tale Roa ce talcoanaeCon ort)
can stun the drone, which allows you
to temporarily open its armor shell.
While targeting the Defense Drone’s
antennae, watch out for its jump
attacks. As the drone lands, it sends

out an expanding ring of energy.
Space jump

over these energy rings

to avoid taking damage.
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feline alae Clamo old
by destroying the Sar TS and
cracking open the Co saelanls
with your Grapple Lasso. Enter
Hypermode and target the red spot
imo
.an \alcMelcolaleHCy-loRt [alana —o.dol(0lecy

you've earned a gold credit and the
Boost Ball upgrade.
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From Juncti Furr.
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Dock, o thezipline to reac
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ere lel eT
Kinetic Orb Cannon Fer
Pict P ecole
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te, emerging fr
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a od
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He After

«finishing
Off the Steambots, look for
Ripe ite} the outer wi

orb-shaped rolectenin olaectacite(sy one
down ® to drop down into the Spinner.

MMs con ee
ha tee corr

Once inside, hold down and release

+s

ina repetitive rhythm to activate the
SoU Aol ChE la ALUM EeLOe (crekad
armen Morph Ball Opening is lined
up with the lit arrow at the top. This
activates the lift, returning you to the
upper level of the Ballista Storage shaft. -

7

s

EIEN ata a iii
Maintenance Shaft AU before
attempting the space jump over to
the Grab Ledge. Once you've made it
across, enter the nearby door into the

Aurora Chamber.

Samus, destroying some of Aurora
Unit 217’s vital circuitry. You can’t
chase after Ghor directly—the door
he exited through is secure. Instead,

ENTo VAnarL co ol0 MAW or-CeaiCo aT
NTT} Chamber. Start by heading
outto the Construction Bay. Instead
of crossing the round floating .
platforms, turn left and locate this*
Morph Ball tunnel—it leads to the
Construction Bay's lower portion. -

From the lower Constructi
Bay area, head back through
_
Maintenance Shaft GP and
Skybridge Hera. Although the bridge
is gone,a Spinner waits outside the
doorway. Enter the Spinner and
rotate it 180 degrees to reveal a

Kinetic Orb Cannon. Use the cannon

to sail toward the Junction platform.

return to Aurora Unit 217 through

the Morph Ball tunnel. Interact with
the AU’s control panel fo learn that

amene Uo M@ Tule acm
kinetic lock (in Morph Ball form)

and use the Boost Ball to rotate it.
Keep spinning until the Morph Ball
opening reaches the top. This unlocks | the gate, giving you access to Aurora
_| Unit 217. Interact with the: ronal
fins front of the unit. This opens a
necal Clase nome rer scia
leading to the maintenance level. Roll
rough the open hatch and follow
cu) down inthe Warts ase

~

you.must find a way to repair the
circuitry before Aurora Unit 217 can
be of any use—Ghor's Plasma Beam
should do the trick.
_
—

Before chasing after Ghor save
your game at Save Station A, just
elie
e wale 2 elie eel
a ee)

a

Pee

J

eiteere tice)
ee

a

ing atop your Gunship,
eT RN

Ro Uianonure

the cannon to get shot

* Zipline Station’Brave,b

EeUicre etme

tt

the
ENA

celia. la

alert from your Gunship Warning of an
approaching alts eeee (sid ohn
TT
Plela Taree
Ral Rrrtinlelore stercvelch
eter Teou ena fala mera natn 118 eles
inside and rotate the Spinner 180
degrees (with the Boost Ball,
clio
in the center of the room.

:

Hub Access.Watch out forDrago
rae APC
corridor.

eR

ca nen

On Uae

Ielah

fighting your way past a er Pen
ARMM ecm eo Vie
elt aniellb

~ Now enter the half-pipe and line

yourself up, faeing the top of one of the. *
ramps at a perpendicular angle. Change

ie
Stay near the perimeter of the
fala)e dns ps) tcinieMaaae= le] engdae =e
Gel on the ground. If you walk over
Bin 4 g0)=)0C/=l Aaya mee a =leoe
© Try freezing the Fuel Gel with an Ice
Missile to cause Ghor to slip when
felar=lue|=p 00sOF lef eel eh
RUT]

Fool olaer form and begin using the
Boost Ball to build momenttm
irge
the Boost Ball byholding down®).Once
Reariencecack
eri! Eveereia
ood ooo MMe elMTe ie sa A

you can roll right onto the ledge high
above the room.

In the Arrival Station, locate.this
;
Asyou dodge Ghor's charging
Grab Ledge to pull yourself up onto —
attacks, circle behind him and shoot
EM eleCela nian) otal na
this energy pack. It provides power
the Spinner to activate a Kinetic ©

Cette

raceem alice iam tal eae pmo)
call thelift. This is a mini-puzzle. Place
each lit rotatable notch in the proper
slot of the three concentric circles.
Once all three circles are complete,
the lift lowers, giving you access to
Salou silat,ce eats ae) dilo (ola LAT ity
doing the puzzle you receive more
reports from your ship—it's now
taking damage.

Tararody areca ar Kec tatgro la)

Esra mec meni
mri NEE!
platform in the distance. The Energy
Tank rests on a small pedestal at the
yoy Ta Som cleo Lecol
tus aCon CaCO Lace)
Liaw ACYL BSIccl (Ce lamtallm tal Marla9)
Spinner to activate another Kinetic
Orb Cannon and fire yourself back
across.
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to his shield. Keep hitting it until it

explodes. This stuins Ghor, temporarily deactivating his shield. As Ghor
~sits-on the ground, locate the large
loli] IheeeNVcem telco=te lM ATM ater-CoR-TaVe]
fire away—this is his weak spot. If
possible, try to land some missile hits,
or enter Hypermode to deliver some
heavy damage with Phazon blasts.

After recovering, Ghor stands up
and fires a massive Plasma Beam.
Be ready to space jump over it as it
sweeps the floor

nen ie Gh

Tay

ones

Pury stationary Eraency

E] Reeaer it) Plasma Beam in a
spinning arc. Space jump over the
beam as it sweeps toward you. Before
landing, enter Morph Ball form and
"toll between Ghor’s legs, just below
the flashing orb;Drop three bombs

below 50 percent, he adds a rly
Elecre SMa Coleg Colto Mine arms
spread out wide,he serie spinning
like a top, charging roel ce)Neth ial -3
Clee
A CTS ole iret
keep your distance. If you get too
close, it’s impossible to get out of the
way in time—though you can duck
under his arms in Morph Ball form.
Dodge these attacks and wait for him

Roesclid ee Maoh auricle
attack so you can stun him again.

survive this onslaught very long,
Enter Hypermode and aggressively

attack Ghor's head with Phazon
Em EMR Caan aleraeella ela

don't rapidly fire unless you're certain
you're on target. If possible, make
each Hypermode peril ECan aie |
25 seconds. It takes CoN] a few direct
Phazon hits to. Anish off felitold

Close to the flashing red and blue orb. ©

If they're close enough, oy
Ghor upon detonation.

ia

ara)

If you're close enough, you can
duck under Ghor's spinning Plasma
T=T n=} 4k] ae Une
1 m8)
EEG

Ng a acer health, Ghor gets
teally dangerous. His charging attacks
| become quicker and more direct.Do
otiaoaat to stay out of his way while
ig at his head. There's no way to
in Ghor now, so you must finish
him off in a balanced one-on-one
olOCOPe Uta cov omi eine R-Tm cared ole)
| Ka
on his head.

Ghor leaves behind io Plasma
Crm eceameIe eMac
center of the docking bay, along with
any other power-ups. feliteSS orth i
retrieved the Plasma Beam upgrade,

Samus calls her Gunship back to the
Main Docking Bay. Take the opportunity to recharge and save your
game inthe Gunship.
ee

—

ity Station,shoot

. —_ eae fai

SS

rena (ecalcaA
This wavy weld is a bit
to make. Just move slow!
ends are finally connecte

mas ees of metahop
Gunship, using.a ch:
your Plasma Beam. Locate

ran elt

Era
the shaft’s on
0. way up. You need thi

this piece

of metal (below the win

melt it With a charged shot

) and
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melts EE fevealing a Sr Ecos
reoe lei Mesa =torUursiol Nalco
up into, the alcove in Morph
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Peele AE eae]
Unit 217

Bal form
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Once all three. welds are made,
Priced BelaLey WAIL) fully operational.
Peeveh etre aco tate tire lent Te
yoy ox-ra AVI Gcalcolele]ament\ (01fe],

EERO

DE Taen incites ian

Aurora Unit to adva, pe
Among other thi
the location of a’nea
ni Soe
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o corridor and Press a
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entering the Morph CE Rit eet
the nearby lift to gain entry. |
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Gunship Missile
ele in 3

nn os

the same path NortTiceyer at
When you arrive, the
aed

eaten :
fallacciley

you to go down to the maintenance.
level and weld the damaged wiring
with your new Plasma Beam. ac

the maintenance level eect
its
Morph Ball tunnel and approach this
ferclaKelmelcaeliegae) Rens [cu
a
wall.While standing
nextto the \
panel, press ® when prompted to.
enter welding mode. Aim at the
glowing yellow piece of circuitry in
the bottom left corner. Hold down
® to begin welding with the Plasma
Beam, dragging your aim slowly
up the diagonal channel toward
the upper-right corner, connecting
the weld to the existing piece of
circuitry. If completed correctly,
the circuit panel turns green. Find
another damaged circuit panel on

Frm

R@ar Tul AltLe

Pree el Cue ties

ia Un cra)

use the Kinetic Orb Cannon to reach *

the Spire Dock. On the Spire Dock,.

use the eastern zipline to ores tal
Security Station.

the perimeter wall and make the

necessary repairs.
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ing to Landing Site

ys locate this metal panel in the

Security Station—on the left just
as you exit the Morph Ball tunnel.
Melt the panel with a charged shot
Lice B Vola aus A sin CoC)
another Morph Ball tunnel. Roll inside
fos MAUR UL Rola A)
Gunship Missile Expansion.
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Upon
ee Elgin loa acces
proceed directly:through the
Tia
ot acl M ali lare nelcon tary Gel
Processing Site. A few Reptilicus

Carre crea Mer ece eaeK onc a
on guard—though they're no match
for your new GC
tT

Refinery Access ay

Blast the ice deposits in the Morph
Ball tunnel in the Gel Processing Site.
Use charged shots from your Plasma
Beam to melt each obstruction. Enter

Lap ccasd

aera

the Morph Ball tunnel and follow
it into the upper level-of the Gel
bacole Sale ts

When you come to a dead end,
}drop.a bomb to knock over the:
obstructing pipe. Just past the pipe,
you need to jump a gap. Back up
through the tunnel and use the heat
Nearest
en hleca rel cas
across the gap.A well-timed Boost
Ball can also help you cross this gap
PONG CLT TSE

You emerge on a landing high
above the Gel Processing Site.
Destroy the ice covering the Plasma
primagames.cam
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isor—order your

land-on Landing Site A.
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Beam door, then shoot the door to
Talat pa
ae th eomde(ela

In the Refinery Access, locate this
locked panel and shoot the red ae

ente sequence they ap
this fiery fresco. Scan it to re
“Prophecy” Lore entry.

dian iN ae RUE Ran)
Beam door at the end of the corridor.
You're high above the Imperial Hall—
don't drop down. Maes core ole10c nals
Morph Ball tunnel on the
=
This takes you to a small perch on the
hall's right side.

:

op ie) aT yao iE
fora Relam Carag

the left panel! Tt

downward, creating a new
above the’ Imperial Hall.

space jump to reach thele

eravon area trillent:
GroR aM Cec er

From the Gel P. ocessing Site, head
directly to the Main Lift. Use the
Morph Ball tunnel (and Korbas) to

reach this chamber and melt the ice
on this ornate wall carving. Shoot
Bate) Va Kelnam ear ts CeLU Lea ccd
tunnel opening, then roll through
Teta Cols olan c-Rel
e lanl celta
side, shoot the Plasma Beam door
and walk through to enter Warp Site
Pela

po

-

NS

Enter the Spinner and use your ©
Boost Ball to rotate the rib-like cage
eco are
ohtalea cero ue oc
ae
Keep rotating this cage until an open
spot in the chamber’s wall is revealed,
just opposite the battering ram—this
is a weak spot.
ne
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ahead;then rey j Eee eo
r’Screw Attack mode. Keep
ee
spinning across the SUSU LL voltae
reach the MMC ae
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Exit t

Samus emerges at Warp Site Brav:

jerialCavernsto
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Fleer a Toa)
AWN Aca taTS
Imperial Crypt. The door ahead is not
(o}

in a new area, which is covered in

ice. Move through the passage (and
doorway) Ellen to enter the Imperial
Caverns.
x

accessible, so shoot ie.

aii

pathway with a chargec cites to drop
to the lower level.

Ds

Hall of
sue

i

icra
ien Naa MeM Nem Zidane ie)
green Wall Jump slabs. Jump up
and bounce off one of the walls in
Screw Attack mode.Keep pressing

IO esr ale eM VelCMRI

mT) E ae ral

Carlie

Beyond the door, the Imperial
Caverns appear to come toa dead
end, with a green Wall Jump:slab
occupying one wall. Aim Clay Fla
the icy floor adjacent to tHe Wall

Jump slab and firea charged shot

alt
oa (G@ayelus erg es h
a Spinner in the floor, but ignore it
for now. Instead, pass through the
Uc
CLR NaCl Lo) ACTA]
| Attack suit upgrade resting on a

into the ice. The ice areca aoe
Sisco nats
og sian
Cold
i na) ol (eee VC Aca ero Late RMAL
brance. The Screw Attack upgrade
shaft below. Continue shooting t it
Fl omem Veco Mann -lBI in) )
eM olen Teel KelemenLe ole)
slabs to reach new areas. It can also
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At Landing Site A, backtrack through
biprems\rell
di oVa)e] elem tata ETAT]
Beam door. Inside, use your new
Screw Attack to ascend the tall shaft,
bouncing off the green Wall Jump
slabs.
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do that later, For now, head
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and destroy these Phazon vines with
Ma olsiasr-]l i 1ae-eoO) alee R VIN
are gone, enter the Morph Ball tunnel
and follow it toward the Skytram
West platform.
w
In the adjoining Security Tube,

enter Morph Ball form in Hypermode
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At Skytram West, enter the Spinner
in the floor and rotate it 180 degrees
with rhythmic Boost Ball thrusts.

Once it’s rotated, a yellow hologram
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Step onto the hologram toinitiate
the transit system. A large cage

: icice() Samus as the platform.
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the room and locate this green
hand-shaped switch. Interact with it
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‘| corridor running beneath the room.
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with the Armored Pirate Troopers

* inside. Use the lift in one of the side
passages to reach the upper level
and proceed to Concourse Ventilation via the upper-level corridor. .

Follow the lower'Chozo:Obser- ,
vatory corridor into the Observatory Lift corridor. Interact with the
damaged citcuit panel on the wall and
repair it cert

Beam to fix
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the lift’s yellow hologram to reach
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platform overlooking the Gearworks.
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Screw Attack across
Skybridge Athene.

to eee

another floor below. Drop to

the bottom of the shaft and turn down
the open hall toward Maintenance

Shaft 08.if you hang around too long, a
Space Pirate ATC attacks:
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Swing across Maintenance Shaft 08
Wistate Role Melcle)o\ acy Mialem
sie la /-1 Cte
for a pirate waiting on the other side—
Iola lolol melale Vole cca-li(—r- (eh,
attached to the Grapple Swing Point.
Either finish him Off while swinging or
land next to him and take him out at
close range. If he hits you while
you're
attached to the swing poin'
Coleen ua earli
Enter the adjoining Chozo Observatory and scan one of the new
Advanced Aerotroopers for your Log
Book. There's nothing remarkably
different about these Aerotroopers.

Keep hitting them with missiles and
charged shots until they crash into
the ground.

In the Landing Access corridor,

At the Gearworks, turn to your
right and look for a cluster of

destroy the two panes of glass
hanging from the ceiling—charged
shots do the trick. Once the path is
clear, Screw Attack to the other side.
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Swarmbots—scan them, then shoot

them out of the sky. Then aim toward
this platform to the right of the gears
and Screw Attack toward it. From the
platform, Screw Attack again toward
the Broken Lift platform, bypassing
the gears altogether.
Roll beneath the Aeromines in the
Broken Lift corridor and continue to
the next door, which leads into the
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Enter the Turbine Ch mber’s core
by hitting this round pane of glass
with a charged shot. Jump through
the window to enter the chamber.
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Site B. Aurora 217 agrees to unlock
site for your use. Approach the Bom
Slot at the center of the pad and dro}
a bomb inside to lower the security
panels. Next, bring up your Command
Visor and order your Gunship to land.
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green Wall Jump slab. Drop a bomb.
in the slot to open the floor below,
Poise) a lower level. Drop into the
lower leveland use the next Bomb Slot

ADatabot hovers above the lift at
Landing Site B—-look straight up
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are Viet
alot leading into Ree canis
“Pass through the upper level of the
Broken Lift corridor on your way to
the Turbine Cereals
nation ocerta
the Databot carrying the “Aurora”
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At the Gearworks, wait for a Space

Pirate ATC to destroy the gears,
opening a clear path to the other
side. Shoot down the ATC, then Screw
Attack Oe als span, collecting a
Missile Expansion along the way. You
must line up your Screw Attack just
right to collect the Missile Expansion
floating in the middle of the span.
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> Boss Battle:
.Berserker Lord

OLYSd at od (ale
le (Mel p meat [6(c of room
and the platform in the center to
climb to the top of this. shaft.Look ~
for the circular passage on the side

‘of the shaft and jump toward it to
access the Botanica corridor—shoot
the Plasma Beam door at the end of
the corridor. You're now on the right
track to reach the upper level of the
Turbine Chamber.
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The Berserker Lord is the same boss
you faced back on the Olympus. Start
off by targeting the glowing red orbs
on the Berserker Lord’s shoulders.
Destroy both of them to force the
hostile into its next attack phase.
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Stay on your toes when the
Berserker Lord starts firing
purple orbs. On the first attack, it
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can't be rebounded, so be ready to
dodge.
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object, don't order it to land. If you
do, before the Gunship lands it will
return the object it's carrying to
the place where it retrieved the
object.
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“Your Plasma Beam inflicts enormous
- amounts of damage on the
outgunned beast. Just target the red
nodule on the Berserker Lord’s head
and it should be down for the count
within seconds. There's no need to
enter Hypermode., *

Roll through the Morph Ball tunnel!
and proceed through the next
doorway to enter the Turbine Access
corridor. Pay close attention to the
Phazon-enhanced Crawltank here—it
has entered Hypermode. Retaliate
with charged shots and missiles
while dodging the Crawltank’s
Phazon blasts. Afterward, shoot the
debris blocking the corridor and
advance to the next doorway leading
ohn aati elgma LLB

Following the boss battle, locate

the four yellow orb holograms spread
out across the room's floor. Enter

each hologram and use your Boost
Ball'to power upa wall switch.

You'v Nema aly aes eesant
before. Twist the Wii Remote to line
up the notches in the slots of all
three concentric circles, pressing ® to

~~ Inthe Piston Hall, you must Screw
Niece eelarestneMenr Sue cait)Ny
timing the opening and closing
au sliding door on the distant
atform. As soon as the door closes,
begin your jump. As you get closer,
the door opens, giving you a spot to
land. Continue to the next door down
the adjoining hall.
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Xenoresearch
In Transit Tube A, turn right in the

corridor and shoot the Plasma Beam
door to access Save Station C.Recharge
and save your game, then proceed to
the Research Pod Lift corridor, taking
the doorway on the right to enter the
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cage Wale alice inal
green hand-shaped switch to activate
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Exit the Morph Ball tunnel and

proceed through the next.corridor
till you come to a round room—the

Seeker Missile upgrade is straight

ahead, insidea containment tank.
While in this room, look on the
surrounding walls and scan a
harmless Steamspider for your Log
Book.

The doorway you entered earlierIs
now sealed bya blast shield with five
yellow locking mechanisms—all locks
must be destroyed simultaneously. ©
Aim at the door and hold down 9

©

If you're not careful, Phazon
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health. if this happens, immediately
transform into Morph Ball form
and drop bombs until the Phazon
Metroid releases you.
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Shoot the Seeker Missile door
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ead, then follow the
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By i caia) r) Lift. Ride the lift back down
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lors and to the Xenoresearch
A Lift—there’s only one open path.
Locate another Seeker Missile door
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Your Seeker Missiles will lock onto

evasion twill ole <5 (eon ce}
fire, destroying the locks and clearing
a path. Find your way back through
the darkened hall to the Morph Ball
tunnel and roll through.
In the next corridor, continue
forward and take the first left,
heading toward the Seeker Missile
door. In this corridor you're likely
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Spinner notch and eee

plasma hits prior to launching a
missile. If your missile hits, the
Phazon Metroid will be encased in
ice. Hit the frozen creature witha
charged shot to shatter it intoa
Mataripe stains
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Before entering the lift at Xenoresearch
Lift A, turn to the containment unit on

the right to spot an Energy Tank. Hit the
glass with a charged shot, then step
inside to retrieve the Energy Tank.
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Advance through Concourse Access
A to return to Skytram East. Walk onto
the hologram to activate the
i
system and ride it to the S
West platform.
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the Junction. At the Junction, head

north across the Hoverplat Docking
Site platforms. Perform a Screw
Attack from one platform to the next
until you reach the platform outside
utara eo Mie
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From the Barracks Access, you
can use the zipline to reach the
objective area of the Transit Hub,
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making it riskier than using the
Kinetic Orb Cannons.
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aac] keen -iilale) this old cannon. Hit
it with a charged shot to restore the
cannon to operational use. Once it’s
restored, enter the cannon in Morph
Ball form and sit tight as it launches
you toward the Zipline Station Bravo
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Assault Skiffs, as these inflict the most
damage on the Spire. These small »
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smaller and incapable of carrying
troops. But they have the same
weakness as the ATC-—the red grill
on the front. Keep hitting this spot
with your Plasma Beam until the skiff
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_ comes to an end. By now, the Spire is
hovering directly over the Leviathan
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Now that the Spire is in place over
Sales (eM acre e iltan eal ee C18)
console directly in front of you. This
display shows a-diagram of the
platform.Touch each of the three
green brackets over the thrusters.
This initiates a countdown (displayed
on the console) till the thrusters
are deactivated. It also activates an
escape pod, which appears directly

behind you.
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flying around. Scan it for your Log
Book, then continue to:the Lift Hub
Access corridor.
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Hub—the lift in the center. Béfore
~~}~entering the lift, scan.the round
display on the right wall to retrieve
the Our Mission Lore ‘entry. In the lift,

turn to the control panel on the left
and press the top button to access
the Command Coustyard.

While at Landing Site Bravo, look
around for a Pirate Cargo Drone

Currently, you can access only
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blocks the path into a Morph Ball
tunnel. Space jump to the Grab
Ledge above and enter another
Morph Ball tunnel running above the
Command Courtyard.
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crawl space passage just beneath the
decking of the Command Station—the
}*pirates working above won't even
notice you. Ignore the two vertical
shafts for now and look for a small
nook containing a Missile Expansion.
Once you've retrieved the Missile
Expansion, backtrack toward the

orange-lit vertical shaft and ride the lift
inside up to another tunnel passage.
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Turn around from the switch to
spot a small Morph Ball entrance
blocked by a hardened Phazon _
hatch. Look up and wait for ag ee
the Phazon canisters to pi
above the hatch, then she
Teen alae drops i in ine ol
the hatch. The resulting explosion
destroys the hardened Phazon,
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Follow the winding Morph Ball
tunnel to this small room. Locate the
Energy Cell on the wall ahead and
pull it out of the socket—you now
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the Energy Cell deactivates the

Follow the adjoining tunnel to
the Command Vault. The X-Ray Visor
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Assault Pirate Troopers are now
positioned atthe end of the Defense
Access corridor. Expect to be hit by
a Phazon grenade, which forces you
into Hypermode. If this happens,
repeatedly press ® to vent Phazon
from the PED until safe levels are
attained. While in Hypermode, finish
off the Assault Pirate Troopers.
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Deactivating the locks activates a
turntable-like device on the room’s™
floor. Roll into the gold: hologram to
rotate the turntable, which transports
you to the opposite side of the
passage.
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to your Gunship at Landing
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inside the ship, set a course for the
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revealed Research Facility
landing site.
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of the wall socket and add it to your
inventory. Instead of returning to the
lift, stay in the lower passage beneath

Metroid Processing and locate a

damaged circuit panel in the hall's

opposite branch. Repair the circuitry
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Approach this the same way you did
the real Rundas: stun Rundas-G with
missiles, then tear away the ice armor

before engaging in Hypermode.

Later, Gandrayda takes the form
| of Ghor-G. As with the real Ghor,
wait for the spinning plasma attack,
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With less than 25 percent health
remaining, Gandrayda stops taking.
on different forms. Instead, ais
Perera are Relea acceler lie)
the platform while firing various
energy attacks. If you have an Energy
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inish her off quickly. Otherwise, keep
chasing her with your Plasma Beam
until she falls and you're awarded a
gold credit and the Grapple Voltage
suit upgrade.
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entry for your Log Book. Approach
the power coupling at the doorway
and drain its energy with the Grapple
Voltage to gain access to Landing
Site Bravo and your Gunship. Enter
your Gunship and save your game
before plotting a course back to
Elysia. Select Landing Site A as your
destination.
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The newly discovered Chozo
“technology reported by Aurora Unit
242 is located in the Powerworks
~ area of SkyT
oVunom eS
Junction. Fro
ding Site A, move
through the: Senn) Station toward

Once the gate is unlocked, use the
zipline. Your trip along the zipline
is cut short by a sudden energy

surge, and you drop ontoa platform.
Complete the trip by performing a
Screw Attack toward Zipline Station
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Fortunately,a Kinetic Orb Cannon,

is available for your trip toward the
Junction platform.
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position. Jump onto this nearby ledge
and use your Grapple Lasso to flip
the gear upward.While iS gear is
twirling through the Ponte it with
a charged shot from your Plasma
Beam to knock it back in place. As the
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In the Powerworks Access corridor,

turn to
energy
barrier.
Morph

this terminal and drain its
to drop the green energy
Roll through the adjoining
Ball tunnel and enter the next

doorway leading into the Powerworks..

Enter the Junction EMR Vital aie
heading toward Zipline Station
Charlie.The gate blocking a
the zipline is secured with a

lock, Use your Grapple Volta:
lock—only this time, push the control
stick forward (©) to send ere iiag
to the lock, draining some of your

health in the process.
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open a new Morph Ball tunnel. Roll into
the Morph Ball tunnel to access the
central gear room of the Powerworks.
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hold down @ to activate the Spider
Ball, attaching to the track. Continue
holding down [I to remain on the
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manually. Be on the lookout for
these rotating gold icons floating
around after each battle.
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Spinner to activate a Kinetic Orb

Advance through the Powerworks
Access corridor and return to Zipline
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zipline, Screw Attack to the platforms
N
on the right.A large Spider Ball Track
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Maintenance Shaft GP.
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Cross Maintenance Shaft GP to enter
the Construction Bay. Turn right and
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After eae ge Red fee
turn toward the distant structure
with the Grapple Swing Points. Just
above this structure is a Missile
Expansion. Screw Attack toward
the top of the structure to retrieve
it.While up here, locate the nearby
Databot and retrieve the “Attack”
Lore entry.
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Navigate this twisting Spider Ball

Track to grab a Gunship Missile
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Expansion. Use the Boost Ball to jump
to new pieces of track and grab the
rere alone
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Cross to SkyTown East via Skytram
West to reach the Concourse Ventilation shaft. Inside, enter Hypermode
and kill the Red Phaazoid to earn a
gold credit.
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Locate the Databot hovering above
the highest platform. Shoot it and
scan it'to retrieve the “Conflict”
Lore entry. You don't have to reach
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Grabbing the fifth Energy Cell
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Track and follow it up the wall.Drop _
a bomb to jump a vertical gap. Drop
off the Spider Ball Track to access a
platform holding a Missile Expansion.
Drop off the side of the platform
to return to the ledge below, then
return to your Gunship at Landing
Site A (on SkyTown’s we:
save your game. Plot a cou
Pirate Homeworld, landing

Research Facility.
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this opening at the top. oie jump
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The door to the Courtyard Passage
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Grapple Voltage to shut down the
energy field.
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Enter the Main en era room
and turn right. Look for the red handshaped switch and interact with it
to activate a nearby lift. Enter the lift
and take it down to the Main Cavern
floor.
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circuit, causing the gears to turn,
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Your Gunship helps you reach
an upper-level terminal. Space
jump onto your ship, then jump to
this nearby platform. The terminal
contains the “Planet Norion” Lore
entry—scan it for your Log Book.
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Docking Hub Alpha. Use the Grapple
Swing Point above to reach the

far ledge and retrieve the Missile
Expansion.
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Colossus Vista
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through the Plasma Beam door to
access the Hangar Bay Hall. Enter the
Hall of Golems and locate the purple
security clamp on the nearby Golem.
Use your Grapple Voltage to send
energy into the clamp to overload
it.Afterward, enter the Golem’s
Bomb Slot and drop a bomb inside
to activate a Spider Ball Track above
the room—this leads to Missile
Expansion 36, which you'll soon grab.
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From the Thorn Jungle Airdock, advance through the Overgrown Ruins passage
to the Ancient Courtyard. Here you come under attack from a Phaazoid.
Immediately enter Hypermode and engage the Phaazoid with Phazon blasts
and Hyper Missiles, destroying it before it becomes a nuisance.
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“energy.
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Enter Transit Tunnel P70 and drop
to the area below the tracks. Scan
the round display to download the
“Mistress Gandrayda’ Lore entry.
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the Core Access corridor, your

Hop across the three round platforms
in Landing Site Delta, moving toward
the Core Access doorway.
On the
third platform, Screw Attack across

the gap to reach the
the door.

ledge in front of

is blocked by a large tentacle
ing out of the floor. Activate your
‘ay Visor to locate the tentacle’s
terior weak spot. Shoot the orange
area with your Nova Beam to instantly
kill the tentacle; it crumbles. Use the

same tactic against the next tentacle
in the passage. Once you reach the
' Leviathan Core, drop to the floor to

trigger the arrival of Omega Ridley.
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Ridley’s attacks. Early on he spits
round plasma-based fireballs. These

fireballs have limited tracking ability,

soa simple dodge might not |
enough. Instead, shoot the
moving fireballs. When they explode,
they leave behind a health power-up.
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the internal joints in the Phazite
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At 75 percent health, Omega Ridley
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protect his torso. You can pénetrate .-

While Omega Ridley is dazed,

rush forward and use your Grapple
Lasso to pull open the armor over
his torso. He raises up on his hind
legs, revealing a glowing red orb on
his chest that emits Phazon energy.
Quickly engage Hypermode and

this new armor with your Nova Beam;

targeting the’heart directly.
E

be

hit this spot with Phazon blasts and

Hyper Missiles before Omega Ridley’s
Yeoh
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Phazite armor, he takes to the sky.
Keep an eye on him and dodge the
incoming plasma bombs. He drops
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the lift to the second floor. From
there, advance through the Security
Air Lock and the Defense Neato
corridor to reach the Command
Station.
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In the Command Station, turn

toward this purple alien growth
m
blocking the passage to Transit
Station 2-A.Instead of shooting
it, enter Hypermode and use your
)Hyper Grapple to overload the entity
with Phazon energy and blow it up. :
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train—press the red hand-shaped
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rolling toward Transit Station 2-B.
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Hypermode, firing Phazon blasts

does not decrease Phazon levels.

However, any health power-ups
acquired after killing enemies
lower Phazon levels slightly. Still,
you must move through this world
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Froma distance, scan and engage the
Jelsacs floating above the Entry Canyon.
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eR dowmnthe passage, four Phazon
Hoppers drop from the ceiling. Try to
avoid contact with these creatures while
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Finish them off as quickly as possible,
then press forward.

You must find Dark Samus before
teat de Lar Pcol Rol aceSaar [eg ty
this critical level. Pass through
the doorway ahead into the Entry
Canyon,
Next, move toward this large alien
growth blocking the path. Using your
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Cavern Beta is filled with Jelsacs and
Phazon Metroids. Use Phazon blasts
and Hyper Missiles to clear a path along
the cavern’s perimeter ledge. When you
reach a dead roi) on the ledge, turn
right to eens age eg aon
crystals on the opposite side of the
Cecilie canema Bay sa
oe
then space jump across the shaft to
reach the newly exposed ledge.

Repeat the same process through
the next two chambers. The third
chamber is occupied by another
Phazon Puffer. Use this creature to
siphon off some of your Phazon
before you drop through the tunnel
in the center of the room.
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When the’Phazon Metroids are
-| defeated, turn to this organic barrier
blo€king the next passage.A optical
device pops out of the wall next
to the barrier—this isthe weak,
spot. Shoot the optical appendage
wherever it pops up. After you score a
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hits, the barrier explodes.
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| ceiling—a Leviathan Infant swims

| around inside. Use your Grapple
Lasso to tear away the mémbranes
on each side of the womb.
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the bottom of the shaft leads to the
Genesis Chamber.

Next, target the Leviathan Infant
inside the womb. The Leviathan
Infant swims from one side of the
womb to the other, requiring you to
circle around the womb. If you lose
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your X-Ray Visor.
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Once it recovers, the AU retaliates

with a projectile attack of its own.
Dodge or space jump over this
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When the AU's health has dropped
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energy balls to destroy them.
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Special messages periodically appear onscreen to let you
know how far you've progressed. Here are the progression
milestones that affect the endings across all three games:
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You accumulate credits of various colors as you complete
milestones and special tasks throughout Metroid Prime:
Trilogy. There are far more credits to acquire in Metroid
Prime 3: Corruptions, compared
to the first two games,
but all three offer credits for you to earn, which in turn are
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Finding every-credit in the first two Metroid Primes is
simple—just'play the games to completion,
and you'll
find them all. (There are 10 orange and 15 silver credits in
Metroid Prime, and 15 purple and 18 more silver credits in
Echoes.) However, Corruption’s credit system is far more

involved, with loads of credits for you to acquire. Use the
following table, which lists all credits in chronological
order, to ensure you don't miss a single one.
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